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Sustainability: An Interdisciplinary Discussion 
Panel Moderator: Janet Twomey 

 

Graduate students: 

Sadonia Corns, Amin Esmaeili & Melissa Granville 
History Department, Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering Department  

& Elliott School of Communication 

 

Faculty advisors: Jay Price, Janet Twomey & Deborah Ballard-Reisch 
 

 

Sustainability research by its very nature is interdisciplinary.  However, there is no 

universally agreed definition, and no common metric for its evaluation.  A panel of 

graduate students, drawn from engineering, communications, and history, will 

discuss sustainability from their respective discipline perspectives.  The panel will 

attempt to negotiate an agreed definition and then will discuss what makes 

sustainability unique as a field of research. 
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The Effects of taking Structured Movement Breaks on the Algebra 

Achievement of Gifted Fifth Graders 

 
Lisa J. Brightup 

Faculty: Kay Gibson  
College of Education  

 
Abstract. Students experiencing mental fatigue while pursuing high levels of achievement may refocus attention, gain 

cognitive benefits, and increase achievement by taking breaks from class work. In this quantitative study, two types of breaks, 

sedentary versus structured movement, were compared to determine whether one demonstrated greater efficacy for increasing  

algebra achievement of gifted fifth graders. Daily ten-minute breaks were taken during math class across a six-week period. 

All students participated in three-week periods of each break type with achievement being analyzed through weekly quizzes. 

When algebra achievement data associated with structured movement breaks were compared to the data associated with 

sedentary breaks, results indicated that nine of eleven students made their greatest individual growth during the structured 

movement break treatment. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

In response to the high achievement demands of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) [1], schools have increased 

instructional time in reading/language arts and mathematics. The effort to improve every student‘s academic 

performance to the greatest degree possible often results in student mental fatigue. Studies show, however, that 

students can benefit mentally [2] and academically [3] from taking movement breaks, even if it results in less 

instructional time. A class of gifted fifth graders learning algebra participated in a study in which they took  two 

types of breaks during class to see how the breaks affected achievement. 

 

2.  Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

For six weeks the students participated in a 10-minute break at the beginning of their math enrichment class where 

they studied above grade-level algebra. During the first three weeks of the study, the daily break consisted of quiet, 

sedentary activities. During the final three weeks of the study, the ten-minute break consisted of the class 

participating in a teacher-led classroom physical activity program called Energizers [4]. Following each ten-minute 

break, class resumed for 20 minutes of instruction and practice. Achievement was measured weekly through quizzes 

that were identical to items from a pre-test.  

 

The results of this study indicated that a program of structured movement breaks may be more efficacious in 

learning algebra than sedentary breaks. The first summative test was given after three weeks and was compared to 

identical items #1-5 from the pre-test. Two of the eleven students had their largest range of scores, and thus their 

greatest growth, during this sedentary break treatment. 

 

 

 

          
Figure 1. Individual growth between pre-test and summative test #t             Figure 2. Individual growth between pre-test and summative test #2  

following sedentary breaks.                                                                             following Energizer breaks. 
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Likewise the second summative test was given after the sixth week and compared to identical items #6-10 from the 

pre-test. These scores indicated that nine of the eleven students made their greatest gains during weeks 4 through 6 

when they participated in the structured movement breaks. 

 

When all quizzes and summative tests were considered, the class mean during the sedentary break treatment was 

76%, and the class mean during the movement break treatment was 80%, indicating that structured movement 

breaks may assist some students in learning. 

 

In addition, the steadily improving algebra test scores of the students lend credence to the conclusions from research 

that physical activity can restore concentration and focus which may lead to greater time on task, improved behavior 

and increased learning speed [5]. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

It seems counterintuitive to believe that giving children breaks from schoolwork may actually increase their ability 

to learn, and giving them breaks for movement may be especially valuable. While no single type of break will work 

for everyone, there is clear evidence that taking time for movement breaks will not compromise the students‘ 

academic performance [6]. The results from this study showed that structured movement breaks may even help 

students excel. 
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A Phylogenetic Analysis of the tribe Cyclocephalini (Coleoptera: 

Scarabaeidae: Dynastinae)   

 
  Daniel R. Clark 

Faculty: Mary Liz Jameson 
 Department of Biological Sciences    

 
Abstract. Phylogenetics provides information about evolutionary relationships and is an essential tool in understanding broad 

patterns within groups including disease transmission, pollination, agricultural implications, and morphological adaptations.  

The scarab beetle tribe Cyclocephalini (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae: Dynastinae) includes 15 genera and approximately 500 

species that are distributed primarily in the New World.  Species in the group are important pollinators of aroids, palms and 

lilies; some are agricultural pests; and a few are invasive in areas where they have been introduced.  The group has only been 

examined in a strictly alpha taxonomic fashion and only species of special agricultural and economic importance have been 

studied.  The monophyly of the tribe and relationships of genera has not been addressed.  A phylogenetic framework of this 

group will be an invaluable tool in predicting invasiveness of species in new environments; understanding co-evolution and 

pollination with host plants; and examining the evolution of interesting biological characters.  Using adult morphological 

characters, my research will be the first to examine the phylogeny for this tribe of beetles.  This research has broad 

implications in determining potential invasive species within the Cyclocephalini and understanding the historical 

biogeography of New World and Old World cyclocephalines.  
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Kansas vs. Roeder: Christian Identity, Juridical Discourses and 

American Exceptionalism 

 

Teresa L. Click 

Faculty: Jens Kreinath 
  

 

Department of Anthropology  

 

 
Abstract.The US Evangelical movement‘s use of media and the court system since the 1980s to litigate morality 

issues, such as abortion, has gained global attention with the state of Kansas at the center of this awareness.  On May 

31, 2009, Scott Roeder, an anti-abortion activist, walked into the Reformation Lutheran Church in Wichita, KS and 

killed abortion provider, Dr. George Tiller, where he was attending Sunday morning services.  I explore Roeder‘s 

killing of Tiller, as a public crisis, and the news reporting of the subsequent trial from an anthropological perspective.  

This research was carried out with members of the Wichita community who were bound by their reading of news 

sources which reported on the trial of Scott Roeder.  I posit the public performance of violence and the ritual process of 

the trial were communicative and catalysts for change within some Christian communities in Wichita. I argue the legal 

discourses produced as a result of the conflict and resolutions have brought out moderate Evangelical identities and 

communities, historically associated with conservative Evangelicalism and strictly anti-abortion positions. I also find 

the distribution of legal discourses impacts religion which allows voice in the secular sphere 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This project began with an interest in the daily use of media by people and how media impacts communities through 

the production of knowledge.  My project included the use of different forms of communication, including 

discursive strategies found within forms of media, how decisions about reporting were made by journalists and how 

this information impacted Christian identification and agency.  The focus of my study was on internet journalism 

and reporting of information pertaining to the abortion conflict in Wichita, the killing of Dr. George Tiller in May 

2009 and the trial of Scott Roeder for the killing in January 2010.  The project began with questions of Christian 

identity, the negotiation of such and the potential agency of Christian identity in the abortion conflict.  The focus 

was on concerns within the field of the anthropology of Christianity, including those concerns of Christian 

communities, such as the ways in which Christian identity is contested and becomes contested [5]. As well, the 

different types of linguistic strategies that might be used in the community were explored [2, 4].  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

The primary focus of this ethnography is on informants from different interacting communities in Wichita who were 

qualified through their reading of a news source which reported on the trial of Scott Roeder in January 2011.  I 

conducted fieldwork and interviews with informants, who were 1) formerly members of Evangelical denominations 

in Wichita, including members from the field of journalism and law who adhere to Christianity but do not identify 

with any denomination, having left conservative Evangelical congregations in relation to the abortion conflict and 2) 

a conservative Baptist congregation. These interacting communities help put into context the national abortion 

debate, as well as account for change over time of cultural groups and the community environment.   

 

I employed a holistic anthropological approach to the killing (public crisis) and the trial as media events with the 

community as engaged participants in the production and consumption of information and resolution of conflict. 

Informants were qualified and bound through a selected internet news source, which was systematically collected 

and analyzed.  Fifteen informants were observed and interviewed during the span of the trial which started in 

January 2010.  Interviews were conducted through October 2010 and took place in different formats, including 

informal interviews, conversations and recorded formal interviews. I asked questions about historical background 

including education, family, religious affiliations, reading of different news sources and how they accessed and 

incorporated this knowledge into their daily lives, understanding and identification of themselves as well as their 

identification of other religious groups.  Also included were questions about what it meant to them to be an 

American, their positions on abortion, the events of Dr. Tiller‘s killing and the trial of Scott Roeder. During 

fieldwork, it became apparent there was an impact of juridical discourses in the community such as ―guilty‖ and 
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―not-guilty‖ in relation to identification of Christian denominations who were or were not to blame for the 

performance of violence in Wichita.  Blame for the violence in Wichita was predominantly assigned to the ―Baptist‖ 

denomination, including the killing as related to protestors and use of inciteful language.   

 

Legal proceedings were integral in the formation of public discourses surrounding Evangelical Christianity. The 

field of law is shaped by religion despite secularism in the US. The practices and formations of religion are impacted 

by legal discourses appreciated through the reporting of law.  The use of legal discourses by religious groups has 

secularizing affects and these groups incorporate specific linguistic ideologies, making their positions more 

acceptable within the public secular sphere.  The agency of theses discourses is distributed through the practices of 

institutions and individuals.  The practice of ―legal naming‖ [3] is important in identity for individuals and groups.  

The legal discourse of ―guilty‖ in relation to responsibility for the actions of Scott Roeder identifies which religious 

groups are allowed into the public sphere and have voice as well as produce changes in linguistic ideologies and 

strategies of religious groups identified as such. For example, the Baptist denomination I worked with were aware 

through their interaction with other cultural groups that they were identified as ―guilty‖ for the violence and in turn, 

incorporated legal and national ideologies framing their position as follows: ―Choice is a right given to us by God.‖ 

For my attorney informants the issue was used to test Judge‘s ideology regarding key issues such as traditional 

marriage, associated with conservative Evangelical identity. Questions about abortion were employed as a means of 

social action to bind elected Judges to a perceived secular sphere of law, in which they believed the spheres of 

religion and politics had intruded. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

I have found there is a distribution of legal discourses in the Wichita community which serve to regulate society by 

determining which groups are or are not acceptable members of society as determined through the reporting of trials 

and the folk practice of law, which is a creation and representation of ―facts‖ [6] through the ritual process of the 

trial.  This includes production of assumedly objective information about the identification of Christian groups [3]. 

The incorporation of legal discourses allows religious groups entry into the secular public sphere as members of 

civil society, which gives them voice in relation to the abortion conflict [1].   I find this is a recursive system, in 

which the use of media and the court system by religious groups to litigate morality issues to gain recognition and 

legitimation of their belief system is changing the practice of law.  These uses of the court system and 

communication techniques have developed attorney‘s understanding of Christian identity in the courtroom and 

recognition of Judge‘s political and religious affiliations.  
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Abstract. Topical analgesic (TA) agents are readily available over-the-counter, and are marketed to physical therapists as well as 

the general public as quick solutions for acute and chronic joint and muscle pain.  The purpose of this study was to determine if a 

change in postural sway occurred following the application of a TA to the lower leg.  A better understanding of a TA‘s effects on 

postural sway will provide knowledge on the use of this type of analgesic in regard to overall safety and balance.  Subjects 

consisted of 34 individuals ranging from 18-30 years old recruited from the Wichita State University student population.  

Postural sway was measured in each subject using the Biodex Balance System SD.  Subjects underwent a familiarization session, 

performed a pretest, and then a posttest following the application of a TA.  No significant difference was found between pretest 

and posttest postural sway.  Due to lack of support in the literature, further investigation is necessary to confirm these results. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In previous studies, the effects of cryotherapy on balance and proprioception on different parts of the body were observed. 

Each study documented negative effects from cryotherapy on proprioception, joint position sense, and functional ability in 

the shoulder, knee, and ankle. (1-4).  Cryotherapy modalities in these studies included ice pack, cold spray, and ice bath 

immersion; however, no studies exist using a topical analgesic cryotherapy on muscles affecting ankle balance strategy.  A 

topical analgesic cryotherapy agent was used due to its availability and widespread advertisement for the use of acute and 

chronic pain relief.  No research exists on the effects of a topical analgesic on postural sway in regard to ankle balance 

strategy.  The purpose of this study was to identify a possible change in postural sway, including anterior/posterior and 

medial/lateral movement related to a TA application to the lower leg.  We hypothesized that postural sway would increase as 

measured by overall stability index (OSI), anterior-posterior stability index (APSI), and medial-lateral stability index (MLSI). 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 
All testing was completed using the Biodex Balance System SD (BBS SD).  The BBS SD requires the participant to stand 

bare-footed on a force plate for the duration of the test.  The BBS SD measures a number of different functions; however, for 

the purposes of this study measures of postural sway were used including OSI, APSI, and MLSI.  Postural sway is a 

combination of amplitude and velocity of movement deviation away from the center of pressure of the balancing foot.  Each 

participant was tested once.  This session included familiarization, a pretest, and a posttest. The pretest and posttest involved 

the participant performing a single leg balance test with eyes open standing on the force platform. Each pretest and posttest 

consisted of three ten-second trials with a ten-second rest between trials.  The BBS SD provided a measure for OSI, APSI, 

and MLSI for each trial.  The pretest measurements were the baseline. Then 5 grams of TA gel was measured using a Salter 

16-ounce mechanical diet scale, and the TA gel was applied to the lower dominant leg of each participant.  The posttest was 

performed five minutes after the TA application.  During all testing, a researcher was within arm‘s length to provide stand-by 

assistance and to ensure the subjects‘ safety.  No significant difference occurred between pretest and posttest postural sway 

indices following the TA application (Table 1).  A slight decrease occurred in postural sway in all three indices after TA 

application.  An increase in postural sway and an increase in the variance in the percentage of time spent outside of Zone A 

following the application of the TA cryotherapy agent to the lower leg was expected (Table 2, Figure 1).  Application of a TA 

over the lower leg muscles did not significantly affect postural sway.  Based on the results, it appears that TA agents are safe 

for their intended use in the clinic without inhibiting ankle balance strategy. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

Postural sway and overall balance were not affected by the application of a topical analgesic cryotherapy agent to the lower 

leg; however, based on the limitations noted in this study, further research is necessary to confirm these findings. 
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Table 1. Pretest and posttest postural sway indices, including overall stability index (OSI), anterior/posterior stability index (APSI),  

and medial/lateral stability index (MLSI); mean ± SD (deviation away from the center of pressure) n=34 

 OSI APSI MLSI 
Pretest 1.01 ± 0.61 

 

0.70 ± 0.51 

 

0.56 ± 0.37 

 

Posttest 0.94 ± 0.63 
 

0.68 ± 0.56 
 

0.49 ± 0.34 
 

 
Table 2. Mean ± SD; Percentage of time spent in concentric balance zones of the Biodex Balance System SD during testing procedure;  
(see figure 1 for representation of balance zones) (n=34) 

 Pretest Posttest 

Zone A 99.32 ± 2.40 

 

99.97 ± 0.17 

 
Zone B 0.68 ± 2.40 

 

0.03 ± 0.17 

 

Zone C 0 0 
Zone D 0 0 
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Abstract.  In the 19th century, windmills dotted the Kansas plains.  In the 21st century, a new kind of windmill is 

emerging – large imposing turbines – not for pumping water, but for generating electricity.  As demand for clean 

renewable energy sources increases exponentially, important questions remain about the implementation and long-term 

sustainability of wind energy initiatives in the state of Kansas.  Environmental conservation and equitable stakeholder 

compensation concerns pose challenging counter-claims that must be reconciled.  The juxtaposition of green (clean 

renewable) energy demand versus green environmental stewardship versus green equitable economic consideration is 

the focus of this qualitative study.  Utilizing key informant interviews, focus groups, and relevant public information 

sources, the authors coded and analyzed data via inductive thematic analysis, as described by Boyatzis.  Three thematic 

elements emerged (i.e. the three greens) and were then considered deductively within the context of wind energy 

development in three Kansas counties: Butler, Kiowa, and Wabaunsee.  Results and potential implications of these 

dynamics for wind energy development in Kansas are discussed. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The increasing demand for clean renewable energy sources, or so-called green energy, has promoted the 

development of large-scale commercial wind energy initiatives.  The state of Kansas ranks second in wind-

producing potential in the United States [1].  However, this potential is mitigated by several factors including, 

economic, environmental, infrastructure, legislative, regulatory, and technological constraints [2].   

 

Kansas is also home to one of the few remaining tallgrass prairie ecosystems in the world.  Chiefly located in the 

heart of the Flint Hills, these grasslands are among the last acres remaining, less than 4 percent, of the nearly 140 

million acres of tallgrass prairie that once covered the Great Plains [3].  Consequently, many individuals and 

advocacy groups have actively opposed the encroachment of any perceived threats to these lands, including the 

advent of large-scale wind farms.  Where commercial wind energy initiatives have been welcomed, the piecemeal 

nature of development in the state over the past decade and the lack of identifiable benchmarks has created the 

potential for significant disparities in economic remuneration between the various counties and landowners 

involved.  These juxtaposing forces, namely, the demand for green (clean and renewable) energy, the demand for 

responsible green environmental stewardship, and the demand for green equitable economic consideration raise 

important concerns that must be reconciled in order to have sustainable support from the individuals and local 

communities implicated and the broader public at large.   

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

During the Fall 2010 semester, graduate students in a qualitative research methods course conducted key informant 

interviews, focus groups, and document analysis.  Subsequently, the authors analyzed this data along with additional 

public information documents, including local news reporting, stakeholder websites, various county and city 

documents, and information derived from the Kansas Energy Information Network (KEIN) website, through data-

driven inductive thematic analysis, as detailed by Boyatzis [2][4].  Three thematic elements emerged: 1) the demand 

for clean renewable energy, 2) the demand for environmental conservation and preservation of specialized lands, 

particularly tallgrass prairie ecosystems, and 3) the demand for equitable consideration of stakeholder financial 

interests.  The resultant themes were then considered deductively in the context of three Kansas counties:  Butler, 

Kiowa, and Wabaunsee.  Each county demonstrates an archetypical representation of one or more of the identified 

elements.   

 

In December 2003, the Butler County Commission ruled in favor of wind energy projects to support a lagging 

economy and promote economic stability.  The Elk River Wind Project in Butler County began operations in 

December 2005 and is one of the state‘s earliest and largest (150 MW) commercial wind energy sites.  Located in 

the southern region of the Flint Hills, the site is not without controversy.  Opponents of the initiative were concerned 

that wind farm development would endanger local wildlife, harm the native grassland ecosystem, and disrupt the 
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open scenic vistas.  However, proponents argued the project would secure economic gains including a PILOT 

(payment in lieu of taxes) agreement with the county that would yield $2,250,000 over a 15-year period, undisclosed 

royalty payments to the five principal landowners, increased revenue and employment from project construction and 

operations-related jobs, and increased local tourism [5].  Butler County officials ultimately determined that the 

prevailing economic interests overshadowed any remaining environmental concerns. 

  

On May 4, 2007, a devastating F-5 tornado destroyed a significant portion of the community of Greensburg, Kansas 

(in Kiowa County).  In the aftermath, Greensburg adopted unprecedented stringent green environmental building 

and energy standards as part of a branding strategy – ―Greensburg, KS: Rebuilding...Stronger, Better, Greener!‖ – to 

attract and retain residents and support the long-term economic viability of the community [6].  The green energy 

initiatives included the development of a 12.5 MW commercial wind energy site by John Deere Renewables (now 

Exelon Wind, LLC) to supply the community‘s electric power needs.  The wind energy project broke ground in 

October 2009 and became operational on March 5, 2010.  The novel use of renewable energy credits (RECs) and 

other offsets allow the community to boast that it is particularly green.  This strategy demonstrates a unique 

confluence of green energy and green economic interests in order to promote long-term community sustainability.  

 

In June 2004, the Wabaunsee County Commission banned commercial wind development in the county.  Proponents 

of the ban felt it was required to protect the rights of the broader public to preserve the indigenous tallgrass prairie 

ecosystem despite the potential environmental benefits of green energy.  Local landowners who favored wind 

energy development in the county argued that the region was ideally situated near existing high-voltage transmission 

lines, in contrast to sites in western Kansas [2].  They also felt they were being denied basic property rights to derive 

economic benefit from land lease contracts with wind developers.  Subsequently, litigation was argued before the 

Kansas State Supreme Court.  In October 2009, the Court ruled that the Wabaunsee County Commission has the 

right to prohibit construction of commercial wind turbines in the county.  However, the Court acknowledged that 

certain questions remain about the constitutionality of some aspects of the ban.  In contrast to Butler County, 

Wabaunsee County officials determined it was in the best interest of the county to place environmental stewardship 

concerns, including the preservation of scenic vistas and threatened wildlife habitats, above any potential economic 

gains or energy benefits derived from green wind power development.   

 

3. Conclusion 

 

The three ―green‖ thematic elements that emerged in this study represent archetypical factors that must be properly 

reconciled to ensure long-term sustainability of wind energy projects.  In the case of Butler County, consideration of 

green economic interests overshadowed green environmental stewardship concerns.  However, Greensburg elected 

to rebrand itself as a vanguard green energy community as a means of securing economic sustainability.  Finally, in 

Wabaunsee County, local officials decided to forego potential economic gains from wind energy development in 

favor of preserving dwindling tallgrass prairie lands.  Each of these models demonstrates the need for ongoing 

public acceptance and support throughout the decision-making process.  This process requires comprehensive 

consideration of stakeholder concerns through community engagement that promotes open communication. 
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Abstract. The United States is experiencing increasing levels of ethnic diversity both in our country as a whole 

and within our communities.  At the same time, levels of social capital, sense of community, and civic 

participation are declining.  In 2007, Robert Putnam, a prominent social capital theorist, proposed the ―Constrict 

Theory of Ethnic Diversity‖ to explain this relationship.  Constrict Theory states that increased ethnic diversity 

leads to lower levels of trust - both in one‘s own ethnic group and in other ethnic groups.  Trust is one of the 

major components of social capital, and it is through its relationship with trust that ethnic diversity can 

negatively affect social capital.  This current study tested the Constrict Theory using community level variables.  

Findings support Putnam‘s previous findings, while raising questions about the measurements available to 

quantify ethnic diversity. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

The field of community psychology works collaboratively with individuals to help them improve their communities 

and local environments.  Over the past decade, the fabric of the American community has changed – our population 

has become both more transient and more ethnically diverse [1].  How do these changes affect the quality of life in 

communities across the nation?  Social capital indicators are put forth as one of the ways we can assess the state of 

our communities.  

The term social capital refers to the ―invisible glue‖ that holds communities together, enabling them to 

better function [2].  A commonly accepted operational definition of social capital by Robert Putnam is the ―features 

of social organization - such as networks, norms and trust - that increase a society‘s productive potential‖ [3].  

Current research suggests that areas with high social capital are healthier and safer for children, and people live 

longer [4].  Because of the benefits of social capital to both individuals and communities, it merits looking into 

conditions that help or hinder its creation.   

Specifically, we examined the effects of increasing ethnic diversity on social capital at the community 

level.  This research is based on Robert Putnam‘s ―Constrict Theory,‖ (2007) to explain the state of America‘s 

communities.  In this theory, Putnam argues that increased diversity does not trigger in-group and out-group division 

and competition but that increased diversity within a community leads to social isolation, and thus a lessening of 

trust in everyone, in one‘s own as well as other ethnic groups [5].  This lessening of trust leads to lower levels of 

social capital in a community and has negative effects on the quality of life.   Therefore for our analysis we used 

trust as a vehicle to examine social capital.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance (Describe how you developed your idea) 

 

Data for this analysis was collected through the 2006 ―Social Capital Community Survey.‖  Respondents were 

randomly selected from eleven communities (n = 4,854) which range in size from 6,543 to 344,284 inhabitants.  The 

eleven communities include an oversampling of Kansas communities (n=5).  This oversampling was intended to fill 

a gap in Putnam‘s original research, which largely excluded Midwestern communities.  There were between 350 and 

750 respondents from each community.  Respondents were selected through the random-digit dialing protocol, with 

an average response rate of 20.4% within a community.  Respondents were at least 18 years of age, with an average 

age of 52.  

 The goal of this research was to examine the relationships between social capital, trust and ethnic diversity on 

the community level.  To isolate the relationship between trust and ethnic diversity, inter-racial trust (trust in other 

races/ethnicities) and inner-racial trust (trust in one‘s own race/ethnicity) were examined separately.  Each type of 

trust was aggregated separately within a community and those community-wide measures were then correlated with 

the Herfindahl Diversity Index scores (H; a measure of ethnic diversity) for the communities.  

 Results showed that both inter-group and inner-group trust were negatively correlated with ethnic diversity 

within communities.  In communities where ethnic diversity levels are high, both inner-group and inter-group trust 

is low.  More specifically, levels of inner-group trust in a community were shown to be negatively correlated with 

ethnic diversity, r = .83, r
2
 = .69, p<.05. These relationships show that when ethnic diversity increased within a 
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community (lower Herfindahl Index Scores), people trust members of their own ethnic groups less.  Community-

wide inter-group trust (trust of members of other races and ethnicities) was also found to be negatively correlated 

with levels of ethnic diversity within a community, r = .80, r
2
 = .64, p<.05.   

 One additional result was the distinguishing of Junction City, KS as a multivariate outlier.  Junction City, 

dominated by the Ft. Riley military base, has high levels of diversity, also has high levels of community wide trust.  

Drawing from what we know from social psychology, we hypothesize that this is due to the ―common purpose‖ 

derived from military employment, as well as the military base providing an actual space where different ethnic 

groups make meaningful contact (for further discussion of these ideas, please see the contact theory literature). [6, 7, 

8] 

 Putnam‘s Constrict Theory, that as ethnic diversity increases within a community, both inner-group and inter-

group trust decrease was upheld in this study. Therefore increased levels of ethnic diversity in a community do not 

necessarily bring inter-group racial tensions as often thought [9], rather the increase in ethnic diversity is related to 

all people trusting each other less. Evidence as to why this lack of trust exists needs to be expanded on, but this 

study produced moderate support of Putnam‘s proposal that ethnic diversity leads to ―hunkering down‖ − less 

socializing and involvement in community activities. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

This data suggests diversity and inter-racial contact does not necessarily lead to ―bad race relations‖ but rather to 

situations where all people feel more isolated.  Hopefully these results can of use to towns and communities across 

the country in encouraging them to create better built environments to support citizen interaction.  Further, the status 

of Junction City, KS as an outlier points to the potential value in fostering a ―common purpose‖ among community 

members.   
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Introduction 

To motivate our work we will start with some examples. 

Example 1.1  Analytic continuation for the inverse gravimetry problem(compare with [10])  

Let  be the Cauchy-Riemann operator and 1}|<:|{= zCxD  be the unit disk. For the inverse gravimetry 

problem for cylindrical bodies we are asked to find a function h  with support in D from the following conditions:.  

                       Czhu ,=  (1.1) 

  fu =|  (1.2) 

                                                    0=)(lim 0|| zuz  (1.3) 

The trace f  has a very simple physical interpretation: up to a constant factor, it is the gravitational force of 

attraction due to mass distribution h . In the case where h  is the characteristic function of a star shaped region with 

respect to its center of gravity, P.S. Novikov[11] obtained uniqueness for this inverse problem  

Example 1.2  Thermal conductivity of a solid body  

Let 
n

R  be an open connected set with smooth boundary =  that has two components (see Figure 4). 

We consider  as a solid body with the thermal conductivity 0>)(xK  and steady-state temperature )(xu . Then 

from Fourier's law of heat conduction and conservation of energy law we have the differential equation  

  .Ωin0=))()(( xuxK  (1.16) 

We assume that on , considered an accessible part of the boundary, the temperature is a known function f , thus  

  .=| fu  (1.17) 

We consider  an inaccessible part of the boundary of   upon which we have the boundary condition  

    x,0=))(( 0uuxa
u

K  (1.18) 

This is Newton's law of cooling which states that the heat energy flowing out ( 0>a ) is proportional to the 

difference between the temperature at the surface )(xu  and the temperature outside  

)(0 xu . Since  is inaccessible, generally speaking we don't know the function )(xa , or the outside temperature 

)(0 xu , and would like to determine them measuring the heat flux on ,  

  .= g
u

K  (1.19) 

More precisely we have the following inverse problem. 

Problem 1.3  Thermal conductivity 0>)(xK  is given and 00u   

Given the Cauchy data f  and g  on , determine the coefficient )(xa  on . Similar to example (1.2) we first find 

the  Cauchy data on  and then recover )(xa  from boundary condition (1.18),  

             0\,=)( Ex
u

u
K

xa ,              0=)(0,=)(:=0 x
u

xuxE  (1.20) 

In order to develop methods and tools for these inverse problems it is convenient to study the Cauchy problem  

 in,=P hu  (1.21) 

                                                                           Efu E ,=|  (1.22) 

for elliptic operator  
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  )(
20

02
=P xA  (1.23) 

with 22  matrix potential ijaA =  and vector solution  .=
2

1

u

u
u  (1.24) 

Here 
2

R  is a bounded domain with piece-wise smooth boundary. E  is a closed subset of  with positive 

Lebesgue measure, 0|>| E . 

Our first goal will be to find an explicit formula for )(zu , z  based on Cauchy data f  on E . We assume that 

1
Cu  and 

1
CA . Using the substitution veu

z)(
=  it is possible to reduce matrix A  to the form  

  
0

0
=

a

b
A  (1.25) 

We assume for simplicity that A  has the form (2.5). 

Theorem 2.11  Let 
1

Cu  be a solution of the Cauchy problem (2.1),(2.2) such that for some z  we can 

find a analytic function )( , bounded in  with  

  0=)(z  (1.26) 

 0<)(  (1.27) 

Then  

 }{ ,<>w,lim=)( dswhedsfezu jjEj
  (1.28) 

 ,
)(0

0)(
=)(  .

0

0
=v  

Here  is the unit outward normal on the boundary of , 
1e  and 

2e  are the canonical basis vectors of 
2R , and 

jw , 1,2=j  are solutions to the equations  

  
.=,

0

0
=

)(=)(:=P

2it

jj

t

j

t

aea
b

a
A

ezwADw

 

The revelent question is ―How does one find a function  with properties (2.6),(2.7)?‖. The answer of course 

depends on , E  and z . There are several classic examples of domains with the associated functions . 

Theorem 2.2  Let 0=Pu  in D , u  not be identically zero and |<:|= uDzE . Then there exists a constant 

C  such that   .
1/ln

||
C

E  
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Abstract. 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) selectively destroys dopaminergic neurons and induces the symptoms 

similar to Parkinson‘s disease. The dopaminergic toxicity of MPP+ could be due to dopamine transporter (DAT) uptake and 

associated inhibition of mitochondrial complex I. The proposed mechanism of MPP+ toxicity is being investigated using 

MN9D and HepG2 cell models. Our studies show that both cells take-up MPP+ while only MN9D cells are susceptible to 

MPP+ toxicity. MPP+ toxicity is independent of DAT in MN9D cells. Extracellular calcium and voltage-gated calcium 

channel blockers decrease the MPP+ uptake into MN9D cells, but do not protect MN9D cells from MPP+ toxicity. These 

results suggest that the perturbation of intracellular calcium levels by MPP+ may be the cause of toxicity. 
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Abstract. In an effort to increase general aviation safety, model reference adaptive control (MRAC) is applied to a 

dynamic simulation of the Hawker Beechcraft CJ-144 fly-by-wire aircraft. MRAC controls the aircraft in the nominal 

case and adapts to maintain control during unexpected failures. An artificial neural network is trained online to correct 

for uncertainty and to adapt to changes or failures in the aircraft. The aircraft response is shaped by a model following 

linear controller. A time delay metric is used to tune the controller gains. Time response results are presented. This 

controller is designed to be flight tested on the CJ-144 aircraft. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 Safety will always be a paramount concern in aviation. Ongoing research efforts at NASA and the DOD 

investigate the use of model reference adaptive control (MRAC) to increase aviation safety, in the event of a failure. 

MRAC was initially applied in aviation through the work of Kim and Calise [1], with promising results. Since that 

time NASA has successfully flight tested Calise‘s algorithms on an F-15 demonstrator [2]. Previous work at Wichita 

State has investigated the application of MRAC to general aviation for the longitudinal axis [3], [4]. The new work 

here extends that effort to six degrees of freedom. With Hawker Beechcraft Corporation, Wichita State has the 

opportunity to flight test algorithms in order to validate these methods. The development and simulated performance 

of the six degrees of freedom controller are presented in this paper.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

The controller consists of three main elements, the inverse controller, the artificial neural network, and the model 

following linear controller and four output feedback loops, one each for airspeed, flight path angle, bank angle, and 

side force. The inverse controller calculates the necessary aircraft control actuations from the commanded 

accelerations and the adaptation signal. The inverse controller is derived as the inverse of the nonlinear aircraft at the 

nominal flight condition. Therefore when the nominal flight condition is deviated from, due to change in flight 

condition or damage to the aircraft, the inverse becomes less precise. The role of the neural network is to reduce any 

modeling error or uncertainty in the inverse. This is especially important during emergency situations where damage 

has changed the dynamics of the aircraft. Each of the four control loops has a single bias neuron, which learns online 

to reduce the error between the desired and actual value of its respective parameter. The parameters of the model 

following controller and the proportional-derivative controller are chosen to produce the desired system response 

characteristics (i.e. rise time, overshoot, damping ratio, etc.). The model follower and linear controller gains were 

selected so that the aircraft achieves the desired time response. A time delay metric for adaptive controllers, was 

developed by NASA [5] and is used in this research to aid the gain selection process. A delay is inserted in the 

signal from the inverse controller to the aircraft and the effect of this delay is observed during a maneuver in that 

axis. The delay is subsequently increased until the error becomes large. The time delay metric gives two key 

parameters. The first parameter is the Time Delay Margin which is the length of delay that can be inserted into the 

control signal before the aircraft becomes unstable. This is a measure of system robustness. The second parameter is 

the Zero Delay Error which is the value of the 2-norm of the tracking error with no delay in the system. This is a 

measure of tracking precision. Therefore the best controller gains would achieve the desired time response while 

maximizing the Time Delay margin and minimizing the Zero Delay Error. 

Fig. 1 shows the aircraft flight path angle response, the elevator response, and the pitch adaptation signal, to an 

unexpected failure. In this scenario there is a 50% loss of elevator effectiveness at 10 seconds, followed by a 

negative 3 degree flight path angle command at 50 seconds. The six degrees of freedom adaptive controller is able to 

adapt after the failure to maintain stability and conduct the desired maneuvers. 
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Fig. 1. Flight path angle and pitch neural network response to simulated 50% reduction in elevator effectiveness (10s), negative 3 degree 

flight path angle command (20 s), 50% reduction in thrust (90s) and 10 ft/sec increase in airspeed (100s) 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

MRAC has been adapted in simulation to the Hawker Beechcraft CJ-144 aircraft. The inverse controller was 

derived in six degrees of freedom, a single bias neuron is used as the artificial neural network, and the model 

following linear controller is used to shape the response. A gain selection study using an artificial time delay is used 

to select the controller gains. The controller is shown to perform well in the nominal case. Additionally the 

controller is able to maintain stability and execute maneuvers in emergency situations. The objective of this research 

is to increase general aviation safety through the acceptance of this technology 
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Abstract. Electric vehicle (EV) in the robotic context and also in the future of logistics networks, as a sustainable and 

emission-free tool of transportation, will play an important role. One of the main EV restrictions is the limited stored 

energy. Energy-efficient location routing problem (LRP) which has not been investigated vastly in literature can provide 

solutions to limited energy issues. This paper provides a novel formulation of LRP as well as a heuristic method which 

finds the best location-allocation, and routing plan of EVs with the objective function of minimizing the total energy 

cost. The experimental result shows the energy consumption of vehicles using the exact and heuristic method presented 

in this paper is better than the traditional formulation and heuristic method developed for LRP.  

 

 

1. Introduction  
The problem addressed in this paper is the Energy Efficient Location-Routing problem (EELRP). The problem is a 

combination of location-allocation problem (LAP) and vehicle routing problem (VRP). LRP is defined as the 

problem of locating a set of potential facilities, allocating customers to them, and finding a set of routes originating 

from depots to serve the customers. Each customer must be visited only once and all the vehicles should return to 

the depot from which they departed. Demand of customers should not exceed the vehicle capacity. The objective of 

LRP is usually minimization of transportation cost based on the travelled distance and has been vastly investigated 

by researchers [1-4]. Although, energy consumption of a vehicle is dependent on the distance travelled, other factors 

may also influence energy consumption. For instance, fuel economy of a vehicle decreases as the vehicle weight 

increases and as a result the transportation cost increases. There is limited research that addresses energy 

consumption in location-routing problem.  

 

In traditional LRP formulation, the obtained result is link-based, i.e. each route is formed by a set of links. The 

position (order) of customers on each route cannot be determined unless the links are connected in the right order. 

The interpretation of the sequence of visits in each route is thus obtained after the solution is obtained and hence 

cannot be used as an input when there are parameters associated with different sequence of customers in a route. On 

the other hand, the proposed model output is the sequence of visits of the customers in each route and hence it is 

called ―node-based‖ formulation. The proposed node-based model can also be used wherever there is any constraint, 

cost, or risk associated with the sequence of customers in a route.  

 

The new LRP formulation presented in this paper reflect the impacts of vehicle weight on transportation cost which 

can be significant in most real case scenarios. The objective function presented in this paper is to minimize energy 

and depot establishment cost, while maximizing the profit and the following questions are expected to be answered 

by solving the model: 

  What is the best strategy regarding the location of distribution centers (DCs)? 

 How to allocate customer to DCs? 

 What is the routing plan of DCs to serve the customers?  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

A mathematical formulation for the problem is developed [5], and used to solve some small case studies. However, 

as the problem is a NP-hard network configuration problem with many binary variables, the computational effort for 

solving a large size problem will be huge. Hence, a heuristic method, inspired from Clark-Wright (CW) algorithm, 

for tackling large size problems is developed. The results obtained by solving benchmark problems are presented in 

Table 1. As shown in the table, the presented method not only provides a better result in terms of energy 

consumption, but also it has a better in terms of distance travelled in more than 50% of the case studies.  
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Table 1 Results obtained from solving benchmark problems, Tare weight=5000lb, VC=5000(lb) 

   Traditional Algorithm  New Algorithm  Distance  Energy  

Problem ID  Distance Energy  Distance Energy  Increased (%) Saved (%) 

A-n32-k5  844 6473445  801 6292318  -5.02  2.8 

A-n33-k6  776 6243964  775 5726121  -0.2  8.29 
A-n34-k5  807 6193736  799 6027908  -1.05  2.68 

A-n36-k5  831 6460393  838 6229602  0.81  3.57 

A-n37-k5  705 5609465  720 5373546  2.16  4.21 
A-n37-k6  980 7463236  979 7461704  -0.02  0.02 

A-n38-k5  795 6296086  770 5778124  -3.17  8.23 

A-n39-k5  902 6950672  880 6584526  -2.42  5.27 
A-n39-k6  883 6694567  873 6501903  -1.05  2.88 

A-n44-k7  1021 7769893  986 7214163  -3.42  7.15 

A-n45-k6  1013 7962101  1015 7335817  0.16  7.87 
A-n46-k7  940 7171920  941 6831624  0.1  4.74 

A-n48-k7  1115 8745357  1114 8399277  -0.08  3.96 

A-n53-k7  1093 8391221  1098 8305064  0.48  1.03 
A-n54-k7  1202 9193927  1215 9114286  1.15  0.87 

A-n55-k9  1111 8597747  1117 8438239  0.62  1.86 

A-n60-k9  1377 10655183  1414 10606486  2.64  0.46 

A-n61-k9  1103 8616088  1065 8098089  -3.45  6.01 

A-n63-k9  1691 12764461  1691 12614399  0.02  1.18 

A-n64-k9  1482 11258034  1472 10891675  -0.66  3.25 
A-n80-k10  1837 13830715  1822 13625643  -0.83  1.48 

B-n57-k9  1656 12784510  1617 12281527  -2.38  3.93 

B-n63-k10  1598 12488059  1563 11742275  -2.22  5.97 
B-n64-k9  922 7203047  924 7097811  0.17  1.46 

E-n76-k7  752 5785811  737 5753896  -1.99  0.55 

E-n76-k10  909 6955017  915 6855668  0.67  1.43 
F-n45-k4  730 5822656  762 5425172  4.36  6.83 

F-n135-k7  1232 9321421  1215 9186198  -1.44  1.45 

 

 

3. Conclusions 

In this research a novel formulation and a new heuristic method for VRP are presented which approach the problem 

from an energy efficiency perspective. There are many factors contributing to the amount of energy used by a 

vehicle, among those vehicle weight and distance travelled are the major contributing factor considered in this 

research. Moreover, a new heuristic method is developed which finds the best routing plan of DCs with respect to 

the energy consumption. The performance of the proposed method is tested by several case studies. By evaluating 

the case studies it is perceived that the proposed method as well as improvement in energy consumption of the 

vehicle can also provide better result in terms of distance travelled. There are many heuristics and meta-heuristics 

developed for VRP with the objective of distance minimization.  Energy minimization is a new window through 

which these heuristics/Meta heuristics can be viewed through. 
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Abstract. In car/truck collisions, the size, weight, and 

stiffness mismatch results in much larger structural 

deformation of the car compare to the truck. This is further 

aggravated when the passenger vehicle trends beneath the 

rear or side of the taller truck. Truck under-ride increases 

the probability of death or serious injury for smaller vehicle 

occupants due to intrusion of parts of both small car and the 

truck into the smaller car passenger compartment. A 

computational technique is utilized in this study to quantify 

the influence of a side guard attached to a large truck in 

reducing the intrusion to the car and thus reducing the 

injury sustained by the occupants of a car in side impact 

scenarios. A parametric study is utilized to identify the 

critical guard height resulting in optimum cabin 

deceleration and compartment intrusion of the small car.  
 

1. Introduction and Background 

When a large truck or trailer makes a lane change, an 

adjacent car may not be readily perceived by the 

truck driver, and the car can be trapped in the long 

open side of the trailer. [1]. In the US, under-ride 

guards are required only for the rears of large trucks, 

although the review of fatal truck-car crashes 

databases indicates that fatal under-ride crashes 

involving the sides of large trucks are almost as 

common as fatal rear under-ride crashes [2].  

The prevention of passenger compartment intrusion 

(PCI) is clearly the primary purpose of having an 

under-ride guard. However, the acceleration 

transmitted to the driver of the small car due to 

impact of lower side guard of the truck with the car‘s 

main frame, is also important.  
 

2. Methodology, Results and Discussion 

The validated finite element models of a small- and a 

mid-size car are used as passenger cars, impacting a 

rigid side guard of a large truck. To show the effect 

of installation of the side guard, a rigid guard 

structure is attached to the truck side/rear at different 

ground heights.  

According to insurance institute for highway safety 

(IIHS), the PCI is measured at different parts which 

are crucial in determination of the injury to the 

occupants [3]. A weighted normalized passenger 

compartment intrusion NPCI
w

is defined in this 

study as: 

Sx Sz Ax Ix Fx

Sx0 Sz0 Ax0 Ix0 Fx0

δ δ δ δ δ
NPCI α β η γ λ

w δ δ δ δ δ
  

(1) 

where the α , β , η , γ , and λ  are the weight factors 

of each parameter affecting the NPCI. In Eqn. (1) Sxδ

and Szδ are the steering wheel backward and upward 

displacements respectively, Axδ is the closing distance 

between A- and B-pillars, and Ixδ and Fδ are the 

instrument panel and the footwell backward 

displacement respectively. The denominator values 

are defined as reference values of each parameter 

according to IIHS and European Economic 

Community, EEC [3, 4]. Considering the same level 

of importance for all parameters, Eqn. (1) could then 

be written as: 

Sx Sz Ax Ix Fx

Sx0 Sz0 Ax0 Ix0 Fx0

δ δ δ δ δ
NPCI 0.2

δ δ δ δ δ
  

(2) 

The acceleration level sustained by the driver can be 

shown as proportional to the total acceleration 

applied to the vehicle center of gravity for the same 

scenario, as:

 
                                p VCGA κ A                       (3) 

where the 
pA  and VCGA  are  the magnitudes of 

passenger transmitted acceleration and vehicle center 

of gravity acceleration respectively. For consistency 

in all impact scenarios, the frontal impact of the small 

car with rigid-wall at the speed of 30 mph is defined 

as a reference test according to the EEC for the 

steering wheel protection in frontal crash. By 

dividing the
pA to the acceleration of the same point at 

the reference test, the normalized acceleration of car 

occupant can be obtained as: 

0

VCG

p

VCG

A
NA

A
                                (4) 

The injury potential of the driver of the under-riding 

car also depends on both the NPCI and the 

acceleration applied to the driver: 

                       r PIP μ.NPCI ρ.NA                  (5) 

in which μ  and ρ  are the weight factors for each 

parameter and rIP
 

is the relative injury potential. 

Considering the same weight factor for all 

parameters, the injury potential can be re-written as: 
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r P

1
IP ( 5 NPCI NA )

6
                   (6) 

To validate the guard impact scenario, the simulation 

of a mid-size car impacting with a rigid guard is 

validated against the NHTSA Ford-Taurus under-ride 

test. It illustrates a fairly acceptable agreement in 

gross pattern and peak values.  

Two different impact configurations, the 90 degrees 

impact and the 45 degrees impact, are conducted in 

this study. Fig. 1 depicts the after-impact 

configurations of the small car impacting at 90 

degrees impact angle the truck with and without side 

guard at 50 mph. Figs. 2 and 3 show the NPCI and 

rIP for the low and high-speed impacts of the car at 

different impact angles for all side guard heights.  

The impact angle between the under-riding vehicle 

and the truck affects the pattern of the damage and 

the way the impact energy is dissipated. If the angle 

of impact is relatively small, the vehicle will be in 

contact with the trailer over a larger distance and 

slide along the side of the trailer. This will expose the 

under-riding vehicle to a greater opportunity to 

contact the underbelly structures. Also a significant 

amount of energy may be dissipated as the vehicle 

moves and slides along the side guard.  

The transmitted acceleration of the small car center 

of gravity depends on the directional stiffness of the 

impact and the mass of both small car and trailer as 

well. However, the sliding of the small car along the 

truck side guard slightly attenuates this acceleration. 

Increasing the guard height from the ground, the 

acceleration applied to the small car mitigates due to 

less probability of the impact of the rigid guard with 

under-riding car‘s stiff components such as sub-

frame and suspension components. As the size of the 

impacting car increases, the transmitted acceleration 

increases and the level of PCI decreases quite fast. As 

a result, the relative occupant injury potential 

decreases although non-linearly. 

For the 90-degree impact of the small car with no 

guard or large guard height truck, the impact of the 

car parts with the various parts of the truck at the 

same time and at the different locations results in the 

low acceleration and PCI in the car. However the 

under-riding of the small car can take place. This 

might lead to a disastrous situation for the case for 

which the truck has a relative longitudinal impact 

velocity. Hence, these cases are not desired in the 

design of the truck and trailer side guard. This is 

shown in graphs by the fading red color starting at 

the side guard height of 30 in. 

For low-velocity impacts, the impact of the truck 

rigid guard occurs with the outer body parts and due 

to less impact energy, the deformation of the outer 

body will absorb all the impact energy. This will 

avoid the impact of the relatively rigid chassis, 

suspension, or engine components of the under-riding 

car with the rigid guard. 

3. Conclusion 
It was observed that the size of the impacting car poses a 

significant effect on the passenger compartment intrusion as well 

as injury potential to the occupants. The smaller the size of the 
impacting car is, the lower the height of the side guard is required 

to keep the impact in the safe region. For a small car, addition of 

the side guard reduces the probability of severe injury of occupants 
by about 250 % compared to no guard configuration. Further it 

prevents the under-riding probability of the car which increases the 
injury potential catastrophically. As long as the maneuverability of 

the large truck is in the desirable range, any design between the 

heights of 20 to 23 in seems to have the lowest injury potential to 
the small car occupants. 
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transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA).  

 

a) 90 degree, 50 mph impact, 

22 in (560mm) guard height  

NPCI=1.2 

NAp=1.4 

IPr=1.24 

b) 90 degree, 50 mph impact, 

no side guard  

NPCI=1.3 

NAp=1.5 

IPr=1.36 

 
Fig. 1: The small car/truck impact with and without side 

guard at impact speed of 50 mph and 90 deg. impact angle 

Fig. 2: Small-size car NPCI for low 

and high-speed impacts 
Fig. 3: Small car occupant 

injury potential 
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Abstract. Keeping healthy weight is a balance between 

diet and physical activity (PA), with PA important in 

energy balance and other health benefits.  Due to 

insufficient health-enhancing PA, youth with 

developmental disabilities (DD) have a higher prevalence 

of overweight and obesity when compared with their peers. 

The purpose of this study was to determine a method using 

pedometers to measure step count during daily activity in a 

summer program serving youth with DD.  Data were 

collected from 52 children.  Mean total number of steps per 

day were 3392±1474 for boys and 2527±915 for girls. 

Although mean steps fell short of recognized norms (> 

10,000 steps), the study established a protocol for 

determining the activity of children with DD during 

summer activity.  

 

1. Introduction  
 

Due to insufficient health enhancing physical activity 

(PA), youth with developmental disabilities (DD) 

have a higher prevalence of overweight and obesity 

when compared with their peers without disabilities. 

How can practitioners and educators, who provide 

instructive and recreational programs that serve youth 

with DD realistically, yet objectively, determine the 

impact of their program on improving the PA profile 

of their participants? This article describes a feasible 

method using pedometers to measure daily step 
count, activity time, and activity intensity during a 9-

week summer program serving youth with DD. The 

research was conducted at the Youth Education & 

Summer Socialization Program (Y.E.S.S.), a 9 week 

summer program serving students ages 6-18 years 

with DD in Kansas.  

 

2. Methods 

 

Pedometers were used to determine activity levels [1, 

2]. The pedometer used for this study (W4L MVP, 

Walk4Life™) not only records the physical activity 

and number of steps taken, but also total activity time 

and total time the wearer spends at or above moderate 

to vigorous physical activity (MVPA, at or above 120 

steps/min) [3]. 

 

Participants were randomly selected from the various 

classrooms at the summer camp, with each classroom 

containing 6-12 students. Classroom placement 

depended on age:  tots, 5-8 yrs; youth, 9-12 yrs; 

teens, 13-15 yrs; and high school, 16-18 yrs. 

 

On arrival to the classroom in the morning, the 

participant was shown a pedometer attached to a belt 

asked for his/her approval to wear it. If the 

participant gave his/her consent, the pedometer was 

reset and placed over the participant‘s right iliac 

crest.  For data collecting purposes, each pedometer 

was labeled with the participant‘s name using a 

permanent marker and white tape.  

 

The participant proceeded to engage in the morning 

classroom, gymnasium, and playground recreation. 

Prior to leaving for afternoon activities, the 

pedometers were collected and data were recorded.  

If the afternoon session did not involve water related 

activities, the pedometer was placed on the 

participant and data collected until the end of the 

afternoon session in the same manner as the morning 

session. Bathroom visitations and changing clothes 

on water days (i.e., changing into bathing suits) 

required monitoring to ensure proper placement of 

pedometer.  

 

3. Results 

 

Data from 52 children (36 boys, 16 girls) were 

collected, ranging in frequency of 1-3 days per 

participant (total of 144 observations, 124 morning 

and 20 afternoon). Results include mean total daily 

steps (boys 3392±1474, girls 2527±915), mean 

morning steps (boys 3324±1488, girls 2549±934) and 

afternoon steps (boys 3956±1269, girls 2450±891). 

Mean total activity time (boys 34.2±14.6 min, girls 

26.3±9.2 min), mean total morning activity time 

(boys 33.5±14.7 min, girls 26.3±9.4 min), and mean 

total afternoon activity time (boys 40.5±12.8 min, 

girls 26.1±9.1 min) were collected. Mean total daily 

MVPA time (boys 6.7±5.8 min, girls 4.3±3.5 min), 

mean total morning MVPA time (boys 6.4±5.8 min, 

girls 4.5±3.8 min), and mean total afternoon MVPA 

time (boys 9.5±5.3 min, girls 3.8±1.7 min) are 

depicted in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1 Mean MVPA Total, AM, and PM Time (min) for Boys and 

Girls at the Y.E.S.S Camp 
 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

Of the children approached, two chose not to 

participate. After placement of pedometer occurred, 

there were two additional requests by participants for 

pedometer to be removed. One belt with a pedometer 

was lost by a participant. Overall, the results suggest 

that the wearing of the pedometer in the manner 

described was acceptable for this group of youth with 

DD. 

 

For health benefits, children and adolescents should 

engage in MVPA at least 60 minutes a day [4]. 

Although the mean MVPA for both groups fell short 

of these norms, the most active time for the camp 

participants took place during water sports, which 

could not be measured. 

 

For youth with and without DD, daily physical 

activity is essential for promotion of health and 

physical development and for reducing risk factors 

for adult onset of cardiovascular and metabolic 

diseases [4]. It has been reported that youth with DD 

have lower levels of fitness and higher levels of 

adiposity compared to their peers without DD [5].  

 

Physical activity is important in energy balance and 

health benefits, which aids in maintaining a healthy 

weight [6]. There are many educational and activity 

programs across North America that could be 

providing health enhancing activity for their 

participants. Although scientific reports have shown 

pedometers to be valid and reliable in measuring PA 

in youth with DD [1], the methodologies used may 

seem too rigorous and, therefore, impracticable for 

their staff to manage. Providing ―hands on‖ 

instruction in the use of pedometers will enable more 

information to be gathered and reported by ongoing 

programs, such as Y.E.S.S., that could expand the 

database and continue to increase daily health 

enhancing physical activity of youth with DD. 
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Abstract. A Single Network Adaptive Critic (SNAC) [1] architecture has been shown to have much faster convergence 

than Adaptive Critic (AC) and offers an optimal control design method for state regulation. Dynamic Inversion (DI) [2], 

on the other hand, is a very popular nonlinear control design method for both output regulation and command tracking 

that offers a closed form expression for control but lacks the interpretation of optimal control design.  Here, we propose 

a systematic technique where a pre-synthesized SNAC network aids the DI control so that the resulting control can be 

used for both near optimal regulation and command following. The potential of this new methodology is demonstrated 

by considering a benchmark nonlinear system. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

Designing a controller for nonlinear systems is most commonly a challenging task. When the need to optimize a cost 

function is also necessary, control design becomes very complicated. Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) 

approach offers a systematic method of optimal control design, using a dual neural network architecture called the 

Adaptive Critic (AC). Even though advantages of SNAC have been harnessed very well for regulatory (states of the 

system are driven to zero) applications, there has been no evidence of using the SNAC architecture for command 

following (states are required to track/follow a command signal or target signal) applications. A hybrid technique is 

proposed, which maintains the advantages of SNAC and NDI making SNAC extendable to command following 

applications. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

The idea and its formalization are explained by considering a simple scalar nonlinear system, described by the 

following state equation: 

 
3x x x u            (1) 

 

where x  and u  are the state and control variables respectively (both being scalars). With the goal to drive the states 

to zero, a cost function is defined as
2 2

0

1

2
c cJ Q x R u dt . Following the procedure for optimal control 

design, we obtain the optimal control equation: 

 
* 1

cu R            (2) 

and the costate equation: 21 3cQ x x . SNAC network consisting of a single critic network, outputs 

with x  as the input. It is synthesized offline according to the procedure outlined in [1]. We now evaluate the 

nonlinear DI control and the output is defined by y x . From the system dynamics in (1), we see that the system 

has a relative degree of 1. Following the first order error dynamics, we arrive at the nonlinear DI [2] control given 

by: 

 
3

1pu y k y y x x          (3) 
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where y is the target or command signal. Pseudo control is defined: 
1s pu k x  and  the optimal pseudo control, 

* 3 *

su x x u  where, 
*u is defined in (2). The goal is to evaluate a closed form expression for 

1pk in (3) using (2)  

that will make the NDI response guided by SNAC, a near-optimal one. We now define a time varying cost function, 

 

* *

1

2

2 1 1

1

2

T

s s s s

DI

p p

u u r u u
J

r k k

        (4) 

 

where 1r  and 2r  are scalar positive weights and 1pk  is the value of 
1pk at the beginning of every cycle. The 

constrained optimization problem min
p1

DI
k

J is solved to arrive at the new value of 
1pk . It is very important to keep 

the weight 
1pk  positive for stability of the system. The value of weight obtained is used in the appropriate nonlinear 

DI equation for control, depending on whether output regulation or command following is desired. Fig. 1 shows that 

the gains of NDI calculated above, steer the NDI response very close to that of SNAC as a regulator and with a unit 

step input, it generates a near optimal response. 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison of responses using SNAC aided NDI control and NDI control as a regulator and command follower. 

   

3. Conclusions and Future Work 

 

A very novel technique of near-optimal control design has been proposed utilizing the advantages of both SNAC 

and NDI for a class of nonlinear systems. The work presented will be extended to a more complex nonlinear system, 

such as, 3 Degree of Freedom (DOF) airplane (Longitudinal plane) to control forward velocity and pitch angle. 
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Abstract. Trauma patients are at higher risk for tissue damage, and subsequently pressure ulcers (PU), for reasons that go beyond 

identified nursing risk factors.  These reasons include the factors inherent in the common progression of trauma care: acute 

trauma support at scene, immobilization on a rigid spine board (RSB) for transport to local hospital, additional transport on RSB 

to urban hospital if from rural, transfer to firm surface for emergent treatment, possible surgical intervention, followed by 

recovery in a hospital bed.  Moreover, trauma patients are physiologically at greater risk due to a number of factors including 

hypovolemia and subsequent hypotension, hypermetabolic state, sensory impairment, and paralyzing spinal injuries.  Recognition 

and documentation of tissue damage, or potential pressure ulcer development, prior to hospital admission may not be possible 

because of damage originating at the bone-soft tissue interface instead of at the surface tissue.  Since pressure ulcers are 

becoming a ―never event‖ by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) it is important to recognize that tissue 

damage may have, in fact, occurred prior to admission and was not due to poor hospital practices. Thus, it is our view that trauma 

patients meeting certain criteria should be excluded from CMS‘s pay-for-performance penalties. 
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Abstract. To determine if the Wii Active exergame can 

improve older adults functional fitness (FF) and balance, 

compared to a Wii Fit exergame program, traditional 

exercise program (TRAD), and control group (CON). 

Interventions were 8 weeks. Wii groups trained using their 

corresponding exergame, TRAD in traditional classes, and 

CON did not alter daily activities. No differences were 

noted in pre measurements of FF and balance. Results were 

evaluated using qualitative comparisons.  With respect to 

FF, TRAD exhibited the largest change, followed by Wii 

Active and little change by Wii Fit. With respect to 

balance, both Wii groups exhibited similar large changes. 

Wii Active appears to be as effective as TRAD for balance 

and more effective than Wii Fit for FF. 

1. Introduction 
Technological advancements have reached virtually 

every aspect of life. Medicine has been a prime 

beneficiary of recent technological advancements. 

With new and progressive thinking, research is 

beginning to look into untapped resources of 

technology to help further medicine to unforeseen 

heights. With the rapidly increasing older adult 

population, societal attention is being focused on 

keeping the elderly safe and healthy. As a person 

ages they often becomes less active which commonly 

results in a loss of balance and general decrease in 

fitness. As a result, more falls and accidental injuries 

are seen within this population. An increase in 

balance and strengthening should help decrease the 

amount of injuries seen in this population. The goal 

of this study is to determine if the Nintendo Wii 

Active ® will improve functional fitness levels 

(muscle strength, cardio-respiratory endurance, 

flexibility, and balance) as evaluated by a secondary 

analysis of existing data from three groups: Wii Fit 

programming, a traditional exercise program, and a 

control group. Several exercises that are available on 

the Wii Active® are easily translated, if not directly 

related, to functional activities. While a limited 

number of studies are published concerning the 

functional validity of the Nintendo Wii ®, one study 

concluded that improvements were seen in both the 

impairment and functional levels when used with a 

patient with cerebral palsy
1
. It is hypothesized  that 

training with Nintendo Wii Active® will increase all 

levels of functional fitness in the older adult when 

compared to the traditional and control groups. With 

respect to the Wii Fit group, it is hypothesized that 

the Wii Active balance measures will increase 

similarly. However, due to the use of elastic 

resistance bands, the Wii Active group will result in 

greater upper body strength improvements. 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance  

Subjects: Ten community dwelling older adults (6 

females and 4 males) responded to program 

advertisements and participated in the study.  All 

participants from existing data (Wii Fit (n=4), TRAD 

(n=4) and CON (n=4)) were female. Participants 

were screened using the EASY (Exercise And 

Screening for You) screening tool to ensure the 

absence of preexisting conditions that would prevent 

them from safely completing the exercise protocol. In 

addition Nintendo, the maker of the gaming console, 

suggests those with pacemakers, Parkinson‘s disease, 

stroke, epilepsy, and motion sickness consult with a 

physician before using the software. All ten 

participants recruited for participation were cleared to 

participate.  

Instruments: The study intervention utilized the 

Nintendo Wii gaming console, Electronic Arts Wii 

Active software, Nintendo Sports Wii software, and 

the Nintendo Wii Balance Board. Improvement in 

balance was evaluated (pre/post design) with the 

Basic Balance Master by Neurocom. The Balance 

Master Limits of Stability (LOS) assessment obtained 

the maximum distance a participant could lean in 4 

directions without falling or reaching for assistance. 

Data collected included: End Point Excursion (EPE), 

Maximum Excursion (MXE), Movement Velocity 

(MVL), Directional Control (DCL) and Reaction 

Time (RTO). Functional fitness improvement was 

evaluated for four measures: 30 sec chair stand, 30 

sec arm curl, 8-foot up and go, and a 12 min walk.  

General measures of height, weight, body mass 

index, and daily step rates were also assessed.  

Procedures: This eight week intervention utilized the 

Nintendo Wii, Wii Active software, and Wii Balance 

Board. The exercise sessions took place twice a week 

at the Downtown Senior Center. Each classroom was 

set up with one television and one Wii console. One 

classroom served as the balance room where each 

participant completed a set of Wii Active balance 

exercises. Participants completed exercises that were 

sports themed and targeted improving the 
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individual‘s balance. In the second classroom, 

participants worked out two at a time on exercises 

targeting cardiovascular training, upper body strength 

and flexibility, lower body strength and flexibility, 

and balance and coordination. In both classrooms the 

exercise protocols were led by on screen instructors. 

The on screen instructors demonstrated each exercise 

in a video format and controlled the pace of the 

exercise regimen. In addition to on screen instructors 

researchers were in each classroom to provide safety 

and help in clarifying instructions when necessary. A 

familiarization process was used before the exercise 

sessions began in order to allow the participants a 

chance to experience the software and exercises. 

Data Analysis and Results: Two females and two 

males (overall average 75 ± 8 years) trained using the 

Wii Active exergame and were compared to 4 

females (71 ± 8 years) trained on the Wii Fit 

Exergame, 4 females (71 ± 8 years) trained in a 

traditional physical activity program, and 4 females 

serving as a control group (75 ± 1 year). Due to the 

small sample size, quantitative analysis would yield 

little meaningful information and results were 

evaluated using qualitative comparison. Percent 

change was calculated and group change was 

compared. With respect to functional fitness, TRAD 

exhibited the largest change with the largest changes 

being in strength and daily step improvement. The 

Wii Active group outperformed Wii Fit by 

approximately 10% on the two strength measures and 

was equal on measures of mobility (Up & Go and 12 

min walk). Wii Fit matched the TRAD and 

outperformed Wii Active on daily steps increases. 

With respect to balance, Wii Active and Wii Fit 

exhibited similar large changes compared to TRAD 

and on some measures exceed the traditional group. 

Examining individual balance measures Wii Active, 

Wii Fit, and TRAD exhibited similar changes, 

although the two Wii groups exhibited greater change 

during the left movement.  In general Wii Active, Wii 

Fit, and TRAD exhibited similar changes on MVL 

measures with the two Wii groups showing greater 

improvement to the left.  Wii Active, Wii Fit, and 

TRAD exhibited similar changes on EPE and MXE 

measures with the greatest improvements in the front 

and back movements.  Wii Active, Wii Fit, and 

TRAD exhibited similar changes on DCL except for 

the back, and most difficult movement.  The two Wii 

groups exhibited superior performance on DCL 

during the back movement. 

Discussion: While further research is needed is this 

area, this study indicates that benefits can be obtained 

from using a commercially available exergame. 

Additional research, in which the participants 

exercise more frequently or for longer duration may 

provide additional insight into the benefits that may 

be possible using exergames. Attitudes and beliefs of 

older populations toward the use of exergames would 

also be warranted to discover whether they are a 

viable option for use by this population. 

Limitations: The results of this study are limited as 

the sample size did not include enough participants to 

permit quantitative analysis. In addition, male and 

female Wii Active data were combined and compared 

to all female data. Independent samples t-tests 

indicated no difference between males and females 

except for height, weight, and BMI. Impact of 

male/female differences was also limited by 

normalizing data when evaluating relative change in 

lieu of raw data. Small sample size and the mixed 

gender group is a result of recruitment and retention 

difficulties for Wii interventions. Attrition rate for 

Wii Active was 60%. Although limited, results of this 

study are useful in determining trends and potentials 

for larger scale studies.  

3. Conclusions 

Results of this study suggest that future research is 

warranted and with a larger sample size significant 

differences would be expected. Moreover, it appears 

that the Wii Active exergame could be used as an 

effective tool for improving balance in healthy, older 

adults.  The use of exergames to improve the FF and 

balance of older adults may be especially applicable 

to regions such as western Kansas where there are 

limited medical resources and little availability of 

structured exercise programs.  
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Abstract. Porphyrins are organic chromophores with structure very close to naturally occurring pigment in leaves – 

Chlorophyll. In addition, blood cells are red due to iron porphyrins. These versatile porphyrins are simple to synthesize 

and easy to modify for different applications. By introducing ionic charges they could be made water soluble. Water 

Soluble Porphyrins (WSP) are known to interact with DNA and their application includes medical and catalysis. 

Currently harvesting solar energy has become the top priority in research. Different types of porphyrins are also being 

studied at present as potential sensitizer. Here we report unique way of using 3 different types of WSP for harvesting 

sunlight. Our simple strategy is to utilize positively charged WSP to decorate negatively charged tin oxide nanoparticles. 

This kind of anion-cation interaction led to a strong interaction between them. We used UV-visible absorption 

spectroscopy, Fluorescence spectroscopy, to investigate their strength of interaction. In order, to understand their 

effectiveness in solar energy harvesting, we conducted photo electrochemical experiment on WSP modified tin oxide 

electrodes. Our results showed Incident Photon Conversion Efficiency (IPCE) around 91 % at 450 nm. In other word, 91 

out of 100 photons corresponding to 450 nm light is converted to current.  

 

1. Introduction 
Energy related research is one of the highly discussed subjects due to pronounced energy consumption and raising 

global environmental issues. One of the feasible solutions is finding ways to decrease the consumption of fossil fuels 

and increase the usage of renewable energy resources. Of available natural resource solar energy is very promising 

because of its availability and high energy density (1000 mW/cm
2
).  

To harvest solar energy, highly energy efficient solar cells are needed.  Solar cells are broadly classified as inorganic 

solar cell, dye sensitized solar cells and organic solar cells. Most of the research is now focused on adapting 

different techniques and strategies in building efficient but less expensive solar cells. In dye sensitized solar cell, 

dyes play a very important of absorbing sunlight
1
. Here we report water soluble porphyrin as the potential sensitizer 

for preparing efficient solar cell. We used anion-cation supramolecular interaction in order to build the solar cell. In 

such cells, our dye outperforms the other reported dye in light harvesting efficiency. 

 

2. Experiment 

Water soluble porphyrins shown in the scheme 1 were synthesized using and 

characterized using NMR. In order to understand their interaction with SnO2 

nanoparticle, which possesses a negative charge UV-Visible absorption, 

fluorescence and steady state lifetime measurement, were performed in water. 

Stability of the interaction was tested by adding an ionic salt such as lithium 

perchlorate. To prepare solar cells nanocrystalline tin dioxide (SnO2) were drop 

casted on to a conducting glass surface and heated at 400
o
C for 30 minutes in air. 

Then the electrodes were sensitized using the water soluble porphyrins. Then 

absorption spectrum of the electrodes was measured to understand the nature of 

interaction. Photoelectrochemical experiments were carried out to check the 

performance of the cell using AM1.5 solar simulator. Incident Photon 

Conversion Efficiency (IPCE) was calculated using the following formula.  

  Where Isc is short circuit current, Pin is 

incident light power density at a particula  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme -1 Structure of water soluble 

porphrins Tetra n Methyl-Pyridyl 

Porphyrin (H2TMPyP) & Zinc Tetra n 

Methyl-Pyridyl Porphyrin ZnTMPyP. 
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Figure1. (a) Change in UV absorbance upon addition of 

H2TMPyP to SnO2 (inset: binding constant determination 

using Benesi-Hildebrand plot). (b) Fluorescence change 

upon addition of SnO2 to H2TMPyP. (c) Steady state 

lifetime measurement (d) Effect of adding Lithium 

perchlorate (e) Scheme of solar cell construction (f) 

Picture of porphyrin adsorbed electrodes (g) Photocurrent 

switching experiment (h) Incident Photon Conversion 

Efficiency (IPCE) spectrum of the surface modified 

electrodes H2TMPyP-blue, ZnTMPyP-green, unmodified 

SnO2-pink 

3. Results, Discussion, and Significance  

Inherently SnO2 nanoparticles are negatively charged and so 

when positively charged porphyrin (H2TMPyP and 

ZnTMPyP) was added during a titration, it showed a strong 

1:1 binding complex as shown Fig. 1a (UV absorption 

spectrum for H2TMPyP). Similar results were obtained for 

ZnTMPyP also. Calculated binding constant was 1.8 x10
4
   

and 1.77 x 10
4
 M

-1
 for ZnTMPyP and H2TMPyP respectively.  

Also strong binding resulted in a 40-50 nm red shift in the 

H2TMPyP absorbance spectrum. This large shift is attributed 

to flattening of porphyrin molecule upon adsorption on SnO2 

surface
2
. From the fluorescence spectrum (Fig 1b.) we 

confirmed that the intensity of the porphyrin emission bands 

decreased with continuous addition of SnO2 when it was 

excited at 517 nm. Quenching of fluorescence indicated 

efficient electron transfer from the porphyrin to SnO2 upon 

excitation. This was confirmed as the lifetime of the electrons 

in excited state decreased in presence SnO2 from 4.9 ns to 

3.5ns Fig. 1c. Additional experiments were performed to 

visualize the stability of electrostatically adsorbed porphyrin 

dyes onto to SnO2 surface by monitoring the recovery of 

fluorescence due to addition of LiClO4  (red line in Fig. 1d). 

Calculations showed 80% of quenched porphyrin (black line 

in Fig.1d) could be recovered. This effect can also be seen 

visually Fig.1d inset where under UV lamp H2TMPyP (1) red 

emission light turns off  in presence of SnO2 (3) and 

recovered back when LiClO4 was added (2) to the solution. 

The recovery effect can attributed to the fact that stronger ion 

binding nature of Li
+
 to SnO2 releases H2TMPyP back in to 

the solution confirming purely electrostatic interaction 

between SnO2 and H2TMPyP. 

Photoelectrochemical experiments were performed as 

illustrated in Fig 1e using 2 electrodes – a dye sensitized 

SnO2 electrode and platinum foil separated with a spacer and 

a redox mediator comprised of Iodide and Iodine in 

acetonitrile. Fig.1f shows the image of porphyrin modified 

SnO2. Photocurrent switching with respect to time for 

ZnTMPyP (green), H2TMPyP (blue) bound SnO2 and Plain 

SnO2 (pink) electrodes of the same thickness are shown in 

Fig.1g. It is very evident that SnO2 upon ZnTMPyP and 

H2TMPyP modification generates photocurrent up to 5mA/cm
2 

and 4mA/cm
2
 respectively. To understand the reason 

behind such high photocurrent generation process, Incident Photon to Current conversion Efficiency was calculated 

for entire visible portion of sunlight from 400- 800 nm as shown in Fig 1h. Shape of IPCE spectrum resembles the 

shape of solution absorbance spectrum and also ZnTMPyP outperforms H2TMPyP in absorbing higher wavelength 

light where the energy density of sunlight is higher. It is worth mentioning that the IPCE conversion of 90% at 450 

nm achieved in our system using water soluble porphyrins is the highest obtained so far. Having found this efficient 

system research is going on to improve the material property so that highly energy efficient solar cell could be 

obtained in near future. 

4. Conclusions 
Here we reported an efficient light harvesting system by taking advantage of ionic interactions between positively 

charged water soluble porphyrins and negatively charged tin dioxide nanoparticles. A systematic solution based 

study revealed strong electrostatic binding event resulted in good electronic interaction between them. As a result, 

very high photocurrent generation and highest photon conversion efficiency was observed.  
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Abstract.  Effective health diagnosis provides multifarious 

benefits such as improved safety, reliability and economical 

maintenance of complex engineered systems. This paper 

presents a novel multi-sensor health diagnosis method 

using Deep Belief Network (DBN) based state 

classification. The DBN employs a hierarchical structure 

with multiple stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machines and 

works through a layer by layer successive learning process. 

The proposed multi-sensor health diagnosis can be 

structured in three consecutive stages: first, defining health 

states and collecting sensory data for DBN training and 

testing; second, developing DBN based classification 

models for the diagnosis of predefined health states; third, 

validating DBN classification models with testing sensory 

dataset. The performance of proposed DBN health state 

classification is compared with four other existing 

classification methods and demonstrated with a case study. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Research on real-time condition monitoring and 

diagnosis which interprets data acquired by smart 

sensors and distributed sensor networks, and utilizes 

these data streams in making critical decisions 

advances significantly across a wide range of 

applications. This provides multifarious benefits such 

as improved safety, improved reliability and reduced 

costs for the operation and maintenance of complex 

engineered systems. However, effective diagnosis of 

current health state from multidimensional sensory 

data is still an intricate problem and remains as a 

major challenge for the application of condition 

monitoring techniques to complex engineered 

systems. To tackle this challenge, a novel multi-

sensor health diagnosis method using DBN based 

state classification is developed in this study. Section 

2 presents the proposed methodology with a case 

study on aircraft wind structure health diagnosis. 

Section 3 summarizes the presented research and the 

future work. 

 

2. DBN Based Health State Classification for 

Diagnosis 

This section introduces the multi-sensor health 

diagnosis using DBN based state classification 

technique. DBN employs a multilayered architecture 

which consists of one visible layer and multiple 

hidden layers (Fig. 1). Visible layer of DBN accepts 

the input data and transfers the data to the hidden 

layers in order to complete the machine learning 

process [1]  

 

Hidden 

Layer 3

Data

 Layer

Network 

Output

RBM 1

RBM 2

RBM 3

Hidden 

Layer 2

Hidden 

Layer 1

 

Fig. 1: Deep Belief Network Structure 

 

The DBN structure is similar to the stacked network 

of the Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) as shown 

in Fig. 1. Each RBM consists of two layers, namely 

visible layer and hidden layer. The process of 

transformation of data from visible layer to the 

hidden layer is finished through a sigmoid activation 

function based on RBM learning rule [1]. Each 

successive layer in the DBN follows the same 

transformation concept and passes the regularity 

throughout the DBN architecture. The overall 

learning process of the DBN classifier model can be 

successively accomplished in three stages, first, 

unsupervised learning by RBM learning rule; second, 

supervised learning using back-propagation method; 

and third, fine tuning using the conjugate gradient 

algorithm. The trained DBN classifier model will be 

validated using the misclassification errors of both 

training and testing data.  

 

2.1 Procedure for DBN Health State Classification 

The procedure of the proposed multi-sensor health 

diagnosis using the DBN based state classification is 

shown in Table 1. The primary step is to define the 

diagnosis problem and appropriate health states. 

Collecting data from sensors and preprocessing the 

data is the next part of the process. Preprocessed 

sensory data with known classes will be used to 

develop and train the DBN classifier model in steps 3 
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and 4. The DBN architecture is altered based on the 

input patterns with different known health states. 

DBN classifier models will be validated using 

misclassification error determination process in step 

5. Steps 4 and 5 will be iteratively repeated until the 

model reaches the minimum misclassification error. 

Trained DBN classifier models will be set to classify 

unknown sensor signals to the corresponding health 

states. 
 

Table 1: Procedure for DBN Classification 

Step 1: Define the diagnosis problem and health states  

Step 2: Collect and preprocess the sensory data for each 

predefined health state 

Step 3: Develop DBN classifier models 
Step 4: Train DBN classifier models using training data 

Step 5: Validate the DBN classifier models 

Step 6: Perform diagnosis using trained DBN classifier 

models 

 

2.2 Aircraft Wing Structure Health Diagnosis 

The proposed DBN classification technique is 

demonstrated with aircraft wing structure health 

diagnosis case study. One rectangular panel with two 

symmetric plates of the aircraft wing structure, as 

shown in Fig. 2, is modeled and simulated in 

ANSYS. The four end corners of the wing structure 

are fixed with bolt joint connections. The sensors are 

allocated in the center of the wing structure to 

analyze the vibrations. The variable cyclic load is 

applied at the center of the left side plate. Sensor 

network detects the aircraft wing structure 

degradation in three health state conditions: first, no 

fault condition (Health State 1, HS1), second, fault in 

bolt joint A (Health State 2, HS2) and third, fault in 

bolt joint B (Health State 3, HS3). 400 sets of random 

samples are generated for each health state from the 

aircraft wing structure simulation model considering 

the uncertain load condition applied. The first 200 

sets of random samples are used as training data and 

the rest are saved as testing data. The DBN classifier 

model is trained by following the procedure shown in 

Table 1 with the training data and validated using the 

testing data. The trained DBN classifier model 

successfully classifies the training data and the 

testing data with high classification rates. The 

developed diagnosis methodology is compared with 

four existing approaches: Self Organizing Maps 

(SOM) [2]. Back propagation Neural Networks 

(BNN), Mahalanobis Distance (MD), and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) and the comparison results 

are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Sensor Network and Fault Locations 

 

Table 2: State Classification Results Comparison 

Classification 

Techniques 

Classification Rate 

Training (%) 

Classification Rate 

Testing (%) 

BNN 86 85.67 

SOM 79.83 79.17 

MD 91.67 92.00 

SVM 100 88.77 

DBN 100 96.50 

 

3. Conclusions 

This paper presented a novel multi-sensor health 

diagnosis method using DBN based state 

classification. The feasibility of the developed 

methodology for structure health diagnosis was 

demonstrated with aircraft wing structure case study 

and the performance was compared with four existing 

diagnostics methods. Case study results indicated that 

the developed diagnosis methodology generally 

produces a higher classification rate for multi-sensor 

health diagnosis of complex systems, compared with 

four existing classification methods. The DBN will 

be further investigated for the multi-sensor health 

prognosis. 
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Abstract. A relationship between shoulder strength and soreness in swimmers may indicate need for strengthening. 

Study objectives included determining if strength can be improved with exercises, and if improving strength decreases 

soreness in swimmers. Dominant arm strength of both groups was measured for five shoulder motions using hand-held 

dynamometry.  The experimental group performed shoulder exercises to strengthen these motions. All participants were 

re-tested at six and twelve weeks. The changes in strength for each motion and pain was compared between groups using 

a mixed design two-way ANOVA to determine if a difference existed in strength or soreness between groups. The 

experimental group significantly increased external rotation strength.  Adolescents who performed exercises increased 

external rotation strength compared to adolescents who only swam. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Shoulder soreness is among the most frequent complaints of competitive swimmers. The rotator cuff is often 

considered the culprit of this soreness, with the theory that the soreness is caused by rotator cuff tendonitis [1]. 

However, weakness or muscular imbalance of the rotator cuff may be possible reasons for the shoulder soreness that 

competitive swimmers encounter. The purpose of this study was to determine: 1) If strengthening in adolescent 

competitive swimmers enhances selected shoulder muscle performance, and 2) if strengthening of selected shoulder 

muscles results in decreased shoulder discomfort or soreness. It was hypothesized that 1) there would be no 

interaction between rotator cuff strengthening exercises and strength of the rotator cuff and 2) there would be no 

interaction between rotator cuff strengthening exercises and level of shoulder soreness in competitive adolescent 

swimmers. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

This study consisted of adolescent male and female competitive swimmers devoid of any injury or surgery within 

the six months previous to beginning the study. Most of the swimmers in this study were under the age of 18 and 

required permission from a parent before any participation could occur, thus a consent form was distributed, read, 

and signed by each minor and parent prior to data collection. Participants were a sample of convenience, consisting 

of Aqua Shocks swim team members who practiced at the Heskett Center. 20 participants completed the study 

(TABLE 1).  
 

Table: 1 
Characteristics of Participants 

 Experiment Control 

Age (y) 10.9 ± 3.1 11 ± 2.6 

Height (cm) 143.5 ± 21.0 133.9 ± 47.7 

Mass (kg) 46.8 ± 19.9 43.5 ± 8.4 

Data presented as mean ± SD. 

 

This study tested the strength of each participant with a hand-held dynamometer (HHD). Following signing 

informed consent approved by Wichita State University Institutional Review Board, each participant filled out a 

questionnaire rating current shoulder soreness on a visual/verbal analog scale (0-10) and listing any injuries that the 

swimmer had incurred. The swimmers were then randomly assigned to the experiment or control group by roll of a 

dice. Next, manual testing was performed by measuring isometric force production of the dominant arm. The 

primary muscles tested consisted of the shoulder and the rotator cuff. The muscles were positioned into flexion, 

abduction, external rotation, internal rotation, and extension. Each participant was tested initially, at six weeks, and 

at 12 weeks. After initial testing, the control group was released back to regular swim practice and instructed to 

continue their normal swimming regimen. The exercises group was instructed on five different exercises for 
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strengthening the shoulder and rotator cuff muscles. The data in this study was analyzed using a mixed-design two-

way ANOVA. The dependent variables were shoulder and rotator cuff strength. The independent variable was level 

of soreness in competitive swimmers. All participants were tested, but only the experimental group conducted the 

exercise regimen. At the end of the 12 weeks the experimental group was compared with the control group at each 

interval: pretest, six week test, and posttest. There were no significant differences found between groups in pain 

ratings over the course of the study. For the motions of flexion, abduction, internal rotation, and extension both 

groups gained strength with no significant difference found between groups. External rotation showed a significant 

increase in strength in the experimental group as compared to the control group with a mean increase of 1.14 kg in 

the experimental group and a mean increase of 0.51 kg  in the control group (Table 2).  

 
Table: 2  

Change in Strength 

Motion Experiment Control P-value 

Flexion 0.38 kg 0.12 kg 0.628 
Abduction 0.21 kg 0.33 kg 0.869 

Internal Rotation 1.35 kg 1.01 kg 0.581 

External Rotation 1.14 kg 0.51 kg 0.014 
Extension 2.58 kg 2.06 kg 0.997 

 

This study found that all participants gained external rotation strength, however, the experimental group gained 

significantly more strength than the control group. soreness was also found to decrease to a greater degree in the 

experimental group, however it was not a significant difference. Post analysis, this difference in external rotation 

strength gains may be attributed to the fact that external rotation is the least used motion in swimming strokes, 

therefore, the control group was not performing any exercises to increase the strength of this motion. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

Adolescents who perform external rotation strengthening significantly increase their strength compared to 

adolescents who only participate in a regular swimming regimen. Adolescents who participate in a shoulder 

strengthening regimen do not have any significant difference in levels of soreness when compared to adolescents 

who only participate in a regular swimming regimen. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to determine the immediate effect of a lumbopelvic high velocity thrust (HVT) on 

gluteus medius strength when administered by a novice clinician with brief training.  Thirty healthy subject‘s hip abduction 

strength and EMG activity were assessed at baseline, following a sham (control) intervention, and intervention consisting of a 

lumbopelvic manipulation (HVT) assigned in random order.  These data were analyzed using the independent t-test with a 

significance level of p < .05.  The results demonstrated no significant difference in gluteus medius strength between the control 

and manipulation.  The results may suggest that a lumbopelvic manipulation, performed by a novice clinician, may not produce 

therapeutic effects in gluteus medius strength. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

This study investigated the electromyographic (EMG) activity and strength of the gluteus medius muscle following a 

commonly applied manual therapy intervention provided by a novice clinician to healthy individuals.   The results of 

this study were meant to help physical therapy clinicians determine the potential benefit of such a manual therapy 

technique, as well as the necessity for experience in the implementation of such a technique.  The hypothesis for this 

study was that a lumbopelvic manipulation performed by a novice clinician with brief training would yield an 

increase in strength of the gluteus medius during hip abduction as compared to the control intervention. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

Subjects 

A convenience sample of 30 healthy male and female college aged individuals participated in this study.    

Participants ranged in age from 22 to 49 years, with an average age of 24.37years.  Informed consent was obtained 

from each participant. 

 

Equipment 

Gluteus medius maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) measurements were taken using a handheld 

dynamometer (Lafayette Manual Muscle Test System Model 01163) placed just above the lateral femoral condyle, 

and EMG activity was recorded with a Noraxon 16 channel telemetry EMG system to determine the percent change 

of maximal gluteus medius activity post intervention as compared to the reference standard per pre-established 

protocols.  The Lafayette Manual Muscle Test dynamometer has been proven to be a valid and reliable instrument 

for measuring muscle strength in kilograms [1]. 

 

Procedure 

This study utilized a double blind technique for all measurement procedures.  All subjects performed warm-up 

exercises for 8 minutes and rested following warm-up for 5 minutes.  Surface electrodes were placed over the 

gluteus medius, and a grounding surface electrode was placed over the opposite iliac crest.  The subjects were 

positioned side lying with the dominant leg up.  A position of approximately 25° of hip abduction was achieved by 

placing three pillows between the subject‘s legs with the testing leg in slight extension and external rotation for the 

purpose of isolating the gluteus medius.  An immobilizing strap was used to resist abduction [2].   

 

MVIC values of gluteus medius strength were determined as each subject underwent a control and manipulation 

intervention in random order with rest periods in between.  If an audible pop was heard with the manipulation, it was 

recorded as a successful manipulation.  Muscle activity was recorded during three MVICs for 5 seconds each with 

verbal encouragement.  30 seconds of rest followed each measurement with a ten minute rest between each of the 

three randomly assigned groups. 
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Results 

Pre- and post-intervention measurements of gluteus medius strength were recorded for both the control and 

experimental groups.  Analysis revealed no significant difference in average strength.  Analysis also revealed no 

significant difference in strength between those with successful, and those without manipulation. 

Table: 1 

Paired Samples Statistics.  Pair 1 is control.  Pair 2 is intervention.   

 
  Mean 

[kg] 

N 

[participants] 

Standard 

Deviation 

 

Standard Error 

of the Mean 

Pair 1 Pre  36.7337 30 7.01932 1.28155 

Post  35.7883 30 7.02917 1.28334 

Pair 2 Pre  36.7337 30 7.01932 1.28155 

Post  36.2367 30 7.05645 1.28833 

 

Table: 2 

Paired Samples Test Results 

 

 

 

Degrees of Freedom 

 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pair 1  29 .021 

Pair 2 29 .265 

 

Discussion 

The results of this study indicate that hip EMG activity and strength immediately following manual therapy 

provided by a novice clinician will not increase significantly to yield beneficial results in the clinic.  Specifically, a 

lumbopelvic HVT applied by a novice clinician with previous instruction from an expert clinician and only two 

hours of combined practice will not yield a significant increase in gluteus medius strength as compared to the 

control intervention.  The significance of this finding is that a novice clinician may need more time to practice the 

administration of such an intervention before positive results are seen in hip abduction strength.   

 

3. Conclusions 

 

This study found that lumbopelvic manipulations do not show an increase in gluteus medius strength in healthy 

subjects when performed by a novice clinician. 
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Abstract.  The primary purpose of this study was to measure success of pre-hospital rapid sequence induction (RSI) done by 

Newton/Fire EMS (NFEMS) using ER and hospital outcomes. RSI is utilized when intubating a patient requires sedation to 

paralyze the airway and gag reflex.  All adult patients who received RSI from NFEMS from 2002-2009 were identified.  

Comparisons were selected from 1997-2002. Multiple parameters in patient charts were reviewed including patient age, gender, 

presenting condition, co-morbidities, Glascow Coma Score, oxygen saturation, and hospital outcome. The primary outcomes 

measured were morbidity and mortality.  The RSI procedure by NFEMS was not found to have any significant positive or 

negative effects on the overall outcome of the patients who did receive it. 

 

Introduction 

 

The RSI procedure is used to essentially provide an artificial airway to someone‘s own compromised airway; 

whether from significant trauma or those who are at risk of aspiration (drawing in of a foreign substance into the 

respiratory tract). RSI is of importance in patients with a gag reflex who require sedation and paralyzing of the 

airway prior to intubation.  Special medications are used to relax the patient's oropharynx, larynx, trachea, and 

diaphragm which allows endotracheal tube placement without a competing gag reflex. [1] Rapid sequence induction 

is a controversial technique when used in the pre-hospital EMS setting. [2-5] This controversy is due to conflicting 

patient outcomes (morbidity and mortality) of the RSI procedure as performed by different types of providers in 

different settings. [2] Research is also conflicting about the success, or outcomes in morbidity/mortality of this 

procedure; therefore, further research is warranted. Because NFEMS has a small size metropolitan/rural coverage 

responsibility and longer transport times (to mostly Wichita, Kansas regional and tertiary hospitals), the RSI utility 

was of importance in regard to maintaining and improving the respiratory status of patients.  To date, this procedure 

had not been evaluated in this setting.  This investigation evaluated the RSI outcomes of NFEMS to assist in their 

decision on its use as well as add to the body of literature on the topic.   Therefore, the primary purpose of this study 

was to determine ER and hospital outcomes among NFEMS patients who received pre-hospital RSI between 2002 

and 2009.     

 

Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

All adult patients who received paramedic administered RSI from the Newton Fire/EMS System (NFEMS) 

from 2002-2009 were identified.  Comparisons from NFEMS were selected from 1997-2002.  Patient charts were 

reviewed for a number of items, including patient age, gender, presenting condition, co-morbidities, Glascow Coma 

Score (GCS), oxygen saturation, and hospital outcome.  These patient charts were reviewed at Via Christi Hospital - 

St. Francis and Wesley Medical Center, both in Wichita, KS.  Charts were also reviewed at Newton Medical Center 

in Newton, KS.  Morbidity and mortality following RSI were the primary outcomes measured.  These outcomes 

were determined by whether a patient died, was discharged to home, or was admitted to the hospital.  For those who 

were admitted to the hospital, we evaluated morbidity and mortality by whether they died, were discharged to 

rehabilitation, or were discharged to home.  During this retrospective cohort study, a total of 77 RSI subjects were 

compared to 51 controls.  The groups were similar with regard to all parameters: age, gender, nature of call, 

condition assessed, and scene GCS.  Chi-square analyses were performed to determine if significant relationships 

existed between outcomes of the control and RSI groups [Figure 1].  Multinomial logistic regression was used to 

classify patients based on three categories of the dependent variables: ER outcome and hospital outcome.  Each 

dependent variable consisted of three outcomes: discharge to home, discharge to ICU/hospital, and death if ER 
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outcome, or discharge to rehabilitation unit or step-down unit if hospital outcome.   The independent variables in 

both regression analyses included age group, gender, RSI intervention, and non-RSI intervention (control group). No 

significant differences existed between the control and RSI groups in terms of percentage being discharged, 

admitted, or dying.   Multinomial logistic regression revealed that age was the only predictor of hospital outcome 

comparing those who died in the hospital with the other two possible outcomes.  For ER outcomes, age predicted 

outcome when comparing those who died with those who were admitted to the hospital/ICU.  The younger group of 

patients had the best outcomes.  A patient‘s outcome was not dependent on whether or not they received RSI.  

Gender was not a factor. 

 

Conclusions 

 

This study was performed to determine the outcomes of the pre-hospital RSI procedure, as performed by NFEMS 

paramedics.  The RSI procedure was found to have no significant positive or negative effects on the overall outcome 

of the patients receiving the RSI procedure. Therefore, continuation of the RSI procedure is at the discretion of 

NFEMS.  Cost-effectiveness may be a determining factor in this decision.  Our study presents opportunities for 

further research as there is a lack of evidence in both support of and in contest of the RSI procedure, as performed 

by road-based paramedics. 
 

 
Figure 1:  Percent columns may not add up to 100% because of rounding and respondent omissions. *DC‘d = discharged to home; Admitted = 
admitted to hospital or intensive care unit. **DC‘d = discharged to home; Rehab=discharged to step down unit, rehab, or nursing home. 
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Relationships by Emergency Room Outcome vs. Hospital Outcome (N=128)

X 2

ER Outcome DC‘d* Admitted* Died

  Control 2 90.2 7.8

   RSI 1.3 89.6 9.1

Hospital 

Outcome
DC‘d** Rehab** Died

   Control 25.5 43.1 31.4

   RSI 20.8 46.8 32.5

0.143

0.401

Percents                             
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Abstract. The primary purpose of this research is to develop an inexpensive and user friendly ‗point- of- care‘ (POC) device also 

known as Nanomonitor, for early disease diagnosis. Proteomics research has elucidated many new proteins as biomarkers that 

have the potential to greatly improve disease diagnosis. Our clinical application for this technology is the identification of the 

cardiovascular diseases which lead to deaths worldwide. Protein biomarker for this condition is C-Reactive Protein (CRP). We 

have utilized nanoporous alumina membranes to generate high surface area to volume structures for trapping protein 

biomolecules in Nanomonitor. We employ the protein specific capacitance measurement method as the basis for protein 

biomarker detection. Furthermore, the device performance parameters have been validated against the clinical gold standard: 

ELISA. The research objective is to measure the performance parameters (limit of detection, specificity, dynamic range and 

detection speed) of the Nanomonitor devices for protein biomarker based disease detection, with accuracy greater than 95%.  
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White Teacher's Challenge: Racial and Cultural Differences 

Between White Teachers and Students of Color 
 

Kimberly Burkhalter 

Faculty: Mara Alagic 
Department of Educational Leadership 

 
Abstract. Across the United States, students of color, make up approximately 69% of the urban school population. More than 

85% of the classroom teachers are white, predominately female, and 40% of the urban schools do not have teachers of color in 

the classrooms. Educational systems often struggle in their efforts to support the needs of racially and culturally diverse students 

and a student‘s culture is often not regarded as a function of his/hers educational success. The purpose of this study was to 

capture and analyze stories of teachers who had experienced a transformation in understanding racial and cultural differences and 

shifted their teaching practices to meet the needs of their students that were racially and culturally different; to facilitate culturally 

relevant instruction. A qualitative methodology of the narrative inquiry allowed participants an opportunity to share their 

experiences through storytelling. The teacher participants shared their experience regarding racial and cultural difference. They 

told how their experiences shaped their instructional classroom practices. 
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Social, Professional and Educational Networks on the Web: 

Comparative Analysis of Main Features 

 
Panindra Chekoori

*
 

Faculty: Mara Alagic 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 

 

Abstract: Online social networks (OSNs) have changed the web as a source of information into a web of people, social web. 

Social networks are not purely technology-driven. They depend on the human nature and can be described as hybrid products of 

individuals‘ interests and technology tools. Social networks functions, as perceived by users, are different from each other. This 

small study attempts to provide answers to the question. On what basis an individual determine what network to use; since most 

of these networks share common features .What actually makes people use different social networks. The paper focuses on the 

similarities and differences among the four online social networks. 

 

1. Introduction  

OSNs are made up of individuals called nodes which are connected by one or more interdependency such as 

research, friendship, profession etc. What actually makes the people use different OSNs as most of these networks 

share common features with other sites? Considering the number and diversity of OSNs in the past few years, an 

evaluation based on users‘ and designers‘ perspectives of these online social networks would be useful. However, 

recognizing the complexity of this task, this paper selectively compares some features of four familiar networks: 

Facebook (social network for family and friends), LinkedIn (professional network), Mendeley (academic social 

network to organize research, collaborate with others online, and discover the latest research) and Ning (online 

platform for people to create their own social networks). 

 

2. Data, Findings and Analysis 

This section of the paper is divided into two main parts The first part briefly describes the contrasting features 

between the four OSNs and the second section lists the users‘ and designers‘ perspectives of these OSNs‘. News 

Feed displays a subset of items such as comments, posts and shared links by members of the network. The default 

setting of the tool is set to display items from user with whom an individual interacts frequently. 

 

 Facebook’s News Feed is categorically divided into top news and most recent features. Each item that 

surfaces on the profile page is assigned a value using an EdgeRank algorithm. A higher value places the 

message post at the top of the News Feed.  

  Ning’s Activity page displays the latest items of all the networks on Ning and also pictures, videos from 

friends. An important feature of this tool is its ability to recommend networks intelligently based on what 

it judges to be the users‘ interests.  

 LinkedIn and Mendeley have basic News Feed functions, Twitter integration, group updates etc.  

Facebook users have restricted control of their network except that they can change their privacy settings or add 

tools which are not as interactive as Ning tools. Applications that are added to LinkedIn will appear on the 

professionals‘ profile; other people can view material without adding themselves, which isn‘t always the case with 

Facebook applications [2]. Growing burden of managing multiple social networks and multiple personal networks 

and perhaps keeping track of them is a difficult task for Ning users (engaged in more than one Ning network) when 

compared to Facebook, LinkedIn and Mendeley. LinkedIn permits members to view profiles of other members 

within three degrees of separation from each other and gives a single chance to build a professional image and show 

it to the world. It is the only website with millions of registered users that revolves around professionals. Individuals 

can create Ning networks and each network can have multiple groups). Network creator can decide whether its 

members can create a sub-group. To increase one‘s vertical reach (in an area of interest), user needs to join every 

relevant LinkedIn group and to increase one‘s horizontal (i.e. overall) reach, user needs to increase the number of 

LinkedIn connections. The table below provides comparative analysis from the users‘ and designers‘ perspective and 

some of the pros and cons of each these OSNs.    
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COMPARISON OF MAIN FEATURES (NING, FACEBOOK, LINKEDIN, MENDELEY) 

ONLINE 

SOCIAL 

NETWORKS 
    

DESCRIPTION 

(User’s 

perspective) 

A white label OSN for 

people to create their own 

social network 

 

Users create pages, add 

friends, send and receive 

messages and 

notifications etc 

 

Business-oriented 

OSN used for 

professional 

networking 

 

OSN for discovering, 

managing, sharing 

and collaborating 

research papers 

online 

 

AVAILABILITY  

(User’s 

perspective) 

Networks can be public or 

private and the 

administrator can edit 

content and prohibit 

members as necessary and 

appropriate 

 

Public, hosted social 

network for individuals 

to create user accounts; 

they can then create 

groups 

 

Provides basic 

accounts for normal 

users. Upgrade 

options (Business, 

Business plus and 

Executive) 

 

Free and upgrade 

plans available. Earth, 

Solar system, Milky 

way and Big Bang 

(custom plan) are 

upgrade plans 

available for users 

 

EDUCATION 

(User’s 

perspective) 

Blogs, chats and forums are 

excellent  tools for showing 

the analysis about a topic 

and to encourage reflexive 

reading and searching of 

information (information 

search) [1] 

 

Integration of courses: 

Profile page, Creating a 

group page for a class, 

Replacing web course 

functions & Facebook 

applications 

 

Build professional 

network, prepare for 

interviews, Getting 

referrals, 

Connections from 

conference attendees 

etc 

 

Helps researchers  to 

organize their work 

locally on a freely-

downloaded client 

that is extremely easy 

to use (Mendeley 

Desktop) 

 

CODE 

REUSABILITY 

(Designer’s 

perspective) 

Ning‘s platform service are 

programmed with PHP and 

the platform itself is built in 

Java. Availability of source 

code allows users to modify 

Ning application for their 

benefits. 

 

Prevents users from 

adding HTML, 

Javascript and other 

programming or 

designing code into their 

pages 

 

LinkedIn is 99% 

java (object-oriented 

programming 

language). It does 

not allow users to 

modify the source 

code 

 

Mendeley Desktop, 

based on Qt 

(developing 

application software 

using graphical user 

interface, runs on 

Windows, Mac and 

Linux. 

 

SECURITY 

(Designer’s 

perspective) 

No HTTPs secure 

connection 

 

Both HTTP and HTTPs 

secure connections are 

available to the users 

 

No HTTPs secure 

connection for its 

users 

 

No HTTPs secure 

connection for its 

users 

 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Research 

Facebook, LinkedIn and Mendeley are consistently among the most popular sites on the web, demonstrating the 

public‘s interest in social networking. Based on the research data collected from all these OSNs, Ning has the ability 

to perform as social, professional and educational network provided the Ning network has the infrastructure to 

function as one of the above three networks. Future research should involve considering other social networks and 

investigating in more depth both designers‘ and users‘ perspectives about various OSNs‘ features. 
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Competition and Allelopathy in Invasive Lespedeza cuneata 

 
Katherine Coykendall 

Faculty: Gregory R. Houseman 

 
Department of Biology 

 
Abstract. Invasive species such as Lespedeza cuneata (sericea) can have detrimental effects on invaded ecosystems.  One 

proposed explanation for invasive success such as sericea is production of allelopathic chemicals that suppress adjacent native 

species. We tested this hypothesis in a greenhouse experiment in which a native grass was grown with sericea and alone. Three 

different treatments were factored among the pots. These treatments include different soil histories, autoclaving the soil, and an 

extract made from mature sericea. After twelve weeks plants were collected, dried and biomass recorded.  Results indicated that 

the soil history has an effect on sericea biomass. This suggests that sericea may be able to change the soil microbial communities 

over time, leading to long-term negative effects on surrounding native plants. 
 

1. Introduction 

 

Lespedeza cuneata (sericea) is an invasive plant that has strong negative effects on native prairie species.   Sericea is 

an Asian legume introduced in the 1930s to the U.S. as erosion control and forage, but it can form dense 

monocultures.   One proposed explanation for the invasive success is that sericea produces allelopathic chemicals 

that suppress native species.  Sericea may also have a competitive advantage due to physiological traits. 

  

To examine the underlying reasons for this high invasiveness, two primary questions were posed: 

1. Does sericea have a negative chemical (allelopathic) effect on indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans), a dominant 

native grass? 

2. Does this potential allelopathic interaction operate by directly affecting neighbor plants or through changes to soil 

microbial communities? 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion and Significance 

 

Design 

 

To test the research questions, a greenhouse experiment was designed.  The soil used was collected from 18 

experimental plots at the University of Kansas Field Station (KUFS) near Lawrence, KS, that were dominated by 

Indiangrass.  In nine plots, sericea had previously been sown and allowed to grow for three years while the other 

plots had unsown controls (Houseman, unpublished data).  Half of soil from each group was autoclaved.  This 

included autoclaving the soil at 121 degrees Celsius for 30 minutes on three consecutive days to sterilize the soil [1].  

The soil of both types was then distributed into 262 mL sterile containers.  

Due to typically low germination rates of legumes in the lab, the sericea seeds underwent a sulfuric acid 

scarification before sowing.  The seeds were sown directly into the pots, covered with a thin layer of soil, and 

thinned one week after germination to two plants per pot (either two indiangrass, or one indiangrass and one sericea) 

[2]. 

An additional treatment included an extract from ten, adult sericea plants also collected at the KUFS. This 

treatment was intended to detect allelopathic effects.  Leaves and roots from each plant were rinsed with distilled 

water and then soaked in distilled water at a ratio of 1gram biomass per 20 mL water.  After forty-eight hours, the 

solution was filtered to remove particulates and 2 mL of extract was applied to the base of each plant once a week 

[2].  The plants not receiving extract received 2 mL of water as a control.  Each treatment was replicated nine times.  

Plants grew for twelve weeks, after which each plant was removed from the pot, dried, and massed.  Data were 

analyzed with a three-way split plot ANOVA with soil history as the whole plot and autoclaving and extract as split 

plot factors. 
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Results 

 

There were two primary results of interest. First, sericea biomass increased when grown in soil with a sericea history 

as opposed to a soil with a history of native species alone (F1, 16=4.79, P=0.04).  This may indicate that sericea is 

able to condition the soil over time to facilitate its own growth. Second, autoclaving increased the biomass of 

indiangrass regardless of soil history (F1, 112=101.19, P=<0.001), and furthermore, the biomass of indiangrass 

increased more in the autoclaved soil that had a history of sericea rather than the soil with a native plant history (F1, 

112=3.93, P=0.0499). 

 

  
Figure 1: Effect of soil history on sericea and indiangrass biomass. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

 Soil with a history of sericea has a positive effect on the sericea grown in that soil, leading to an increase in 

biomass of the sericea.  This may indicate a positive feedback in which sericea is able to foster its own growth by 

altering the soil conditions.  Soil history does not affect growth of indiangrass unless the soils are autoclaved.  

Additional experiments are underway to test whether these effects are due to changes in soil nutrients or microbial 

communities. 

By identifying the specific mechanisms that sericea uses to suppress native species, we hope to design new 

control measures for this problematic grassland invader. 
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Infant Speech Development During the First Year of Life 

 
Andrea Crittenden*, Ashley Hruska, Danielle Hudgens, & Sheree Wilkins 

Faculty: Douglas F. Parham 
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders 

 
Abstract. Much has been assumed about the expected development of vocal sounds that infants produce during the first year of 

life. Little is known about how infants coordinate various physical systems to produce vocalizations. No theory of early human 

communicative development has attempted to present a global description of how infants learn to vocalize. This project 

represents an initial attempt to relate infant vocal development to the domains of speech production: respiration, phonation, 

resonance, and articulation. The immediate result of this project is the development of visual aids that summarize fundamental 

relationships between physical development and early vocal development in infants. It is hoped that this project will lay the 

groundwork for important new tools of early identification for communicative disorders.  
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In search of resistance: Interactions between pathogenic fungus 

Macrophomina Phaseolina and its host Medicago truncatula 
  

Tyler Doerksen 

Faculty: Bin Shuai 

 

Department of Biological Sciences 
 

Abstract. Macrophomina phaseolina, an internationally distributed fungus, causes a disease known as ―charcoal rot‖ 

(also known as dry-weather wilt and summer wilt) which clogs vascular tissue and produces yellow, wilted plants with 

visible fungal sclerotia. Primarily acting in dry, hot conditions it inflicts massive economic losses in Midwestern crops 

such as soybean, alfalfa, sorghum and cotton.  In the southern 16 states was ranked the 2nd most damaging disease from 

1990-1994 and caused an estimated 4.7 X105 metric tons of soybean loss from 1999-2002.  By subjecting the model 

legume Medicago truncatula to a series of ecotype and mutant screens, it is hoped that altered susceptibility (AS- either 

unusual susceptibility or resistance), may be found.  Once encountered, further analysis should reveal altered molecular 

pathways in the host-fungus interaction which are key to understanding resistance.   

 

1. Introduction  
With a wide host range in more than 500 cultivated and wild plants including Arachis hypogaea (peanut), Glycine 

Max (soybean), Helianthus annuus (sunflower) Medicago sativa (alfalfa) and Zea mays (corn), infection by M. 

phaseolina is found in most crop-producing areas of the tropics, subtropics and subtropical-temperate regions.  

Many crops develop the disease after they have lost vigor due to environmental stresses such as drought or high 

temperature. (Dhingra 1978).  The main symptom of adult plants is dehydration of leaves followed by progressive 

necrosis of vascular tissue with subsequent collapse of surrounding pith and epidermis while large numbers of 

sclerotia (the long term survival unit of the fungus) develop in the xylem vessels plugging them resulting in drastic 

reduction of water transport (Dhingra 1978, Pratt 1998). With such wide spread and economically devastating 

consequences, effective ways to manage charcoal rot will be very beneficial.  Many agronomical techniques have 

been suggested as means of control, ranging from irrigation to adjusting planting dates to changing planting 

densities, however, to date it is thought that host resistance may be the only feasible method to manage charcoal rot 

(Mengistu 2007).  

Medicago truncatula is a vastly applied model legume which shows promise of translational findings to other plants, 

especially closely related legumes such as Medicago sativa.  Due to its genetic tractability, M. truncatula is believed 

to be able to provide a platform that will identify and isolate genes involved in resistance signaling pathways, 

however to date very little is understood of the M. Phaseolina infection of M. truncatula (Ellwood 2006).  Utilizing 

mutant and ecotype screening methods of M. truncatula in search of a genotype that exhibits either unusual 

susceptibility or resistance to the fungus (deemed AS for altered susceptibility) it is presumed that such a genotype 

will help further understanding of interactions between the fungus M. phaseolina and its plant host M. truncatula. 

These findings can then be extrapolated to other plant hosts.   

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

Two methods used in the screening process are an in vivo assay (for the ecotype screening) and an in vitro assay (for 

the mutant screening).  The in vivo assay consists of dipping the roots of the Medicago truncatula plants in a 

suspension of ground sclerotia in agarose (Figure 1).  The plants are repotted and monitored for disease progression.  

In the in vitro assay (also called detached leaf assay) leaflets are clipped from a M. truncatula plant and inoculated 

with a M. phaseolina infested agar plug (Figure 2). 

                                                                         

Figure 2 - in vitro screen 

from Tnt1 mutant screen 

Figure 1 - In vivo screen; control 

left, treatment right (Gaige 2010) 
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Mutant Screen 

 

Once a year the plant biology division of The Noble Foundation (Ardmore, Ok) allows researchers to participate in 

forward-genetic screening using non-destructive assay techniques on M. truncatula mutant lines generated using the 

tobacco retrotransposon Tnt1. In 2009, 259 lines were screened without finding any line with AS (screen was 

performed by colleague Andrés Reyes Gaige- see acknowledgements).  In 2010 another 286 lines were screened. 

However the controls used in the screening procedure showed too much variation.  The data was rendered unusable.  

In the 2010 screened plant conditions were altered due to the fact that plates were monitored at the Noble 

Foundation instead of WSU facilities.  At the foundation plates were sealed with parafilm so that fungus wouldn‘t 

spread in the facility and put in a room under lights where there was the most room available for observation.  These 

two changes in condition could have caused the variability.  Small scale experiments testing the differing conditions 

are being carried out in attempts to eliminate such issues for the September 2011 screen. 

 

Wildtype Screen 

 

A variety of wildtype M. truncatula seeds were obtained representing ecotypes from around the world. As of yet 236 

lines have been screened with no AS found (a number of these lines were screened by colleague Andrés Reyes 

Gaige-see acknowledgements).   

 

With close to 500 screened genotypes that don‘t show AS, it is easy to think that this is an impossible task.  While 

acknowledging the improbability of the project, 500 lines is only a small proportion of genotypes available.  The 

Noble Foundation itself has over 7000 more insertion based mutated lines that remain unscreened (Tadege 2008).  

There are also hundreds of thousands more created by fast neutron bombardment that are available for potential 

screening not to mention numerous other strategies such as chemical and deletion mutagenesis that could develop 

their own hosts of unique genotypes (Tadege 2009).  It seems then that the question is not a matter of if an AS 

genotype will be found but when.  

  

3. Conclusions 

 

In search of a resistant line, ecotype and mutant populations of Medicago truncatula are being screened with the 

fungus Macrophomina phaseolina.  As of yet 259 mutant lines have been screened using a detached leaf in vitro 

method and 236 ecotype lines have been have been screened in vivo.  Combined there have been close to 500 lines 

screened without any exhibiting AS characteristics.  While this may be disconcerting these represent only a small 

portion of the lines available for screening.  Plans are in place for another mutant screening at the Noble Foundation 

in fall 2011 and 86 more ecotypes remain to be screened.   
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Abstract. Being comprised of specific minerals and earthen materials, clay has been used throughout history to create art. What 

distinguishes clay from any other material is its resistance to decay. Through the ceramic firing process, the earthen matter 

releases their physical and chemical water molecules, reducing the material to a hardened substance. The higher the temperature 

the denser the material becomes allowing for a lifetime spanning millenniums. In either of these states, clay or ceramic, the 

materials used would never be able to deteriorate through any biological reduction. This comparison of time and process allows 

for my metaphorical interpretation of ceramics as fossils. When referencing fossilized matter, its process holds a direct 

correlation to time. A fossil is a representation of a history, a memory into our past. Once clay has been properly vitrified in a 

ceramic vessel, I am metaphorically interpreting it as a fossilized remnant of its original mineral structure. When clay is formed 

into ceramic works of art, a fossilization of nature‘s own resources occurs; creating a timeline of historic memories, visions, and 

the evolution of human perception. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 Discovering ceramics during my eight grade art class proved to be the greatest revelation in my life. I have 

always been astounded by each of the physical properties of clay from wet to vitrified wares. As time progressed 

and my knowledge increased my artwork seem want to exploit that process. Ceramics is one of the oldest recorded 

forms of art and has maintained its foundation throughout history for it ability to resist natural destruction. Even if 

the integrity of a piece of ceramics is destroyed, the shards which remain are still resistant to forms of biological 

reduction. Instead these remnants become essentially rocks that are then tucked away beneath the earth‘s surface. 

Without this level of preservation, ceramics would lose most of its appeal and become another failed attempt at 

creating art. It has been my willingness to learn and embrace this level of permanence that fuels my energy to create 

and add to the history of ceramics. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, Significance 

 

 Upon entering graduate school, I immediately decided to revisit the bare processes of ceramics and the 

creation of wares. Since approximately 24000 BC, cultures have used the earth to create decorative art and 

ceremonial figurines to enliven their surrounding atmosphere. 9000-10000BC is considered the approximate 

timeline for the beginning of functional vessels used to store food and water. By quickly learning the properties of 

the finer particles of dirt, clay became a tool to enhance any of the society‘s daily tasks. Considering the conditions 

of clay as being water soluble, it was determine that through the use of heat that clay would harden enough to allow 

for continual use. This process is now known as bisque firing. It has translated into the first hardening process used 

in modern day ceramics. By firing the clay up to a temperature of about 1100 degrees, the physical and chemical 

water of clay burns away and we are left with the mineral and organic materials. This process is commonly defined 

as quartz inversion.  Around 5000 BC, the development of glazes redefined the surface qualities of ceramics. Glaze 

allowed the creation of a glassy, glossy surface that prevented any leaching into the surface of the clay. As we 

continue our journey through history, time moves forward into the continued development and refinement of 

ceramics. It became apparent that with the discovery and application of fire to clay that the surface would no longer 

dissolve in water. The downfall to the surface was it would still continue to retain liquid. New firing methods were 

created that devised methods for which to achieve higher temperatures. At these higher temperatures, the clay began 

to lose its levels of water retention by shrinking it surface area and creating a denser mass. These stages of shrinkage 

and lack of absorption is defined as vitrification. Within the history of ceramics, we owe most of our modern 

developments and techniques to the Chinese. About 1500 BC, the Chinese devised a firing method that would 

become defined as high fired ceramics. Reaching temperatures around 2400, they found ways to compress the 

surfaces of clay that would almost completely prevent water retention.  In China as early as 600 AD, the 

development of wood firing became a prevalent method of vitrification. This would not only solidify the surface at 

the high fired temperatures but also provide a glassy surface to the clay from melted ash of the woods in the kiln. 
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Due to these methods,ceramics had found its sustainable power and ageless presence. Today we continue to use 

many of the techniques and firing methods developed by the Chinese while continuing to redefine the world of 

contemporary ceramics. Comprehending the potential of hardening of clay, the density of the material solidifies into 

essentially a mineral remnant of its previous soft states. Using the high firing process, clay can reach a vitrified state 

similar to that of many calcified objects. This correlation provides the material with irrevocable qualities that 

prevent all forms of organic disintegration. Comparing bones and fired ceramic wares, we can find similar mineral 

compounds arranged in many different manners. Of course, bone ash and calcium is often a common property in 

clay that aids in its vitrification. Fossilized bones are typically preserved through permineralization, which allows 

water to permeate the porous surface structure. The water then precipitates out and solidifies the bones mineral core. 

Both of the processes produce effective results that allow the material to retain its form for centuries. It is only 

through the metaphor of fossilizing ceramics that the prevalence relates. Although both materials are stripped of 

particular elemental properties, the porous nature of fossils allows the material to retain it brittle and delicate nature. 

Clay, on the other hand, as it transforms into vitrified ceramics loses most of its porosity. In addition, high fired 

ceramics holds a significantly higher level of refractory materials than bones. If placed into the same atmosphere, 

bone would melt into a glassy puddle. The process of firing is only meant to remove the physical and chemical 

characteristics of water in the clays surface. Fossilized bone often has many of its organic material remove so as 

only to leave the hardest of minerals. Yet the intrigue twors the comparison remains just as valuable to my 

development of artwork in the field of ceramics. By creating works that may potentially look like preserved bone 

structures, I can appropriately amplify the topic of discussion. The work becomes important for its process and 

permanence rather than its direct correlation with bone.  

 

3. Conclusion 

 

 While firing my art, I often never realize the intensity of it process and the delicate nature in which I must 

proceed. Even though my end result often yields a hardened refractory surface, the material is not indestructible. The 

techniques of high fired ceramics are never flawless and it those attention to details that create the best results. In 

vconjunction to its process we are never to stry to far from the history of ceramics. Without that record of 

preservative techniques the luster of ceramics would immediately diminish. Fossils provide the nearly same effect to 

those involved in the excavation. These bones are relics of a history that one can only imagine. Their ability to open 

a window into the past reveals more about a process and time than even ceramics. As with ceramics, not every bone 

that has the ability to become a fossil survives the permineralization process. Then there are the ones that may 

survive but can‘t be removed without irreversible damage. Even though the physical nature of the materials is 

relatively different, the area in which they are developed is never perfect. End results become prevalent due to 

habitual investigation of material and a complete understanding of the organic structure. Without either of these 

processes, the result would lose much of their glamour and become a partially mundane object.  It is with that 

process and importance of history that continues reinterpret our comprehension of an immortal object. 
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Abstract.  Nearly 8 million American adults have reported experiencing problems with balance. However, there have been few 

studies on balance among the young adult, and even fewer studies found on gender difference. PURPOSE: To determine if 

balance differences exist between males and females at the college level.  METHODS:  Sixteen college students, seven males and 

nine females, 21-26 years of age, participated in a CTSIB test.  The Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction and Balance (CTSIB) is 

standardized test for balance assessment on a static surface. The test provides a generalized assessment of how well an individual 

can integrate various senses with respect to balance and compensate when one or more of those senses are compromised. The 

CTSIB with consist of four, 30 second tests; Condition 1 – eyes open firm surface, Condition 2 – eyes closed firm surface, 

Condition 3 – eyes open on a dynamic surface, Condition 4 – eyes closed on dynamic surface. Of the two tests on a firm surface, 

both genders scored the worse on condition 1.  However, females demonstrated 47.50 % more sway, then the males. Results from 

this study suggest that college males have superior balance to females. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Balance is defined as the ability to maintain the center of gravity of a body within the body of support with minimal 

postural sway. Nearly 8 million American adults have reported experiencing problems with balance.  Maintaining 

balance involves complex coordination & integration of multiple sensory, motor and biomechanical components.  

Body position is sensed in relation to gravity and environmental surroundings.  The sense must detect changes of 

body position with respect to the base, regardless of whether the body moves or the base moves.  

  The nervous system accesses preprogrammed strategies to simplify movement, like a database for motor 

memories.  The central nervous system works with groups of muscles that respond in a repeatable sequence that 

have been successful to maintain stability in the past.  A person‘s ability to access these stored repeatable sequences 

allows the nervous system to determine a motor reaction in response to sensory input.  These reactions are automatic 

and sometimes referred at as muscle memory.  

Balance in older adults and those with neurological conditions have been widely studied [1], with very few 

publications assessing healthy college-aged individuals. Several publications looking at balance have suggested 

there may be a significant difference between males and females [2,3,4], with females displaying better balance that 

there male counterparts. However, the participants in these studies are primarily children [2] or older adults [3]. The 

purpose of this study was to follow similar balance protocols as the previous publications and assess whether the 

results are the same for college-aged individuals. 

 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion and Significance 

 

Sixteen college students, seven males and nine females, 21-26 years of age, participated in a CTSIB test. The same 

sixteen volunteer, college student were informed of all experimental procedures and risks involved.  Subjects 

completed a current health status questionnaire and an informed consent form approved by Wichita State University 

IRB.  Demographic and anthropometric data including subject‘s age, height, and body mass were collected.  Next, 

students participated in a familiarization of the CTSIB test on balance, with the Balance System SD (Biodex).  The 

Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction and Balance (CTSIB) is standardized test for balance assessment on a static 

surface.  The test provides a generalized assessment of how well an individual can integrate various senses with 

respect to balance and compensate when one or more of those senses are compromised.  The CTSIB consists of four, 

30 second tests; Condition 1 – eyes open firm surface (baseline: incorporates visual, vestibular and somatosensory 

inputs), Condition 2 – eyes closed firm surface (eliminate visual input to evaluate vestibular and somatosensory 

inputs), Condition 3 – eyes open on a dynamic surface (used to evaluate somatosensory interaction with visual 

input), Condition 4 – eyes closed on dynamic surface (used to evaluated somatosensory interaction with vestibular 
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input).  Standard instructions were provided for each of the four CTSIB tests.  Results were presented relative to the 

upper limit of the ―normal‖ reference data.  All subjects‘ results will be superior, equal, or inferior to normal.  

 

 

 

 

Sway index is the standard deviation of the stability index.  The higher the sway index, the move unsteady the 

person proved to be during the test. The Sway Index is an objective quantification of what commonly is done with a 

time-based pass/fail for completing the CTSIB stage in 30 seconds without falling, or assigning a value of 1 to 4 to 

characterize the sway (1= minimal sway, 4 = a fall).  The Stability Index is the average position from center. The 

Stability index does not indicate how much the person swayed, only their position.  By utilizing sway index, we 

were able to calculate the outcomes for each of the subjects‘ four CTSIB tests.   

Results show that both males and females illustrated inferior skills, under condition 3, in which, males 

performed 23.93 % superior to the females.  Of the two, firm surface tests, both genders scored inadequately on 

condition 1.  Females demonstrated 47.50 % inferior to the males.  In addition, results indicated that both, males and 

females, illustrated their peak test scores under condition 2, with only a 23.30% difference between the two.   

 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

Results from this study suggest that college males have superior balance to college females based on the CTSIB 

tests, subjects performed.  These findings are different from the previous published studies using young and older 

adults. When compared to similar studies, results suggest that females have greater balance during childhood and as 

older adults and males may have better balance during there 20‘s. However, this study was only able to assess 16 

subjects and many more would be necessary to confirm these conclusions.  Additional research of balance in 

college-aged, male and female students is needed to support an equivalent baseline for future studies.  
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Abstract. Two critical issues in renewable energy are how 

to make wind energy cost effective and how to integrate 

wind energy into electricity grids. Within many approaches 

to cost reduction, wind speed forecasting was mentioned as 

an effective approach because accurate forecasting of wind 

speed has a direct impact on the scheduling of a power 

system, and also the dynamic control of the wind turbine. 

This research investigates the practical use of Self 

Organizing Map (SOM) as a special type of neural network 

based forecasting method. In this paper, forecasting the 

average, maximum and minimum of one-day-ahead wind 

speed based on the past wind speed states of the previous 

24 hours is the objective.  

 

1. Introduction  
Within approaches to make wind energy more 

cost effective, wind speed forecasting has been 

established   as a method which can be used to 

significantly reduce the operating cost of wind energy 

(M¨ohrlen, 2004). Based on Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC) results, the WECC 

operation cost impact of not using a forecast is $12-

20/MWh and an additional $1-2/MWh could be 

saved if these forecasts could be made perfect 

(Milligan, 1995). The reason is that operational cost 

of additional reserved generators, which are predicted 

for non-wind situations, can be reduced by a better 

wind speed forecasting system. In other words, 

accurate forecasting of wind speed is essential since 

it has a direct impact on scheduling of a power 

system, and the dynamic control of the wind turbine 

(Wu, 2007).  

The forecasting methods of wind speed or any 

other time-series can be divided to two categories: (1) 

the statistical time-series forecasting methods like 

ARIMA or Bayesian method and (2) the 

computational intelligence (CI) forecasting methods 

like artificial neural network or fuzzy logic systems. 

The research presented here is applies the Kohonen 

Self Organizing Map (SOM) as a special type of 

neural network based forecasting method.  This is a 

different approach since the SOM finds like clusters 

of like data and does not predict values given a set of 

inputs. The data set used for this study is based on 2 

years of wind monitoring at the Beaumont site in 

Kansas that was performed u under the Utility Wind 

Resource Assessment Program (UWRAP). Two sub-

sets of data, which were gathered on 94 consecutive 

days of summer in 1997 and 62 days of spring in 

1998, were identified as ‗clean‘ data that can be used 

for our analysis; i.e. no missing values. The 94 days 

of data were chosen for training the proposed neural 

network and the 62 days of data for spring is used in 

the validation of the trained network.  

2. Initial data analysis and network inputs 

To find the best set of forecasting parameters, 

temperature, solar radiation and the numbers of hours 

wind speeds to include were investigated.  

 

 
Figure 1: Wind speed for 2 four-day periods 

Figure 1 is a plot of wind speeds over 24 hours.  The 

dashed lines (four consecutive days of wind speeds) 

fluctuate around a constant mean which is different 

from the average of solid lines that represent 4 

different consecutive days in June. The analysis and 

plot reveal that the potential variable for forecasting 

next day wind speeds is previous 24 hours wind 

speed data (24 inputs to SOM). 

3. SOM method for data clustering and wind 

speed forecasts 

The rational for using SOM for next day wind 

speed forecasts is as follows: given 24 hour wind 

speed input, the SOM will cluster like days. Like 

days will have similar next day (24 hour) wind 

speeds (next day average over 24 hours, and 

minimum and maximum over 24 hours).  The 

training set is based on 94 days of wind speed data, 

with an input vector of 24 hours of wind speeds. The 

―Viscovery SOMine 5.0‖ software was used to create 

and train the network.  The number of segmentations 

and training epoch were changed to create good 

results: 8 segments and 2000 epochs.   The result was 

8 clusters. The Viscovery builds a SOM Ward 

Cluster map (Figure 2), which is based on Ward‘s 

agglomerative hierarchical algorithms (Lattine & 

Carroll, 2003).  The Ward‘s algorithm automatically 
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segments the map into interpretable groups of map 

units that correspond to clusters in the input data. 

 

 
Figure 2: The SOM Ward Cluster map for 24 hours prediction 

The average wind speeds over 24 hours for the 8 

clustered wind speeds are shown in Figure 3. The 

next day minimum, average and maximum predicted 

values of wind speed for each cluster is given in 

Figure 4. 

 
Figure 3: Shape of 8 wind speed clusters as an input of SOM 

 
Figure 4: The forecasted wind speed parameters for the next 24 

hours 

4. Testing the results 

To test the trained network 62 days in 1998 was 

used. A t-test was performed to detect the difference 

in forecasted values form the actual values. One 

cluster did not have sufficient number of samples to 

per from the test. The t-test at α =0.05 indicate no 

statistical evidence to reject the equality of the 

sample mean and forecast mean for seven clusters.  

This fact allows us to use the forecast result for 

predicting the average wind speed of the next day 

based on the state of today‘s wind speed. Figure 5 

and Figure 6 shows the test results for one of the 8 

clusters. 

 
Figure 5: Cluster 4 forecast‘s mean and 95% C.I. and 17 test data  

 
Figure 6: The hypothesis test detail for cluster 4 results 

5. Conclusions 

Wind speed forecasting is important in driving 

down the costs.  A SOM neural network approach for 

wind speed forecasting was presented.   The results 

indicate that SOM gives reasonably accurate next day 

average wind speed forecasts. This was demonstrated 

by testing the trained SOM using 62 days of data not 

used in training.  The network forecasts of average 

wind speed were accurate in 7 clusters. 
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students in terms of demonstration of person centered care 
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Abstract. Research has indicated that student clinicians in the field of Speech-Language Pathology have the tendency to be 

more task oriented and structured in therapy sessions rather than person centered. The purpose of this study was to 

determine if there was a difference in person centered care behaviors between the two sets of student clinicians due to 

different levels of experience and other factors. In this study, the person centered care behaviors exhibited by first year and 

second year Speech-Language Pathology (SLP) student clinicians were compared.  Two first year student clinicians and two 

second year student clinicians, who were both doing their clinical practicum at Wichita State University Speech-Language-

Hearing Clinic, and their clients, consented to participate in the study. The student clinicians were observed during their 

therapy sessions and analyzed for person centered care behaviors, using the Person Centered Care Behavior Inventory Scale 

and the Global Behavior Scale. Results of the study indicated no clear difference between first-year or second-year 

clinicians on either measure.   

 

 

1. Introduction  

We decided to do this study because there is a limited amount of information about person centered care in regards 

to Speech-Language Pathology. The purpose of this pilot study was to determine differences in the amount of person 

centered care provided by first-year graduate SLP students compared to second-year graduate SLP students. As a 

student clinician in the field of Speech-Language Pathology, I learned how to implement effective interventions and 

provide evidence based therapy. I was encouraged to individualize treatment for each client but still found a lot of 

my work to be structured and task oriented. I thought that participating in this research project would be an excellent 

opportunity for me to attempt to identify the factors that contribute to student clinicians being more or less person 

centered. I also was interested to see if greater levels of experience resulted in more person centered care behaviors.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

This study involved a retrospective analysis of previously recorded therapy sessions. Two first-year student 

clinicians and two second-year student clinicians agreed to allow us to analyze their therapy sessions. Clients 

provide consent for the use of recorded therapy sessions for research purposes when they enroll in therapy. Each 

student clinician was observed during a 50 minute therapy session with a client between the ages of four and twelve. 

All therapy sessions in the clinic are routinely recorded. The student clinicians did not know which therapy session 

would be analyzed; therefore, their typical therapeutic behaviors were unaltered. We then observed and analyzed the 

student clinicians‘ interactions with their clients using the Person Centered Behavior Inventory (PCBI) and the 

Global Behavioral Scale (GBS). These measures were slightly adapted to fit the therapy context for this study. The 

scales were originally developed to study the person centered behaviors of nursing aids (Grosch, Medvene, & 

Wolcott, 2008). The PCBI is a behaviorally based coding system that consists of 11 verbal behaviors and 8 non-

verbal behaviors. We scored the interactions using this coding system in 30-second increments across 3 5-minute 

segments (opening, middle, and closing). The GBS is an 11-item scale with each item set up using a 7-point 

semantic differential format. For example, one item was ―Treating in a stereotyped way‖ versus ―Treating like a 

person respecting personhood.‖ Scores for each item were totaled and divided by the number of items (11) to 

produce a mean GBS score ranging from 1-7, with high scores indicating more person-centeredness. Before 

analyzing the behaviors, we both engaged in coding training on two sample therapy sessions to make sure we both 

received similar results and to make small adaptations to the coding systems to fit the context of speech and 

language therapy. After completing all adaptations and training, we independently coded each therapy session using 

the adapted PCBI. Each session was analyzed in three 5-minute segments at the beginning, middle, and end. We 

wanted to score opening and closing interactions, as well as the interactions during the bulk of the session in which 

the student clinician was providing therapy. Initial interjudge reliability was 81.2% over all 12 5-minute segments 

that were coded. PCBI scores for each 5-minute segment for each clinician are presented in table 1 and GBS scores 

for each 5-minute segment for each clinician are presented in table 2.  
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Table: 1 

PCBI Scores for each clinician for each 5 minute segment 

          

                             First year A        First year B                                    Second year A      Second year B  

Opening  52  50   57  48   

Middle 46  42   51  48   

Closing 30  34   37  38  

 

 
Table: 2 

GBS Scores for each clinician for each 5 minute segment 

          

                             First year A  First year B           Second year A      Second year B  

Opening  4.18  4.00  4.55  4.09   

Middle 4.73  3.73  4.00  4.18   

Closing 3.55  3.18  3.18  3.09  

 

 

There was no clear difference between the first year and second year student clinicians on either measure. The 

highest scores were given during the opening and the lowest scores were given during the closing.  The Mean GBS 

scores indicated a moderate to low level of person-centeredness of all four clinicians during each segment. When we 

began this study, we hypothesized that the second-year student clinicians would be more person centered than the 

first year student clinicians based on having more experience. Our results show that greater experience did not result 

in more person-centeredness.  

 

From our results and research we hoped to also be able to identify factors that could have possibly contributed to the 

student clinicians‘ rigid structure and task orientation. The students in this clinical practicum commented that it is 

difficult to be person centered when, as part of the supervisory process, the supervisors are rigid when grading their 

therapeutic interactions. Another factor could be that neither group, first-year or second-year, are very experienced 

in the field of Speech-Language Pathology. 

 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

When we began this study, we hypothesized that the second-year student clinicians would be more person centered 

than the first year student clinicians based on having more experience. Our results show that greater experience did 

not result in more person-centeredness. Factors that could have contributed to this are strict supervision and lack of 

experience.  
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Abstract. The purpose was to determine if a child‘s proficiency in vocabulary skills in their native language was related 

to and/or predictive of their proficiency in language and literacy skills in their emerging language. The sample consisted 

of 115 bilingual (English/Spanish) participants between ages 3 and 5 from Wichita-area Head Starts. The children were 

tested utilizing standardized formal measures. Tests were administered individually in a counter-balanced order in both 

languages by trained bilingual research assistants in 2-3 sessions. Results indicated that proficiency in native language 

vocabulary (Spanish) was not correlated to proficiency in the emerging language vocabulary (English); however, 

English and Spanish vocabulary skills were statistically correlated with literacy skills. Executive control was correlated 

with English vocabulary skills but not Spanish, and correlated with literacy skills. To determine if English 

language/literacy skills were predictive of Spanish vocabulary, a simultaneous multiple regression analysis was 

conducted. The overall model was significant; F (3, 112) = 13.85, p<.000. Executive control and the literacy skills 

measure both contributed unique variance to English vocabulary, but Spanish vocabulary did not. The findings provide 

interesting insight into the relations among native language skills and emerging language skills. This has instructional 

implications for teachers and policy makers. 

 

 

1. Introduction  
 

In the current study, we focused on the relationship among Spanish and English emergent literacy and language 

skills in young Spanish-English speaking children attending local Head Start Centers. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

115 children between the ages of 3 and 5 years of age participated in the study. They completed three standardized 

measures:  

1) Definitional Vocabulary: Subtest from the Test of Preschool Emergent Literacy (Lonigan, Wagner, Torgesen, & 

Rashotte, 2002), which measures receptive and expressive vocabulary skills. [Maximum points possible =70 (35 for 

expressvie and 35 for receptive).] Administered in both English and Spanish.  

2) Get Ready To Read (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). This is a 25-item multiple-choice measure that assesses 

children‘s skills in phonological awareness and print knowledge (e.g., print concepts, letter-name knowledge, letter-

sound knowledge, early writing). The GRTR has adequate internal consistency (alpha = .82). Administered in 

preferred language.  

3) Head-to-Toes Task (Cameron & Connor, 2004), which measures children‘s self-regulation skills and attention 

and is administered in the preferred language.  

 

Descriptives  

Table 1 illustrates the descriptive statistics of this sample.  

There was substantial variation in performance on all measures.  
 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Mean SD 

Chronological Age (mths) 54.50 4.40 

English Vocabulary 15.69 20.87 

Literacy 7.25 6.15 

Spanish Vocabulary 27.68 17.15 

Executive Control 4.56 6.51 

(Note: N=115. Points possibly on vocabulary =70. Points possible on executive control=25. )  
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Correlations 

Correlations were computed between scores on measure (See Table 2). Results indicated that proficiency in native 

language vocabulary was not correlated to proficiency in the emerging language vocabulary; however, English and 

Spanish vocabulary skills were statistically correlated with literacy skills. Executive control was correlated with 

English vocabulary skills but not Spanish, and correlated with literacy skills.  
 

Table 2: Correlations 

Variable 1 2 3 

1) English 

Vocabulary 

--   

2) Spanish 

Vocabulary 

.012 --  

3) Literacy .538*** .305* -- 

4) Executive 

Control 

.457*** .011 .256* 

Note: N=115, *=p<.05, ***=p<.001 

 

Regression 

Multiple regressions were conducted to determine whether proficiency or knowledge in Spanish and/or literacy 

skills predicted proficiency or knowledge of English vocabulary, given that every participant was learning English 

as a second language. The overall model was significant; F (3, 112) = 13.85, p<.000. Executive control and the 

literacy skills measure both contributed unique variance to English vocabulary, but Spanish vocabulary did not.  

(See Table 3) 
 

Table 3: Predicting English Vocabulary from Other Skills 

Predictor Variable R ΔR2 β F ratio 

Model .646 .417  13.85*** 

Executive Control  .102 .331 3.19** 

Literacy  .209 .497 4.56*** 

Spanish Vocabulary  .272 -.170 -1.36 

Note: N=115, ***=p<.001, **=p<.01. df= [3, 112] 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

The results of this study support the notion that literacy and executive control skills are related to vocabulary skills. 

We were unable to support our hypothesis proficiency in Spanish vocabulary would predict English vocabulary 

knowledge. Interestingly, Spanish vocabulary was related to literacy skills and executive function was related to 

both English vocabulary and literacy but not Spanish vocabulary. This could be attributed to the fact that as native 

Spanish speakers, the children may have learned to exert more effortful control of attentional processes to learn 

English and literacy skills then needed for their native language.  
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Abstract.  The Middle Jurassic Gypsum Spring, Piper and Sundance Formations of Wyoming are marine and evaporite deposits 

formed in a shallow epeiric sea east of an overthrust belt that existed near the western margin of North America.  Lithofacies 

distribution was influenced by sag basin tectonics related to this continental collision.  Resolving the stratigraphic relationships 

within these units provides insight into the interaction between global sea level change, regional tectonics, and local depositional 

facies distribution.  Through the integration of lithostratigraphy, allostratigraphy and sequence stratigraphy, we seek to determine 

the origin and distribution of lithofacies and unconformities to better understand the timing of deposition as it relates to sea level 

change and tectonism. 

 

Introduction  
 

Intracratonic sag basins are structural features created by water and sediment loading that flexes the lithosphere 

downward to accommodate the load [1].  Jurassic tectonic features like the Sheridan Arch and the Black Mountain 

High (Nevadan Orogeny effects) may have affected deposition resulting in localized stratigraphic variability and 

pinchouts.  Critical to resolving the stratigraphy of these units is the recognition of regional horizons marking times 

of erosion or nondeposition (unconformities). To date, the location and origin of unconformities in these units have 

proven difficult to resolve.  Locating these unconformities will provide insight into the relationship between the 

timing of these tectonic events and deposition of the strata.  Such information provides a better framework for 

studying Jurassic paleoenvironments and paleoclimate. 

 

 

 
Figure 1:  Map of study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

 

The Gypsum Spring Formation has three distinct members with differing lithologies.  The lower member consists of 

soft red shale and mudstone interbedded with gypsum, with a thick layer of gypsum at its base separating it from the 

Triassic Chugwater Formation below.  The middle member consists of thin layers of grayish green shale and 

limestone, often fossiliferous.  The Piper Formation is similar to the lower member of the Gypsum Spring with soft 

red shale but only minor amounts of gypsum.  The Sundance Formation is organized into two members and the base 

is a thin oolite layer displaying transgressive surface.  The lower Sundance is composed of soft, light greenish-

yellow marine shale with some thin beds of limestone, oolites and sandstones.  The upper Sundance is mostly 

yellow, calcareous, glauconitic cross-bedded sandstones, but lies above the Middle Jurassic section. 
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Figure 2:  Stratigraphic column of the Gypsum Spring, Piper and Sundance 
Formations at West Sheep Mountain Canyon outcrop. 

 

 

The shales of the lower member of the Gypsum Spring 

Formation were deposited in sabkhas and shallow marine 

waters on the western edge of the continent.  Intense 

evaporative conditions were present which allowed the 

precipitation of large gypsum deposits.  The middle member 

and Piper Formation represent a minor marine transgression 

[2]. The Sundance Formation represents marine transgression, 

with the depositional environment fluctuating between near 

shore shallow marine and occasional supratidal environment.  

The presence of ooids represents high energy conditions in 

certain areas.   

 Within the section exists four unconformities which previous workers have named J1-J5 (J3 not present in 

the Bighorn Basin) [3].  These unconformities represent fluctuations in eustatic sea level or tectonic uplift of the 

underlying strata.  Many of them are difficult to indentify in outcrop and have been disagreed upon for decades. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The lithofacies changes in the studied section represent fluctuating eustatic sea level.  The section studied on 

average shows transgression of a Jurassic sea onto the continent.  These changes and the minor oscillations 

represented by cycles in the section show possible changes in paleoclimate from greenhouse to icehouse conditions.  

Also, some of the unconformities represent uplift and erosion due to tectonics.  The time represented by the section 

displays the basin shape changing from a symmetrical intracratonic sag basin into a more asymmetrical foreland 

basin showing the effects of a collision with an island arc on the western margin of the North American continent.  

With future studies, we hope to gain additional insight into the relationships between tectonics, paleoclimate and 

sedimentation during the Middle Jurassic.   
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Abstract. A two-dimensional computational model of brain is developed to estimate the time taken to cool the brain of a 

patient after injury. Brain is designed in hemispherical shape with four tissue layers namely scalp, skull, grey matter, white 

matter using gambit and analyzed in fluent. The boundary conditions applied are derived from penne‘s bioheat equation. A 

user defined function was written to cool the brain according to the supplied temperature of ice. Two different ice packs (ice at 

273K and dry ice at 193K ) are placed on the head to check the time taken to cool the brain. Temperature should be reduced to 

minimize brain damage while blood is lost in patient during accident. Infusion of cold saline is responsible for brain cooling 

until recent studies but there is a possibility of patient to die while bringing him from injury spot to hospital. So cooling needs 

to be done in the mean time and placing an ice pack on top of the head is one such method. Out of the two ice packs used for 

the analysis, the one which takes less time to cool can be chosen as the best medium to cool the brain quickly. 
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Abstract.  Kansas ranks second in wind-producing 

potential in the United States. While in 2009 wind energy 

contributed only 5.2% of the state‘s electricity supply, 

Kansas wind energy development will increase. This study 

analyzes nine operational and one banned Kansas wind 

energy projects. Researchers collected and thematically 

analyzed public documents relevant to the 10 projects. Data 

were compared across projects to develop a trajectory for 

existing Kansas wind projects. This trajectory was 

contrasted with Wizelius‘ model to identify critical steps 

and obstacles to wind energy development. Results indicate 

that early and sustained dialogue between developers and 

communities are important steps in the development 

process.  

 

1. Introduction 

Kansas has nine operational commercial wind energy 

projects that account for 5.2% of the electricity 

generated in the state [1].  

 
Table: 1 

Kansas operational commercial wind projects 

Name County 

Gray County Wind Farm Gray County 

Elk River Wind Farm Butler County 

Spearville Wind Farm Ford County 

Smoky Hills Wind Farm 
 Phase 1 

Lincoln/Ellsworth Counties 

Smoky Hills Wind Farm  

Phase 2 

Lincoln County 

Meridian Way Wind Farm  

Phase 1 & 2 

Cloud County 

Flat Ridge Wind Farm Barber County 

Central Plains Wichita County 

Greensburg Wind Farm Kiowa County 

 

Kansas is second in wind producing potential in the 

contiguous United States [2] with an estimated 120 

GW of wind potential [3]. Currently, Kansas ranks 

fourteenth in installed wind capacity with 1,026 MW 

[4]. Wind energy has increased rapidly over the last 

decade; of the nine commercial wind energy projects 

70% were developed within the last three years [4]. 

With federal goals to generate at least 20% of 

electricity from wind by 2030 [5] and Kansas 

renewable portfolio standard (RPS) requirement that 

utilities acquire 20% of their energy from renewable 

sources by 2020 [6], wind energy development must 

increase. 

 

In order to assist with future wind energy 

development in Kansas, this study will assess the 

trajectories and factors that facilitated or impeded 

development of existing or banned wind energy 

projects. Additionally, the Kansas trajectories will be 

compared to Wizelius‘ [7] model of wind energy 

development in Scandinavian and European countries 

to identify similarities and differences.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance  

To assess operational wind energy project trajectories 

and factors that facilitated or impeded the 

development of Kansas wind energy projects, a 

document analysis was conducted. The following is a 

description of the rigorous processes by which 

documents were selected and analyzed.  

Document selection process 

The public documents were collected from four types 

of sources: the Kansas Energy Information Network 

(KEIN) website, online databases, county websites 

and county offices and the websites of key 

stakeholders.   

Document analysis process 

The public documents were thematically analyzed [8] 

using both deductive/prior research driven and 

inductive/data driven approaches. First researchers 

identified deductive code categories for the analysis. 

Using a grounded theory [9] approach, the research 

team immersed themselves in theory, data and prior 

research and collaboratively identified four coding 

categories which served as the foundation for 

deductive coding of data in this component of the 

study. The four coding categories are: 

Table: 2             Data coding categories 

Coding category Definition 

Project timeline Critical dates in the development process 

of the wind energy project 

Key contributors The people, organizations, and groups that 
played a key role in the development of 

the wind energy project 

Support and 
opposition 

The people and/or organizations that 
openly supported or opposed the wind 

energy project 

Project trajectory The steps in project development 
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After the coding categories were identified, 

researchers read and flagged the documents using the 

coded system for emergent themes. After all articles 

were read for one project, the researcher typed all 

flagged content by theme into a data file, which was 

read theme by theme for coherence. The data was 

then analyzed for subthemes. The process of reading 

and coding was repeated for each wind energy 

project.  

 

After the public documents for each wind energy 

project were thematically analyzed, a cross-cutting 

procedure of comparing and contrasting the themes 

and subthemes for each wind energy project was 

undertaken.  

 

The emergent themes were compared with Wizelius‘ 

[7] model of wind energy development in 

Scandinavian and European countries. The following 

are the steps in this model.  

 
Table: 3 

Wizelius’ wind energy development model stages 

Early dialogue Purchase 

Land acquisition Contracts 
Detailed planning Installation 

Second dialogue Transfer 

EIA Operation 
Permission Dismantling 

 

Results indicate that eight steps were common to all 

Kansas projects except the banned Munkers Creek 

Wind Farm Project in Wabaunsee County. The order 

of steps varied by project. 

Table: 4  Common steps among Kansas projects 

Land acquisition Contracts 

Detailed planning Installation 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

Purchase Transfer/Operation 

 

Three themes differed among the Kansas projects and 

Wizelius‘ model: 

 Early dialogue 

 Second dialogue  

 Permission 

For some Kansas projects, early dialogue was not 

present but second dialogue was, or vice versa. Also, 

Kansas does not have standardized permission steps. 

Therefore, permission steps differed among Kansas 

projects as well as with Wizelius‘ model. 

Additionally, a variation occurred in the Kansas 

projects not articulated in the Wizelius model. In 

Kansas, some projects were initiated by communities 

rather than developers.   

 

3. Conclusions 

1.  Fair and transparent early dialogue is critical to 

the timely development of a sustainable, 

mutually beneficial project 

2.  Ongoing consultation with the community leads to 

early identification of potential problems and 

sustains community commitment to the project 

3.   Permission standardization leads to mutually 

beneficial development that protects 

communities and developers 
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Abstract. Classroom management and discipline strategies are critical to the student learning environment. This study uses 

the following methods: Effective School Discipline (ESD) and CHAMPS (Proactive Approach to Classroom Management) 

These strategies were both implemented during the core reading instruction period, roughly the first three hours of the 

school day. Both methods involved parent surveys, observation logs, student reflections and office referral data to compare 

strategy success. The sample of participants included challenging documented behaviors, including attention disorders and 

hyperactivity. Results have revealed that the above-mentioned strategies decreased the number of negative behaviors during 

reading instruction. Time samplings of time on content were taken before implementation and after to determine the effect 

of decreased negative behaviors on positive academic learning. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

This research stemmed from an overwhelming amount of growing frustration on my part during the first three 

months of the 2010-2011 school year. The group of students had carried a reputation since kindergarten as being the 

―worst class in a long time‖ and continued to be as such. As the first semester progressed, I noticed that my 

strategies of discipline and classroom management were failing miserably, thus taking up all of my efforts to deal 

with negative behaviors. Through self reflection and helpful support from those around me, I began to look for 

research-based strategies that might make a change in my classroom climate. ESD (Thompson, 2010) was a new 

school-wide method of dealing with unwanted behaviors in a positive way. The school staff had recently been 

trained in how to utilize this strategy with all students, especially those with challenging behaviors. The CHAMPS 

(Sprick, 2009) strategy had also been presented to our school staff through district in-services, and offered visual 

tools to use for classroom management purposes. Like any new idea to graze my desk, I wondered if the two 

strategies would work hand-in-hand to change the way my students were acting during reading instruction. I was 

hopeful that the methods would work in my favor; I was looking for a miracle! 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

If the goal of education today is to decrease the amount of negative behaviors, and increase the academic 

performance, educators must look at various aspects of the classroom environment.  In Wong and Wong‘s  book 

titled, How to be an Effective Teacher: The First Days of School (2001), the authors affirm that, ―effective teachers 

know that the more time on task, spent by the student, the more the student learns‖ (p. 168). To find the answer to 

handling challenging students, or challenging classes, educators need to look at the areas in which they are 

experiencing frustration as well as student struggles. In this study, the effectiveness of positive discipline with 

students who struggled with attention, while simultaneously using organizational visual tools served as the research 

focal point. Can the positive discipline strategy ESD and research based classroom procedures (CHAMPS) have a 

constructive impact on behavior in a third grade classroom? 

 

In the highly recognized behavior analysis text, Cooper, Heron, & Heward (2007) indicate that, ―effective 

instruction, or training, should be designed to promote socially significant behavior changes.‖ Students need to 

know, from day one, how to do simple tasks such as when to sharpen a pencil, or how to answer a question. 

Teachers must think through how they want their room to run on a daily basis. Without set procedures in place, 

students will make up their own set of routines that may not fall in line with an effective learning environment. 

Teachers cannot control each student‘s home environment, or the previously learned behaviors with which they 

enter school, but they can control the classroom environment and the behaviors used in that atmosphere.  

 

Positive Approach Discipline is based on teachers' respect for students, instilling a sense of responsibility. The 

positive discipline approach focuses on relationship building with students. It requires teachers and administrators to 

connect with where students are coming from, finding what motivates them, and building on common ground. Once 

a relationship is built dramatic behavior change is more likely to occur (Thompson, 2010). 
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Can blending positive discipline and research-based classroom procedures meet the needs of the teacher and student 

interactions to obtain quality learning experiences? To accomplish that task, this research focused on the teacher 

maintaining specific expectations for how the classroom was run, while building connective relationships with 

students. The student slowly becomes involved as a member of the classroom community, while learning 

responsibility for behavioral actions. 

 

Throughout the course of this action research study, the effectiveness of the ESD positive behavior strategy 

alongside the CHAMPS management tool was monitored and analyzed. The results from pre-/post tests, observation 

data, parent surveys, office referral data, and student reflections indicated that the number of negative behaviors 

decreased during the study implementation. For example: the incidents of blurting during a reading lesson decreased 

by approximately 84% over a three-month time frame, thus increasing the amount of instructional reading time. 

 
Fig. 1 Negative behavior assessment results. 

 

3. Conclusions 

At the closing of this action research, both strategies have shown effectiveness in reducing the number of negative 

behaviors within a third grade classroom. Although some of the behaviors continue to occur, they are fewer and far 

between, often times simply requiring teacher proximity or a quiet reminder. Academic instructional time has 

increased thus changing the classroom environment and student interactions. 
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Abstract.  A resident primary care clinic serves as both a 

teaching facility and source of health care to lower income 

patients. A local primary care resident clinic has been 

identified in order to analyze how effectively access to care is 

being provided. A six week data collection effort was 

completed in order to quantify the patient and physician 

experience within the clinic. Initial analyses have indicated 

that waiting times, appointment scheduling and exam room 

utilization can be improved. Both a capacity and demand 

model can be developed in order to offer care to more 

patients. Timeliness and effectiveness of care can be 

improved by applying optimization techniques to clinic 

procedures.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Health care access and effectiveness is at the forefront 

of the current national debate. In collaboration with the 

University of Kansas School of Medicine, the research 

team has identified a primary care teaching facility that 

serves low income patients. More than 95% of the 

patient population at this clinic use state funded 

insurance (Medicaid). Using system improvement 

tools, the effectiveness of care throughout the clinic can 

be improved. Currently, about 300 patients are seen by 

resident physicians in the clinic per week. These 

physicians have 0-3 years of experience as a post 

medical school graduate. Residents obtain a unique 

patient panel at the clinic in order to gain experience 

and develop clinical continuity. Patients at the clinic are 

currently scheduling appointments which are granted in 

15, 20, 30 or 45 minute intervals. The particulars of the 

patient population or retention are not known. The 

potential benefits of clinical improvements to the 

patient population are substantial. By improving access 

to primary and preventative care, it can be expected that 

the impact on other facets of the health care industry to 

be minimized by reducing unnecessary hospitalizations 

and urgent care visits. 

 

2. Methodology 

 

In order to analyze the baseline operation of the clinic, 

observational data was taken both in the waiting room 

and within the physician pods at the clinic. Data 

collection was conducted over all weekdays and during 

all care times in order to collect a comprehensive 

analysis. Patient identifiers and the names of providers 

associated with each appointment were not recorded to 

protect patient confidentiality. No data were collected 

by observers within the exam rooms of the facility. The 

data collected included patient tardiness and waiting 

times, appointment allocation, exam room utilization, 

and how providers spend their time both inside and 

outside the exam room. Observations for each patient 

participating in the study were taken from nursing staff, 

physicians, and an observer to increase the reliability of 

the data. More than 600 patients were observed during 

this process over a six-week period. Baseline data 

collection was done prior to a pre-determined schedule 

of implementation of electronic medical recording and 

scheduling software in order to eliminate data effects 

due to training and turnover of procedures. Data was 

subsequently manually entered into a Microsoft 

Access© database for analysis.  

 

3. Results 

 

The overall capacity of the clinic can be defined as how 

appointments, providers, exam rooms and equipment 

are currently being allocated. For the time being, 

however, capacity will only be described as hours 

available for appointment scheduling. Time capacity 

will be the summation of individual providers 

multiplied by the number of hours worked, with n being 

the total number of providers on staff at the facility. 

 
n

i

iiTime TPC
1

 

 

The demand of the clinic is the load of requests for 

appointments being taken by new and current patients. 

In order to optimize clinic effectiveness, steps should be 

taken to match the current capacity to the demand. This 

can most easily be done by adding capacity by reducing 

inefficiencies in the clinic. Inefficiencies slow the 

progress of providers and cause strain on the other 

resources within the clinic.  
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A preliminary data set has been analyzed. Based on a 

sample size of more than 100 observations, more than 

30% of patients arrived late for their scheduled 

appointment. This causes a strain on providers whose 

appointments might collapse on one another due to 

tardiness. After a patient arrives and checks in for his 

appointment, he is asked to wait in the lobby to be 

called back to an exam room by the nursing staff. Data 

on this lobby waiting time was collected during two 

days of the data collection period. The range of lobby 

waiting time was three to 40 minutes.  

Currently, no algorithm is being used at the clinic to 

determine the length of appointment each patient is 

given. Ideally, with clinic improvements, the amount of 

face-to-face time each patient spends with his provider 

can be maximized. The allocation of patient slot was 

compared to the amount of face-to-face time each 

patient spent with his provider. 

 

 
Table 1. Appointment allocation 

Across the four appointment slots available, most 

patients were awarded 30 minutes. Regardless of this 

appointment slot, patients spent an average of only 20.8 

minutes with his provider, with very little deviation 

based on appointment slot. The average total time spent 

in the exam room by one patient was 50 minutes.  

 

Appointment allocation, demands on providers and 

patient waiting and tardiness impact the capacity and 

demand condition of the clinic. Further analysis should 

be performed to determine specific suggestions for 

improvements to the facility in order to optimize the 

care being provided to patients. 
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Appointment 
Slot 

(minutes) 

Number 
of 

Patients 

Patient time 
with provider ≤ 
appointment 

slot 

Patient time 
with provider > 

appointment 
slot 

Average total 
face to face 

time with 
provider 

15 37 18 19 17.8 

20 2 0 2 27.0 

30 61 50 11 22.0 

45 3 3 0 27.6 
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Abstract: Operation and maintenance (O&M) are significant contributors to the cost of energy in wind industry. To 

reduce the cost, effective maintenance strategies have become an indispensable part of operational decision-making for 

wind turbines. This research presents a generic framework for the maintenance planning of wind turbines. Within the 

proposed framework, the performance degradation of wind turbines over time is characterized with stochastic damage 

growth models. Costs incurred during the life span of wind turbines are modeled mathematically to compute the 

accumulated risks involved in the O&M process. Probabilistic models are used to characterize the maintenance activities 

and a unified maintenance optimization platform is then formulated to derive optimal maintenance strategies. A case 

study of offshore wind turbines is used to demonstrate the proposed methodology. 

 

1. Introduction 

Wind turbine O&M activities are the primary cost contributors for the wind energy industry. Maintaining wind 

turbines in top operational condition ensures not only a continuous revenue generation but a reduction in electric 

power drawn from non-renewable and more polluting sources of fuel. Despite tremendous research efforts on 

improving the wind turbine system reliability through utilizing advanced turbine designs and employing real time 

condition monitoring systems, the decision making process related to the cost effective O&M strategy and its 

implementation on large scale wind farms remains as a major challenge to wind turbine operators. This paper 

presents a generic reliability and risk centered maintenance framework to facilitate the O&M decision making of 

wind turbines. Section 2 details the proposed methodology with a case study on offshore wind turbines O&M 

strategies. Section 3 summarizes the presented work and future research directions.   

       

2. Reliability and Risk Centered Maintenance Framework 

Within the proposed framework, stochastic damage growth models are employed to characterize the performance 

degradation of wind turbines over time. Various costs incurred during the life span of wind turbines are modeled 

mathematically to compute the accumulated risks involved in the O&M process. The effectiveness of maintenance 

activities such as health monitoring and the damage detection is modeled in a probabilistic sense to account for the 

uncertainties involved during the wind turbine O&M process. A unified maintenance optimization platform is then 

formulated to derive optimal maintenance strategies.  

Damage Growth Model: The performance degradation of wind turbines [1] is modeled with a damage growth model 

with stochastic model parameters based on the Paris Law as: 

      ( )m
s s

dD dN
C H X D

dt dt
                                                           (1) 

Damage level ‘D‘ of wind turbine components is given on a relative scale, where 0 indicates no damage in the 

system and 1 indicates complete failure of the system. Where dN/dt is 360/hour, C is the damage coefficient, m is 

the damage exponent, Hs is the load acting on the wind turbine, and Xs is the proportionality factor. Damage growth 

over a period of time is updated using the Euler method. Damage growth is estimated for every 3 hours by 

  t t t

dD
D D t

dt
 (2) 

Risk Model: The risk of the O&M activities is measured by the cost induced by the O&M event, such as inspection, 

part repair or component replacement, and the probability of occurrence of the event. The various costs occurred 

during the life span of wind turbines such as repair costs, inspection costs and costs due to component failures, are 

modeled mathematically to compute the accumulated risks involved in the O&M process. The total maintenance 

costs incurred can be give as 
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  insp rep failureTMC C C C   (3) 

where Cinsp is inspection costs, Crep is the repair costs and Cfailure is the failure costs incurred due to loss of 

production. The primary objective in O&M is to minimize the total maintenance costs [2].  

Probability of Damage Detection: The probability of detection of damage is estimated based on current damage 

level which can be given as 

 /

0PoD  1  
D

P e  (4) 

Where P0 is the Maximum probability of detection, λ is the expected value of smallest detectable damage. 

O&M Optimization Platform:  With the damage growth of wind turbine units, the maintenance activities can be 

planned based on a well-designed wind turbine O&M strategy. An optimum O&M strategy can be obtained through 

an O&M optimization platform. In this research, two O&M case studies of wind turbines with 500KW capacity are 

considered in order to develop the optimal strategy for O&M of wind turbines. Case I considers single wind turbine 

component with a failure rate of 0.5/year and case II considers two wind turbine units with failure rates of 0.5/year 

and 0.7/year respectively. The life span of wind turbines is assumed to be 20 years. The stochastic parameters 

affecting the O&M of wind turbines are estimated based on the respective failure rates of the units. Damage growth 

model parameters are given in Table 1 whereas the associated cost parameters are shown in Table 2. The critical 

damage level (DC) of the system to perform the repair activity is set to 0.2 in both ‗case1‘ and ‗case 2‘. Simulations 

are performed in various scenarios to assess the damage growth during the life time of wind turbines and the various 

costs incurred. Fig.1. shows the damage growth of wind turbine units and Fig.2 presents the total maintenance costs 

for both of two cases under current O&M strategy.  

  

Table 1:  Parameters affecting Damage Growth Table 2: Cost parameters 
 

Parameters Mean COV Distribution 

C 9.26e-10 0.2 Lognormal 

Xs 11.5 0.1 Lognormal 

m 2 - Deterministic 

β 1 - Deterministic 

 

Parameters Symbol Value 

Repair cost Cr 40000 $ 

Inspection cost Cinsp 2500 $ 

Power price  b .04$/KWH 

Rate of interest r 5%/year 

 

  
Fig.1. Damage growth in of wind turbine units Fig.2. Total maintenance for the case study 

 

3. Conclusions 

This paper presented a generic reliability and risk centered maintenance framework for wind turbine O&M decision 

making.  Stochastic simulations were performed for two different scenarios to identify the effect of O&M decision 

parameters on the total maintenance costs of wind turbines. The simulation results indicated that not only the failure 

rates of the wind turbine units but the O&M decision making parameters such as the critical damage level DC and 

the effectiveness of the damage detection have major impacts of the total maintenance costs. An optimal O&M 

strategy can be derived through joint optimization of O&M decision making variables.    
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Abstract 
 Rapid lateral facies change, autogenic processes, and irregular topography of continental rift basins challenge the 

reconstruction of basin-fill architecture. A process-based approach, using interpreted climatic and tectonic controlling 

processes on sedimentation in addition to observable attributes, may be useful to correlate sedimentary cycles. This 

hypothesis is tested for Lower Permian Lucaogou and Hongyanchi low-order cycles (LCs) in the Tarlong-Taodonggou 

half-graben, using outcrop and petrographic data. The fluvial-lacustrine graben fill covers 88 km2.  

 Depositional environments and controlling sedimentary processes were interpreted on 5 measured sections, 0.2-5 

km apart. Lucaogou LC has a transgressive base over underlying alluvial-fan deposits of the Daheyan LC. The 

Lucaogou LC is composed of deepwater deposits interspersed with deltaic deposits. The top of Lucaogou is an erosional 

unconformity overlain by fluvial deposits of basal Hongyanchi LC, followed upward by deepwater deposits. It is capped 

by a graben-wide fluvial erosional unconformity overlain by paleosols and fluvial deposits of the Quanzijie LC.  

 

Introduction 
 Complex stratigraphic relationships of nonmarine basin-fills challenge the application of traditional marine 

sequence stratigraphic techniques (Talbot and Allen, 1996; Carroll and Bohacs, 1999; Yang et al., 2009). 

Stratigraphic architecture may be reconstructed with a process-based approach, that is, using interpreted climatic and 

tectonic controlling processes on sedimentation in addition to observable attributes to correlate sedimentary cycles. 

This hypothesis is tested for Lower Permian Lucaogou and Hongyanchi low-order cycles (LCs) in the Tarlong-

Taodonggou half-graben, southern Bogda Mountains, NW China (Figure 1).  

 The sequence stratigraphic architecture is the foundation for reconstructing paleogeography, paleoclimate, 

and tectonics. Fluvial-lacustrine depositional environments and controlling tectonic and climatic processes were 

interpreted in the field study area. Microscopic and XRD data on grain composition and texture from collected 

limestones, sandstones, shales, and paleosols substantiate field interpretations and minimize stratigraphic 

miscorrelation. Humid to arid climatic conditions are interpreted using climate-sensitive lithologies, such as 

paleosols; tectonic movement are interpreted in terms of source area uplift, basin subsidence, and spill-point 

movement (Figure 1).  

 

Results 

The base of Lucaogou is transgressive over underlying alluvial-fan deposits of the upper Daheyan LC. 

Transgressive beach sandstones contain superficial ooids, suggesting lake expansion was accompanied by 

evaporative conditions in a semi-arid climate, similar to Great Salt Lake. The Lucaogou LC is composed of 

fluctuating profundal lacustrine siliciclastic and carbonate deposits, containing ostracods, charophytes, algae, and 

fish fossils, interspersed with deltaic deposits. Thickness and facies relationships suggest a fluvial-deltaic and 

shallow lacustrine depocenter in the SW, deepening to the NE. 

The top of Lucaogou is a fluvial-deltaic erosional unconformity, across which the type and magnitude of 

facies shifts varies greatly across the half-graben. Regionally, the boundary indicates a drastic shift from a 

widespread, NE-deepening lake during uppermost Lucaogou time to lake contraction, fluvial incision and regression 

in the north, and transgressive beach and deltaic systems in the south in early Hongyanchi time.  

The overlying Hongyanchi LC is composed of fluvial deposits in the basal part and fluctuating profundal 

siliciclastic and carbonate deposits upward. The uppermost Hongyanchi deposits show evidence for exposure, 

pedogenesis, and vadose zone infiltration of groundwater, including pendant and meniscus cements, root molds, and 
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formation of rounded soil peds with illuvial clays. It is capped by a graben-wide fluvial erosional unconformity 

overlain by mature Calcisols and red mudstones of the Quanzijie LC. 

 

   

 

Conclusions 

The Daheyan-Lucaogou-Hongyanchi LCs constitute a sequence of deposits similar to other rift basins. 

During rift initiation, the rift valley fills with alluvial fan deposits, similar to those of Death Valley (Daheyan time). 

As rifting continues, the bordering mountains become large, confining the basin and allowing for lakes to develop 

(Lucaogou/Hongyanchi time). The lakes become filled with sediment over time as rivers feed deltaic systems, and 

the topography becomes more flat (end-Hongyanchi time). 

The process-based depositional model may be useful to paleogeographic reconstruction of other nonmarine 

rift basin fills, and contribute to the understanding of the relationship between the distribution of sedimentary facies 

with basin topography, climate, and tectonics. Finally, the outcrop and petrographic results provide data and analogs 

on the quality and distribution of hydrocarbon source and reservoir rocks in the adjacent petroliferous Turpan and 

Junggar basins. 
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Figure 1. Schematic 

model of asymmetric half 
graben and controlling 

climatic, tectonic, and 

sedimentary processes 
during Lower Permian 

time. Purple bars indicate 

locations and relative 
thickness of Lucaogou 

and Hongyanchi. Fluvial-

lacustrine depositional 
systems include (A) – 

coarse deposits along 

steep margin, (B) - delta 
progradation along rift 

axis, (C) - delta 

progradation along ramp 
margin, (D) - deep lake 

deposits, (E) - sediment 

gravity flows. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to determine if student choice of projects would increase their motivation and engagement. 

Prior research has indicated that students will be self-motivated to work hard on a project when it is one they chose. This research 

study is a collaboration of three educators and the focus groups came from a middle school in an urban area and a high school in 

a rural community. This study showed us that most students preferred to have some aspect of choice in their learning and also 

that many students when given choice will show greater motivation and participation in the classroom having a greater sense of 

pride in their work. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 

Many teachers in today‘s classroom struggle with students who are apathetic, disinterested or bored. The purpose of 

this research study was to examine if giving students a choice in what they could study while still maintaining the 

core academic concept led to greater motivation. This research study also wanted to know if greater autonomy (i.e. 

choice of topic, artistic styling) led to greater motivation after studies have shown that many upper level students, 

especially middle school students, feel that as they become more independent they receive less autonomy stifling 

their motivation[1]. This research study was done using a language arts class from Marshall Middle School in 

Wichita, KS and a high school art class from Hartford High School located in Hartford, KS, but was motivated to 

help improve the overall learning environment in all classrooms. 

 

2.  Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

The students in the language arts class were given the task of researching an American Tragedy and then reported 

their findings in a Microsoft Publisher Newsletter. They were given a rubric at the onset of the project and the class 

brainstormed possible ideas together. Students did not have to pick topics from a list or from the list generated by 

the class brainstorm; it was completely up to them which event in American history they chose to research. The 

assignment required students include: an explanation of the tragedy; two separate stories about the tragedy, perhaps 

individual accounts; two pictures with captions; as well as dialogue and statistics to go along with their topic. The 

STS teacher came in to give a mini-lesson on Microsoft Publisher, specifically about how to create newsletters. 

After the group brain storm and lesson about Publisher, students were allowed to use their time as they needed to 

work. On the last day of the project, students presented their newsletters in a small group setting. And the students 

whose consent and assent forms I had received went online to complete the survey. 

 

The students in the art class had been studying a unit on the elements and principles of design.  The research project 

was planned using a lesson introducing the new element of texture.  The essential understanding was for the students 

to demonstrate understanding of the element of texture.  The project directions explained the two types of texture-

real and implied then outlined the choices for the students to pick that would enable them to demonstrate their 

understanding of the concepts.  The list of choices was designed to reach multiple learning styles with an outcome 

where they could use their strengths.  The choices ranged from the arts –dramatic, dance, musical, and visual 

including digital movies, photographs and technology to linguistic projects that could be combined with the visual 

arts.  The process involved in the project involved planning, implementing and displaying a finished project along 

with a process paper.  The students were given the choice to work individually or in groups. 

 

At the end of the project the students completed an online survey that was geared to gauge their attitude and 

motivation towards the project itself. Data was also collected from the teachers who were supervising the project. 

Once collected and analyzed the data showed that the students preferred picking their own topics instead of being 
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assigned them which is consistent with other academic research [2]. Also some students were willing to pick topics 

that were going to be more challenging again following the theme of current academic research [3]. One question in 

particular on the survey asked about the level of pride the students had about their project. Many students answered 

that they were proud of their project, having a sense of accomplishment. This statement is a good endorsement that 

students who have more autonomy have a greater sense of motivation because they have taken ownership of the 

project [4]. 

 

 

3.  Conclusions   

 

This research study has shown good evidence for the argument of allowing students to have choices in their 

education. This research has also shown that choices can be given even if the curriculum is strictly regimented, 

which is the case with some schools due to No Child Left Behind. When students are given choices they are given a 

chance to lead instead of follow and that appears, from the evidence gathered from this study, to give students 

greater motivation to work hard participate and take pride in their work. Ultimately that leads to classrooms where 

students are more actively engaged and not disinterest and apathetic. 
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Abstract.  The musical literature available to piano 

teachers and students is vast.  However, over the past 

several decades, the body of repertoire taught and played 

has become significantly narrower.  Certain composers and 

pieces monopolize the piano world.  A survey of American 

classical piano music presents teachers and students with a 

new body of piano literature to explore universal concepts 

while learning fresh and exciting pieces.  Concepts learned 

from these pieces can then be transferred to other well 

known works in the repertoire.  Conceptual teaching is 

central to this study in that it allows students to move from 

dependence on a teacher to independent musicians. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

When surveying the standard piano literature used for 

teaching, only a fragment of all composed literature 

is often considered.  Compositions such as 

Beethoven‘s ―Für Elise‖ have become staples in the 

teaching repertoire and are frequently requested by 

students.  A quick internet search on YouTube yields 

nearly five-thousand performances of ―Für Elise.‖  

However, in seeking out performances of the 

American work, Excursions for Piano by Samuel 

Barber, there are fewer than fifty results.  Further 

investigation on RILM Abstracts of Music Literature 

yields over eleven thousand search results for 

Beethoven and just over one-hundred for the 

American composer, Samuel Barber.  

  

I do not wish to say that as teachers we should avoid 

the most popular classical pieces.  Rather, I propose 

we explore new repertoire together with our students 

so composers who are beyond Beethoven or Mozart 

do not disappear and become forgotten in the annals 

of history.  As teachers, we have a responsibility to 

introduce our students to and to guide them through 

unfamiliar concepts and repertoire.  An exploration 

of unfamiliar American piano music will allow piano 

instructors to teach both technical and expressive 

concepts and at the same time refresh and revitalize 

their own teaching. 
2. Discussion 

 

To see the real value in incorporating American 

music into a curriculum, one must be willing to first 

accept the value of all music.  American music often 

seems to be overlooked because of personal 

preference to the sound or style it exhibits.  Once the 

structure or idea that these works are founded on is 

revealed, it is necessary for the educator to look at the 

conceptual value of a given work.  This includes 

finding how a piece by a composer like Aaron 

Copland or Charles Ives, both American composers, 

might be incorporated into the overall objectives of 

the lesson. For example, if a teacher has a student 

who struggles with phrasing, the objective of the 

subsequent lesson then becomes the development of 

this student‘s understanding of phrasing.  As phrasing 

is a concept which occurs almost universally, it 

should not matter if that student looks at phrases in a 

sonata by Beethoven or a character piece of 

Liebermann.  Thus through conceptual teaching, a 

teacher is able to focus on specific musical concepts 

such as phrasing or scalar passagework.  As these 

concepts are not unique to one specific piece, a 

lesson is able to focus on a variety of repertoire while 

only introducing a limited number of concepts.  This 

allows a student to be exposed to a varied number of 

works while developing an understanding of how to 

take learned concepts and transfer them between 

different pieces. 

 

Sylvia Coats, author of Thinking As You Play, breaks 

musical concepts into three categories: basic, 

aesthetic, and technique.  In the basic category she 

places the concepts of pitch, rhythm, texture, scale, 

form, and tension/release.  The aesthetic category 

consists of dynamics, articulation, and tempo.  

Finally, the technique category includes topography 

(the feel of the keyboard under the hand) and 

technique – use of fingers, hands, and arms.[1] If a 

teacher begins to base lessons on these concepts, the 

pool of literature available to teach those given 

concepts seems to increase exponentially.   

 

In seeing how this type of teaching can be 

incorporated, I will explore how a teacher can 

examine American composer, Lowell Liebermann 

and his music and incorporate it into his or her 
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teaching.  Liebermann is a living composer born in 

New York City in 1961.  He began composing at an 

early age and even made his Carnegie hall debut with 

his own composition nonetheless while he was in his 

mid-teens.  Many of his compositions are of 

significant difficulty, but one set of works is at a level 

accessible to the intermediate piano student.  This set 

is entitled Album for the Young.  It is a collection of 

twenty short pieces with fanciful titles including, 

―Dance,‖ ―Funeral March for a Pet Rat,‖ and ―Ghost 

Waltz.‖   

 

Each of the pieces features several musical concepts 

which can be extracted.  ―V. Ghost Waltz,‖ for 

example may be used to develop several musical 

concepts including intervallic reading, two-note 

phrase shaping, and the use of very soft touch.  The 

right hand includes primarily alternating melodic 

fifths and sixths which can be used to help expand a 

student‘s recognition of intervals.  The beginning 

measures illustrate this. 

 

Lowell Lieberman, ―Ghost Waltz,‖ measures 1-6[2] 

 

 

      

      

          

 

           

This excerpt also highlights Liebermann‘s use of the 

two note articulation which continues throughout 

almost the entire selection.  Finally, from this brief 

sampling, the soft dynamics of piano and pianissimo 

are noted which require a student to have good 

control over these soft ranges.  The piece even 

concludes with a pianississimo marking in the last 

few bars of the work.   

The selection, ―Broken Heart,‖ also merits use for 

students.  Again, several teaching objectives might be 

noted in this work as well, but three that stand out 

deal with the musical concepts of rhythm, dynamics, 

and articulation.   

 

Lowell Lieberman, ―Broken Heart,‖ measures 1-5[3] 

 

      

     

 

 

The first concept immediately apparent in this 

sampling is the cross-rhythms used in the eighth 

notes over the triplet figures in the left hand.  This is 

one area in which teachers can assist students in 

learning tricky cross-rhythms.  Another concept to be 

introduced revolves around dynamics.  Liebermann is 

very specific with his markings in this area noting 

several crescendos and diminuendos, not only in this 

excerpt, but throughout the work.  A final dimension 

of this piece is the articulation.  The piece is 

definitely legato, but the addition of the word 

cantabile stresses the importance of shaping the 

phrases in the right hand, allowing it to sing.  This is 

a feature required of many Romantic works and is a 

concept that can easily be transferred to other 

literature. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

These examples highlight a very unique composer 

and style of music in the American repertoire.  

However, the concepts which they can help one to 

understand remain universal.  This small sampling of 

American literature does not even begin to skim the 

surface of the variety which exists in the entire body 

of American piano repertoire.  However, it is my 

hope from the examples provided and the discussion 

about conceptual teaching, that a spark might ignite a 

fire which will help fuel one‘s teaching in whatever 

ways each individual might be moved.  Whether we 

as teachers are looking at new American piano music, 

examining other lesser known composers, or 

experimenting with conceptual teaching, I wish we 

can all take Scott McBride Smith‘s words to heart, ―It 

is time for a revolution!‖ 
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Abstract.:Whole-body vibration (WBV) training is a method 

of exercise where the individual is exposed to varying 

frequencies and amplitudes of mechanical vibratory stimuli.  

WBV training has shown to activate muscle spindle fibers 

and it has been suggested that WBV may have a beneficial 

effect on balance and stability.  However few studies have 

been conducted to assess the effects of acute WBV on these 

parameters. Descriptive statistics were determined by 

matched pairs T-test for all stability assessments in degrees of 

movement off level (0.0°). Baseline stability measures while 

standing (0.43° ± 0.30°) compared to post WBV (0.45° ± 

0.36°) showed no significant difference (p > 0.05).  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Exposure to the vibration is accomplished by 

performing static or dynamic exercise on the vibration 

platform (Rehn, 2007). The mechanical action of the 

vibration produces short changes in the muscle tendon 

complex, which leads to an activation of the tone 

vibration reflex (Cardinale, 2003).  This reflex in 

conjunction with skeletal muscles attempting to 

dampen the vibratory waves, excite muscle spindle 

endings, and improve muscle performance. WBV 

training has shown to activate muscle spindle fibers and 

it has been suggested that WBV may have a beneficial 

effect on balance and stability (Cardinale, 2003).  

 

Studies have also shown WBV to improve 

neuromuscular activity. Vibratory stimulus is perceived 

by sensory structures (neuromuscular spindles, skin, 

joints and secondary endings).  This stimulates the 

neuromuscular system to produce the reflex muscle 

activation.  If the stimulus is short then it created the  

potential for a more powerful and effective voluntary 

activation of skeletal muscle (Cardinale 2003). 

 

There is little material about the effect of acute 

vibration on postural stability. Since WBV induces 

positive neurological and muscular changes, it is 

thought WBV should help balancing ability as well as 

postural stability (Cheung, 2007). Due to the 

possibilities for WBV intervention, it is important to 

assess the acute effects of WBV on balance. The 

purpose of this study was to assess the immediate effect 

of acute WBV on postural stability. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

13 college aged students (23.38 ± 2.06 years) 

participated in a stability test before and after acute 

exposure to vibration.  All participants were informed 

of the procedures and risks involved.  Participants then 

completed a PAR Q health status questionnaire and an 

informed consent form approved by Wichita State 

University IRB.  Data including gender, age and height 

were taken.  

 

Participants then completed the postural stability 

assessment using the Biodex Balance System SD 

(BIODEX
®
) for the baseline measurement.  The 

postural stability test included the standing position 

(both feet), as well as right and left legs for 30 seconds 

each with a 10 minute rest period between assessments. 

After a 5 minute rest period WBV was administered to 

the participants using the WAVE vibration plate 

(Wave
®
).  The subjects stood with both feet flat on the 

vibration plate for a one time exposure to WBV for 60 

seconds at a frequency of 40Hz.  Immediately 

following WBV the subjects were again assessed for 

postural stability under the same protocol as the first 

assessment.  Results for postural stability were 

presented relative to the normal reference data from the 

Biodex Balance SD. With the results being better, equal 

or worse than the normative values, with higher 

numbers representing a more unstable condition. 

Descriptive statistics were determined by matched pairs 

T-test for all stability assessments in degrees of 

movement off level (0.0 ). Baseline stability measures 

while standing (0.43 0.30 ) compared to post WBV 

(0.45   0.36 ) showed no significant difference (p < 

0.05). Nor was any significance observed in single leg 

stability assessments of the movement off level (0.0 ). 

Baseline stability right and left leg (1.52  1.14  vs 

1.61   1.22  and 1.36 0.79  vs 1.20 0.85 , 

respectively). 
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Descriptive statistics were determined by matched 

pairs T-test for all stability assessments in degrees of  

3. Conclusions 

 

Results indicate that an acute 60 second bout of 

WBV at 40Hz does not affect postural stability in 

college-aged individuals. More studies varying the 

duration and vibration frequency are needed to 

determine if and when WBV may affect balance and 

stability. 
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Abstract. With the 30 years of reform and opening up, China has made lots of remarkable achievements. The national economy 

has a continued, rapid and healthy development, the average annual GDP growth rate remains at around 9%. People‘s living 

standard and personal income have been increasing markedly. However, with rapid economic growth, the income gap is also 

gradually widening. Recently, China has become one of the countries which have the largest gap between rich and poor. 

According to the World Bank report, Gini coefficient of China has been expanded to 0.458, over the internationally recognized 

warning level of 0.4. China's National Bureau of Statistics also shows that the richest 10% people hold 45% of the national 

wealth, while the poorest 10% people occupy only 1.4% of wealth. These figures fully demonstrate the extent of inequality in 

China, which will inevitably affect the social harmony and stability. In view of this, this article will use regression models to 

examine and analysis the gap between rich and poor in China and the influenced factors. All the data are from the China 

Statistical Yearbook. Because different provinces have different levels of economic development, this study will inspect the 

provincial units to find the most essential factor of the wealth gap in China. 
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Abstract. Macrophomina phaseolina is a soil-borne 

fungal pathogen that causes the charcoal rot disease in 

many plant species. This disease causes many problems to 

the soy industry as no consistently effective control has 

been found. Using Medicago as a model, we study the 

molecular interactions between the pathogen and its plant 

host. A microarray chip was used to measure the changes in 

the expression levels of M. truncatula genes when the plant 

was under attack by the pathogen at the 24-hour, 36-hour 

and 48-hour intervals. Analysis of the data showed that 

genes in the auxin transport and response pathways were 

differentially expressed. Auxin is a phytohormone that is 

commonly associated with plant growth, but recent 

discoveries have turned up a possible link between auxin 

and plant defense. We will be testing the effect of auxin on 

the plant‘s response to M. phaseolina. With the results 

obtained, we hope to better understand the molecular 

interactions between the pathogen and its host, which can 

then allow us to determine how best to control this disease 

biologically. 

 

1. Introduction  
Fungi among viruses, bacteria and nematodes, are the 

source of most plant diseases. More than 8,000 of the 

70,000 known fungi are known plant pathogens and many 

more diseases caused by fungi are being discovered every 

year. The fungus Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid 

causes the charcoal rot disease in over 500 plant species 

worldwide, including agronomically important plants such 

as soybean, corn, sorghum, and cotton [1]. Symptoms of 

the disease (also known as dry-weather wilt and summer 

wilt) arise during dry and hot conditions where 

discoloration of the root and death of seedlings is common. 

Microsclerotia are often produced in the pith of the stem in 

such numbers that they give an illusion of finely sprinkled 

charcoal on the stem hence the name of the disease, 

charcoal rot. These microsclerotia can survive in dry soil or 

embedded in its host residue for 2 years or longer. In wet 

soils however, the microsclerotia do not survive longer than 

7-8 weeks and the mycelia cannot survive longer than 7 

days. Microsclerotia in soil will continue to propagate as 

long as soybean or other hosts are continuously grown in 

the same plots with the disease escalating in severity with 

successive soybean crops. There have also been cases 

where infection was observed through an infected seed. 

Among the many diseases that plague the soybean industry, 

charcoal rot is among the top ten most important disease 

affecting world production of soybean [2]. The United 

States is the leading producer of soybean, producing 2.96 

billion bushels of soybean in 2009. The estimated yield loss 

attributable to charcoal rot in 2005 was 495,753 tons valued 

at $117 million. 

There have been several efforts in controlling the disease in 

soybean. Rotation of crops is of little benefit because of the 

vast variety of hosts that the fungus can infect. But, it has 

been proven that the fungus is found in lower densities 

when soybean is planted in rotation with cotton or corn [3]. 

Control of the disease has been expanded to tillage; 

however it has not been shown to have an effect on 

Macrophomina incidence or severity [4]. A fluorescent 

Pseudomonas was found to reduce the charcoal rot in 

peanut by inhibiting the growth of the fungus [5]. A study 

of 4 fungi, Trichoderma hamatum, T. harzianum,T. 

polysporum and T. viride revealed that these fungi were 

able to inhibit the growth of Macrophomina by a small 

percentage [6]. To explore the possibility of engineering a 

resistant strain, we establish a pathosystem using Medicago 

truncatula to study the molecular interactions between the 

pathogen, M. phaseolina and its plant hosts. 

Medicago truncatula, a relative of the alfalfa family, has a 

small diploid genome, is self-fertilized and has a rapid 

reproductive cycle allowing it to be an excellent model 

plant for studying mycorrhizal interactions such as the 

infection of the root pathogen, Macrophomina phaseolina. 

Medicago is also related to many important crop legumes 

such as pea, faba bean, chickpea, lentil and clover. 

Therefore, Medicago exhibits a high level of gene 

conservation and similar genetic organization with these 

plants. It is possible then for us to transfer genome 

information found in Medicago to these crop legumes. 

A gene expression profiling study on Medicago truncatula 

infected with root rot, Phymatotrichopsis omnivore 

revealed the roles of jasmonic acid, ethylene and the 

flavonoid pathway in disease development [7]. By 

analyzing the gene expression profile of Medicago infected 

with M. phaseolina, we were able to isolate genes in 

different biological pathways that are differentially 

expressed during the pathogen attack. One of pathways 

involves auxin signaling and response. Auxin is a hormone 

in plants that is commonly associated with plant growth by 

regulating cell elongation, cell division, phototropism, 

gravitropism, root initiation, and apical dominance. 

However, there have been new discovery linking auxin to 
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regulation of plant defense such as auxin signaling 

affecting resistance and susceptibility to separate pathogen 

groups as well as affecting disease outcome through effects 

on development.With this mind, we thought of testing the 

effects of auxin application in Medicago plants that are 

infected with M. phaseolina, to see whether it would 

increase the susceptibility or resistance to the pathogen. 

 

2. Experiment 
Microarrays were used to monitor the expression profiles 

and molecular processes associated with infection of the 

initial entry (24 hours-post-inoculation, hpi) and 

colonization (36, 48 and 72 hpi). The arrays were done 

using Affymetrix‘s GeneChip Medicago Genome Array for 

Medicago truncatula. 

 

During statistical analyses, it was found that 96 genes were 

upregulated at 24hpi, 473 genes were upregulated at 36hpi, 

and 718 genes were upregulated at 48hpi. As for 

downregulation, 36 genes were downregulated at 24hpi, 

311 at 36hpi and 173 at 48hpi. The genes that were up or 

downregulated at 72hpi were discounted as there were 

several factors that could have attributed to the differential 

expression of these genes such as cellular processes due to 

death of the plant rather than the effect of the pathogen 

infection. After using the MAPMAN program, it was noted 

that some of the differentially expressed genes are found in 

the auxin synthesis and response pathway. To confirm the 

results of the microarray, real-time quantitative PCR will 

be done on the RNA samples of Medicago infected with M. 

phaseolina for the genes in the auxin pathway. This is then 

followed by the assay in which the plants are supplemented 

with auxin. The auxin supplied will be in the form of 

indole-acetic acid (IAA), a major form of auxin in most 

plants. The assay involves planting Medicago in IAA-

supplemented phytagel in Magenta boxes, followed by 

inoculating with M. phaseolina and disease monitoring.  

 

The planting of Medicago starts by treating the A17 seeds 

with concentrated sulfuric acid, and followed by surface 

sterilization with bleach. The seeds were then germinated 

on Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar at room temperature in 

the dark for 3 days. Seedlings were transplanted into 

Magenta boxes containing IAA-supplemented phytagel. 

When the plants were 2 weeks old, they were inoculated 

with the fungal pathogen. The in-vitro assay inoculation 

involves the use of a single wheat seed that is colonized 

with the fungus with the control being a sterilized wheat 

seed.  

 

3. Results and Conclusions 

Preliminary results from the first run of this 

experiment demonstrated that IAA contributes to 

increased resistance in Medicago. The IAA in low 

concentrations such as 5 nM and 50nM led to 

healthier plants, and exhibited slight resistance to the 

infection of the fungus (Figure 1). This slight 

resistance is quantified by observation of how the 

plant fared (whether the leaves had started to yellow, 

detachment of leaves, and eventually death of the 

plant when no green tissue is present). The 

experiment will be repeated to confirm the results 

found. 

.  
Figure 1: Medicago plants treated with auxin show partial 

resistance to M. phaseolina. Plants were grown in MS media 
supplied with 5 nM or 50 nM IAA or no IAA (control). Two-

week-old plants were inoculated with a single wheat seed covered 

with M. phaseolina sclerotia. Pictures were taken at 3 day-post-
inoculation (dpi) to 6 dpi. 
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Abstract.  To identify if a relationship exists between 

depression risk and sexual activity, early sexual debut, or 

number of sexual partners in adolescents. Suicide is the 

fourth leading cause of death of individuals between the 

ages 10 to 24 years.  Research has demonstrated that 

participation in risky behaviors increase the likelihood of 

reporting depressed mood. Identifying risk factors for 

depression will help identify at-risks individuals and 

provide early intervention to reduce the risk of suicide. 

Survey data were collected from 200 randomly selected 

participants, ages 14-17 years, in the Youth Risk Behavior 

Surveillance Survey (YRBSS).  Statistical analysis was 

performed by using Pearson‘s r correlation to identify 

possible relationships between depression and sexual 

activity, early sexual debut, or number of sexual partners.  

Significant values were found for all statistical tests. The 

analysis of the results demonstrates a strong relationship 

between depression and sexual activity. Adolescents who 

were sexually active, less than 15 years of age, or had more 

than 4 partners were more likely to report symptoms of 

depression.  These results support that screening for suicide 

should include both depression and sexual activity 

assessments to assist in identification of at-risk teens. 

 

1. Introduction 

Understanding how adolescent‘s choices influence 

their overall health is important in providing 

education to assist teens in making healthier choices. 

Sexual health has a great deal of information in 

regards to STD transmission and long-term physical 

health. However, less information was available 

regarding emotional health in relation to sexual 

activity.  Examination of the literature exposed 

several interesting points for this population group.  

One such discovery was that suicide posed the four 

leading cause of death for this age group in 2004 

(Hamrin & Magorno, 2010).  Another interesting 

point, according to Hamrin & Magorno, is that 

depression affects 17% of the adolescent population.  

Further investigation of literature revealed trends 

between sexual health and depression.  Halfors, et.al. 

(2005) concluded that sex and drug use were 

predictors of depression.  Lehrer, et.al. (2006) 

concluded that depressive symptoms were predictive 

of sexual risk behaviors.  Questions posed from these 

readings, as well as additional readings, assisted in 

formulating the research questions exploring what 

relationship may exist between depression, the 

known predecessor to suicide, and sexual activity in 

adolescents. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance 

The data for this research study were extracted from 

the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance Survey.  This 

database was established by the Centers for Disease 

control to identify priority health risk behaviors in 

adolescents and young adults (CDC, 2010).  Survey 

data from ninth through twelfth grade students are 

complied within this database, a sample of 200 

students were randomly selected from the database.  

Answers from ten questions dealing with age, gender, 

depression risk, and sexual activity were complied 

for the data set. 

The data were entered into SPSS for statistical 

analysis.  The Pearson‘s r correlation analysis was 

run using depression risk compared to answers from 

questions regarding if the student had ever had sex, 

age of their first sexual encounter, and number of 

sexual partners.  Data output was used to determine if 

an association existed between an increased risk for 

depression and each of the three variables. 

The sample size of 200 included 103 females and 97 

males aged 14 to 17 years.  The age breakdown of 

students: 17 were 14 years, 50 were 15 years, 54 

were 16 years, 47 were 17 years, and 32 were 18 

years of age. 

The Pearson‘s r correlation analysis revealed a 

significant correlation for each variable examined.  

The analysis of depression risk versus sexual activity 

was significant with a Pearson‘s r value of r=0.261, 

p<0.001.  This analysis revealed that those students 

who were sexually active were more likely to report 

symptoms of depression.  Figure 1 illustrates this 

relationship.  
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Figure 1. 

 
The analysis of depression risk and age of sexual 

encounter resulted in a Pearson‘s r correlation with 

r=0.242, p=0.014.  Data supported that those sexually 

active at 14 years or younger were at the greatest risk 

of risk of reporting symptoms of depression. Figure 2 

illustrates this correlation. 

Figure 2. 

 
The final relationship examined depression risk and 

number of sexual partners.   The findings were 

significant with a Pearson‘s r value of r=-0.305, 

p<0.001. Thus, the students who were not sexually 

active were least likely to report symptoms of 

depression and the students reporting symptoms 

increased according to the number of partners with 4 

or more partners having the greatest risk.  Figure 3 

illustrates this association. 

Figure 3. 

 
 

3. Conclusions 

The data analysis within this study revealed a 

positive relationship between depression and sexual 

activity in adolescents. This is significant, useful 

information which warrants further examination as to 

why this relationship exists. Using this information, 

as well as information from future studies, 

practitioners will be better prepared to interact with 

adolescents. Understanding that a relationship exists 

between sexual activity and depression provides 

practitioners with information for screening at-risk 

individuals. Intervening early will allow practitioners 

to help at-risk individuals and perhaps prevent a 

suicide. 
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Abstract. Nodding‘s (1984) theory of care evolved before online education became main stream. Therefore, this study was 

conducted to learn how students and instructors described care and what language or strategies they perceived as conveying 

care in online education. Online instructor interviews, online student survey, and course shell review were conducted. The 

findings of this study were viewed through Noddings‘ three constructs of care. Findings showed that among Nodding‘s 

three major constructs, Engrossment and Affective Engagement were found to be aligned in this virtual caring environment; 

however, Reciprocity was not. 

 

Introduction 

The growth of online course enrollment has exceeded the growth of face-to-face courses with more than one in four 

college students taking at least one course online (Allen & Seaman, 2010). However, little is known about what 

types of relationships are developed in these virtual environments between the instructors and the students. 

Noddings (1984, 1988) indicates that caring is a key component of the instructor-student relationship, but little is 

also known about how her care theory is translated into the virtual setting. The purpose of this study was to 

determine how graduate students and instructors describe care in online courses, and what language and strategies 

they perceive as conveying care in online education. 

 

Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

Using Nodding‘s (1984, 1988, 1995, 2001, 2002) care theory, questions were crafted for structured interviews and 

surveys. The study was conducted at a Midwestern, midsized university. Structured online interviews were 

conducted with the instructors, and an online survey was offered to students in the eight participating graduate 

instructors‘ courses with 46/222 students responding.  

The researcher conducted a quantitative and qualitative analysis of all data, including a document review of the 

instructors‘ course delivery shells, investigating language usage in Announcements, Discussion Boards, and 

Assignment Feedback in the Gradebook for triangulation of the data.  

  
Fig. 1. Top Themes for Graduate Students‘ Description of Care in Online Graduate Education. 

Six themes surfaced when students described instructor caring in a virtual world as shown above in Figure 1. These 

themes, in order of priority with the first being most cited, were:  (a) prompt feedback in responding/being available, 
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(b) instructor concern/flexibility for students‘ personal situations, (c) instructor use of caring language and tone, (d) 

specific and constructive instructor feedback, (e) participation of the instructor in the Discussion Board, and (f) 

instructor use of video conferencing. 

When collapsing all qualitative question responses as shown in Figure 2 below, three themes emerged that were 

most noted by all eight instructor interview respondents. The research showed instructors believed the top caring 

themes were (a) understanding and concern for graduate students‘ personal situations as non-traditional students 

with busy lives, (b) prompt feedback and availability for students, and (c) use of caring language and tone in all 

communication media.   

 

 
Fig. 1 Top Themes for Graduate Instructors‘ Description of Care in Online Instruction 

 

The findings of the study supported the three major constructs of Noddings‘ care theory. The first construct was 

mental attentiveness in which students indicated the importance of the immediacy of feedback.  The second 

construct was affective engagement, in which students expressed that feedback include specific comments and 

praise with caring language and concern for the students‘ personal situations. The third construct was reciprocity, 

which students conveyed the importance of student-instructor interaction in the discussion board and also of video 

conferencing in order to promote reciprocal interaction. However, the quantitative and qualitative data found that 

this third element of Nodding‘s theory (1984), reciprocity, was rated by the student in the top six caring strategies 

for online instructors, but was not being addressed by the online instructors at the level of the students‘ desires or 

expectations.  

 

Conclusions 

The findings of this study may lead to actions by instructors that could convey more caring and increase student 

engagement, satisfaction, and achievement, thereby increasing universities‘ recruitment and retention efforts.  Most 

importantly, the findings may add to the existing literature of what a caring graduate instructor-student relationship 

encompasses in online education.  
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Electromyographic Analysis of Various Hip Exercises in 

Normal Subjects 
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Abstract. The goal was to compare electromyography (EMG) activity of the gluteus medius muscle during 5 weight bearing 

exercises. Our subjects consisted of 30 healthy volunteers (mean age 24.30 years, height 173.31 cm, weight 71.67 kg).  Subjects 

performed a dynamic warm-up, followed by collection of gluteus medius EMG muscle activity while performing 3 trials of each 

of 5 exercises (randomized), with 30 seconds rest between exercises. Subjects performed all exercises in a single session. The 

EMG activity during exercise was compared to the MVIC (maximum voluntary isometric contraction) to give a percent MVIC 

for each exercise.  The results of our study can be used by physical therapists to determine which exercise(s) would be most 

beneficial for strengthening of the gluteus medius.  
 

1. Introduction  
 

Our study aims to determine which exercises isolate the gluteus medius. To determine which exercises produce the 

greatest muscle activity, we will be using EMG It is assumed that a higher EMG signal indicates greater muscle 

activation and that all participants will be exerting max force during a given exercise. Research has compared 

weight bearing and non-weight bearing exercises to see which result in greater activation of the gluteus medius. To 

our knowledge, there are no studies comparing activation levels of specific weight bearing exercises on the gluteus 

medius to see which exercise elicits the highest EMG readings. We are also unaware of any research studies that 

investigated EMG activity of the gluteus medius during the speed skater exercise. The purpose of our study is to 

investigate the EMG activity of the gluteus medius muscle of the hip during various exercises. We hypothesized that 

the unilateral bridge with leg off test surface would result in the greatest gluteus medius activation.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  
 

Procedure 

Each subject participated in a 7 minute dynamic warm up consisting of a single knee to chest march, lunges, toy 

soldier, spider man lunges, lateral/medial leg swing, hurdle lunges, and anterior/posterior leg swing. After the 

warm up, the subjects rested for 5 minutes prior to the MVIC testing. During the rest period, the principal 

investigator prepared the subject‘s skin for the surface EMG electrodes in a standard manner. Surface Ag-AgCl 

electrodes were placed over the gluteus medius of the subject‘s dominant leg (leg they would use to kick a ball for 

max distance), parallel to the muscle fibers over the proximal third of the distance between the iliac crest and the 

greater trochanter. This location was chosen to minimize crosstalk and maximize the recording activity of the 

motor unit [6]. Ground electrodes were placed on the contralateral ASIS and rectus abdominus. 

For MVIC testing, the subject was sideling on non-dominant side with the dominant hip in neutral. The subject 

resisted hip abduction against a handheld dynamometer in 3 trials for 3 seconds each and EMG activity and 

dynamometer readings were recorded for each trial. Strong verbal encouragement was given to ensure maximal 

effort.  Subject was given a 30 second rest period after each trial. Following MVIC testing, the subject performed 

three trials of each of the five exercises in a randomized order with a 30 second rest period between trials. The 

exercises performed included the following: single leg bridge, single leg bridge with foot below test surface, single 

leg pull through lunge, single leg reverse stationary lunge and speed skater. EMG  activity of the gluteus medius 

muscle was recorded, analyzed by smoothing, and divided by the maximum EMG values obtained from the MVIC 

reading. We used the percent MVIC to determine which of the five exercises resulted in the greatest activity of the 

gluteus medius muscle. 

Results 
Table 1: Exercises Ranked in Order from Most to Least Percentage of MVIC of Gluteus Medius 

Rank  Exercise     %MVIC     

1                        Reverse Unilateral Lunge                                                 55.49 ± 21.72 
2                           Unilateral Bridge with Leg off Test Surface                    51.33 ± 20.16 

3                           Unilateral Bridge                                                              47.37 ± 20.84 
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4                           Unilateral Leg Lunge                                                       37.32 ± 14.40 

5                           Speed Skater                                                                     35.54 ± 20.76 
*Results in (%MVIC ± SD format) 

 

Discussion 

Our data shows that the single leg reverse lunge resulted in the highest %MVIC, while the unilateral bridge with 

leg off test surface resulted in the second highest activation. We expected that these two exercises would rank high 

among the other exercises. The fact that the speed skater exercise resulted in the least amount of gluteus medius 

activation was an unexpected result of our study.  Given that one of the main actions of the gluteus medius is to 

stabilize the contralateral hip during single leg stance, we expected that the speed skater would result in much 

higher EMG activation. A reason for this unexpected result could be the large amount of balance and 

proprioception required to perform the speed skater exercise correctly.  If the subject let their non-test hip drop 

during the exercise, this would cause the test-side gluteus medius to be put on a stretch, resulting in less activation 

due to passive insufficiency. 

 

Significance 

Our findings are clinically relevant when developing an exercise progression protocol in the rehabilitation setting 

focusing on the strengthening of gluteus medius. Patients with Trendelenberg gait would benefit from a gluteus 

medius strengthening protocol. Also, athletes participating in sports that have higher rate of ACL injury would 

benefit from strengthening the hip musculature[8]. The speed skater and unilateral leg lunge exercises required the 

least amount of muscle activity. Therefore, weaker patients may be able to utilize these exercises early in rehab. It 

should be noted that these exercises require appropriate balance and proprioception. As patients become proficient 

in the speed skater and unilateral leg lunge exercises, they may progress to the higher level exercises.  

 

3. Conclusions 
 

This study indicated relative differences in hip abductor EMG activity during various hip exercises. Speed skater 

exercises required less gluteus medius activation; therefore, these exercises may benefit patients early in the 

gluteus medius strengthening protocol. Reverse unilateral leg lunges applied the greatest amount of hip activation; 

therefore, these exercises would be appropriate later in the progression of gluteus medius strengthening. Results 

from this study demonstrated a progression of hip abductor muscle activity among common therapeutic exercises.  
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Abstract.  Skin cancer represents the most common type 

of cancers, and is life threatening without treatment.  

People with light skin, genetic diseases and high exposure 

to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) are at a high risk of 

developing skin cancer. Skin cancer once developed may 

spread to the rest of the body including organs inside the 

body.  Once the cancer advances and metastasizes, it is 

difficult to control and treat.  We report on a magnetic 

carrier system (MCS) that is capable of localizing the 

chemotherapy at the afflicted area. In-vivo experiments 

have shown that utilizing the MCS developed at Wichita 

State University (WSU) the efficacy of the chemotherapy 

can be enhanced at least twofold.  

Introduction  

Cancer is a disease in which malignant cells grow in 

an uncontrolled fashion, intrude into nearby tissue, 

damage healthy tissue and spread to remote 

organs/tissues.  It is estimated that in 2010; 569,490 

deaths occurred in the United States due to cancer, 

and of that 11,790 deaths are expected to occur 

because of skin cancer [1].  Although skin cancer is 

not the most deadly form of cancer, it is the most 

common form of cancer in the United States.  More 

than 3.5 million cases are diagnosed a year (2006)[2], 

and 1 out of 5 Americans will develop skin cancer in 

the course of a lifetime [3].   

Skin Cancer can be classified as melanoma or 

nonmelanoma.  The two main types of nonmelanoma 

skin cancer are Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) and 

Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC).  BCC skin cancer 

is by far the most common form of skin cancer with 

2.8 million cases diagnosed each year in the United 

States (2005)[3].  BCC skin cancer can be disfiguring 

if the tumor is allowed to grow, however this form of 

cancer is not fatal.  SCC skin cancer can spread to 

other parts of the body, including the lining of the 

hollow organs of the body, passages of the 

respiratory and the digestive tracts.  SCC skin cancer 

is reported in 700,000 people a year in the United 

States.  

There are many forms of treatments for skin cancer, 

and treatment of basal cell carcinoma has a good 

chance of success of 90% or more [4].  However, 

other forms of skin cancer such as SCC do not see as 

high of success rates.   

Excision surgery is the typical method of treating 

skin cancer; however excision surgery is not always 

applicable because of medical condition of the 

patient, location of cancer (eyes, inner organs), 

recurring skin cancer and large areas affected by skin 

cancer.  Chemotherapy can be used when surgery is 

not feasible or as an adjuvant regime, however novel 

ways must be developed to reduce toxicity and 

increase efficacy.  One such way is to use magnetic 

targeted drug delivery system (DDS), and we 

evaluate this novel DDS in treatment of SCC skin 

cancer in mice. 

Method 

A DDS was produced by oil in oil emulsion process 

[5, 6].  The DDS consisted of 500 nm nanospheres 

with 5 constituents: 34.5% poly(lactic-co-glycolic 

acid) (PLGA), 34.5% Albumin, 20% Fluorouracil (5-

Fu), 10% magnetic nanoparticles and 1% 1,6-

Diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH).  The emulsion 

process was dispersed at a rate of 10,000 rpms for 1.5 

hours.  The DDS was centrifuged to remove the oil, 

washed 6 times with hexane to remove any remaining 

oil residue.  The DDS was then vacuum filtered with 

200 nm filter paper.  The DDS was allowed to sit in a 

vacuum for three days to remove any excess solvent.  

All the surgical procedures on mice have been 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee. 20 mice were injected with SCC cells on 

the left and right hip, and the tumors were allowed to 

grow until the tumor was distinguishable from the 

injection. The mice were split into 4 groups of 5 mice 

(n=5).  The 1
st
 group was the control, and no 

treatment was given.  The 2
nd

 group was locally 

injected with the DDS around the tumor into the 

subcutaneous, and the 3
rd

 was also injected in the 

same manner; but a magnet was glued to the tumor 

after each injection for an hour.  The 4
th

 group was 

injected in the same manner as group 2 and 3; 

however, as received 5-Fu was injected instead of the 

DDS.  The mice were injected four times every 2 

days, except one injection that was done 3 days after 

the previous injection.     

The tumors were assumed to be in the shape of a 

rectangle.  Thus, the area of the tumor was 

characterized by measuring the longest width of the 

tumor and the perpendicular direction from the 

measured length in the middle of tumor.   The two 

measurements were taken every Monday, Tuesday 

and Friday for 19 days after the first injection. 
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Results and Discussion 

Comparing the right tumor to the left tumor, it was 

seen that all 4 treatments to the left side tumor had 

little effect on the right side tumor.  The left side 

tumor control group displays an exponential growth 

with a high exponent compared to the other groups, 

thus the three other treatments are successful in 

reducing the growth of the tumor.  From fig. 1 and 

fig. 2, it can be seen that the treatment of the DDS 

has reduced the growth of the tumor compared to the 

control.  The tumor growth of the DDS + magnet has 

further reduced the growth.  This suggests that 

magnetic targeting DDS has improved the efficacy of 

the treatment by preventing diffusion of the DDS 

throughout the body.  The pure 5-Fu injections have 

shown a similar response to growth rates as the DDS 

+ magnet, however after 9 days from the injections 

the tumor growth displayed a more exponential 

growth reflecting that of the control.  This suggests 

the DDS + Magnet is successful in releasing the 5-Fu 

for a longer time, and has the benefit of a lower 

dosage.  Thus, utilizing magnetic target drug delivery 

the efficacy of IP injections for skin cancer can be 

improved. 

 
Fig. 2. The tumor size vs. time showing the growth of 

the four groups: Control, DDS, DDS + Magnet and 5-

Fu. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. A visual comparison of the SCC tumors growth 

with respect to time showing the four groups: 5-Fu (a), 

control (b), DDS (c) and DDS + Magnet (d). 

Conclusions 

We found that tumors were significantly shrunk after 

treating the mice with the chemo-drug containing 

DDS. In addition, the therapeutic effect significantly 

increased when external magnetic field was applied. 

The DDS exhibited longer tumor inhibition effect 

than drug-infusion alone.  The magnetic targeting 

DDS may improve the efficacy of the treatment by 

preventing the DDS dissemination.  Data indicates  

using this in-vivo system that magnetic target drug 

delivery can be beneficial in use in applications 

where the chemotherapy must be held in one 

location, controlled release of the chemotherapy is 

desirable and a small carrier system is advantageous. 

Further investigation is warranted to explore the dose 

titer and long-term safety issues.  
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Abstract.  

 

Identifying members of the elderly population who are at 

risk for falls is a vital concern in today‘s society. Physical 

therapists can help modify fall risk factors among this 

population. Purpose: Evaluate attitudes, beliefs, and current 

practices of Kansas Physical Therapists (PTs) regarding fall 

prevention strategies in older adults. Results: More than 

69% of PTs believe falls in older adults are a significant 

public health problem, and screening for fall risks should 

be routinely incorporated. The majority of PTs agreed it 

was their professional responsibility to routinely ask about 

medications and vision screening, but did not practice that 

way. Conclusions: A discrepancy exists between what PTs 

view as their professional responsibility and how they 

currently practice. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

Identifying members of the elderly population who 

are at risk for falling is a vital concern in today‘s 

society [1, 2]. Nearly 23 million Americans are over 

the age of 65 [3]. Statistics show that over 35% of 

this population experiences one or more falls each 

year [3, 4]. Falls are the leading cause of fatal and 

nonfatal injuries in individuals over 65 years of age 

[3, 4]. Consequences of nonfatal falls include 

decreased mobility, increased dependence on others, 

and premature death [3, 4].   Research which 

investigated the most likely cause or causes of falls 

found them to be multi-factorial [5, 1]. 

 

The purpose of this study was to explore the 

attitudes/beliefs and current practices of physical 

therapists on several dimensions regarding fall 

prevention in older adults. No previous study was 

found that investigated this specific population or 

topic. The results may be used to identify areas where 

gaps exist between attitudes/beliefs and practices. 

These results could be used to develop continuing 

education courses addressing appropriate fall 

prevention interventions and pre and post fall 

assessment guidelines and techniques for practicing 

physical therapists.   

 

 

 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance  

 

Prospective, descriptive, non-experiential research 

techniques were utilized. A list of practicing physical 

therapists in Kansas was obtained through the Kansas 

Board of Healing Arts. Surveys were sent to physical 

therapists practicing and residing in the state of 

Kansas (n = 1,575).  The return rate was 23%.  

 

Respondent demographics obtained from the surveys 

can be found in Tables 1 and 2. 

 
Table: 1 

Gender Demographics of Respondents 

Gender     Percent 
Female     80.1 

Male     19.9 

 
Table: 2 

Practice Setting Demographics of Respondents 

Practice Setting    Percent 
Private Practice    21.4 

Outpatient     24.4 

Acute Care    13.0 

Home Health    12.2 

School System      5.7 
Skilled Nursing & Sub-acute   11.1 

Other     12.2 

 

Of the respondents, 98.9% indicated that they believe 

that falls are a significant public health problem in 

older adults, and 94.5% indicated that most falls in 

older adults are preventable.  The majority also 

indicated (96.7%) that screening for fall risks should 

be as routine as screening for other medical problems 

such as cancer, high cholesterol, and diabetes.   

 

Responses to the survey indicated that approximately 

99.7% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed 

that it was their professional responsibility to 

routinely ask their patients about recent and past falls.  

They also indicated that they felt it was their 

professional responsibility to routinely ask older 

adult patients about their medications (90.1%), vision 

screenings (84%), exercise habits (99.5%), strength 

and balance exercise programs (98.6%), and home 

safety evaluations (92.9%).   
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Regarding PTs‘ current practices addressing fall 

prevention in older patients, approximately 90% 

frequently or always asked their patients about:  

recent and past falls, exercise habits, and 

recommended strength and balance exercise program.  

However, only 35% frequently reviewed mediations 

with a focus on fall prevention with their older 

patients and only 22% ask about vision 

screening/evaluations.  Only 51% frequently or 

always recommend a home safety evaluation for their 

older patients.   

 

3. Conclusions 

 

A discrepancy exists between what PTs view as their 

professional responsibility and how they currently 

practice with respect to medication reviews, vision 

screening, and home safety evaluations.  While they 

believe it is their professional responsibility to 

routinely address medications, vision screenings, and 

home safety evaluations, they are not routinely doing 

this in practice.    Areas where beliefs and current 

practice habits show consistency include routinely 

asking about recent and past falls, asking about 

exercise habits, and recommending strength and 

balance exercise programs.   Further research is 

needed to investigate the differences between what 

PT‘s view as their professional responsibilities and 

how they currently practice with respect to fall 

prevention in older adult patients. 
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the Cyclocephala sexpunctata (Scarabaeidae: Dynastinae) species 
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Abstract. Assessing inter- and intraspecific variation provides an important foundation for studies of evolution, ecology, and 

systematics. Many insects display high degrees of intraspecific variation, but the mechanisms that generate variation remain 

largely unexplored in this taxon. Members of the speciose genus Cyclocephala (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae: Dynastinae) often 

exhibit intraspecific variation of elytral patterns, genital morphology and pollination associations, creating diagnostic 

difficulties that confound study of the group. The aims of this study are to comprehensively describe and identify causes of 

intraspecific variation in Cyclocephala sexpunctata and closely allied species using morphological, molecular, and 

biogeographical techniques. Field observations of C. sexpunctata populations indicate that intraspecific variation may be 

distributed along clines of elevation and latitude. Detailed locality information obtained from museum collection databases 

will facilitate exploration of salient spatial and environmental factors contributing to patterns of variational clines. This 

scientific approach will add greatly to the understanding of variation within the genus Cyclocephala, and the methods may be 

widely applicable to similar studies of insects and other taxonomic groups.   
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Abstract. Bullying and victimization among youth in out-of-home placement (OOH) and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 

transgender (LGBT) youth were investigated.  Participants were 16,766 high school students, with 560 (3%) identifying 

as OOH, 1539 (9%) as LGBT, and 113 (1%) as OOH+LGBT.  Independent samples t-tests and structural equation 

modeling were used to assess group differences.  Results indicated higher levels of 30 day victimization and 30 day 

bullying for OOH youth compared to non-OOH youth, LGBT youth compared to non-LGBT youth, and OOH+LGBT 

youth compared to OOH only/LGBT only youth.  Positive parenting, peer relationships, and school support mitigated 

bullying and victimization for all groups; however OOH, LGBT, and OOH+LGBT youth reported significantly lower 

mean levels of support from these sources than non-OOH/non-LGBT youth.   

 

1. Introduction 
 

Professionals and researchers agree that bullying is a serious problem among youth [1,2].  School can 

provide challenging social situations for a child and aggressive peer relationships can make these years even more 

difficult.  Bullying and victimization have been linked to several negative outcomes, including problematic 

behaviors (i.e. smoking, drinking, and criminal behavior) and poor school adjustment for bullies, and depression, 

low self-esteem, poor social and emotional adjustment, greater difficulty making friends, poor peer relationships, 

and loneliness for victims [1,2].  Researchers define bullying as repeated negative actions against another that intend 

to harm and in which there is an imbalance of power with a more powerful person attacking a less powerful 

individual [3,1,2].  These attacks can be physical, verbal, or psychological.  Reported rates of bullying and 

victimization among middle and high school students vary from 11% to 81% [4,5,1]. 

Little is known about the rates of bullying and victimization among youth in out of home (OOH) placement 

(i.e. youth residing in foster homes, group homes, or residential facilities) as much of the research has focused on 

youth who may have harsh or neglectful parents but who still reside in their parents‘ home [6].  Additionally, what 

little information is known about bullying and victimization among lesbian, gay, bisexual youth or youth 

questioning their sexual orientation (LGBT) has come from retrospective reports of adults [7].  This study focused 

on both of these groups of youth. 

Three hypotheses about rates of bullying and victimization were tested.  First, it was hypothesized that 

OOH youth would report higher rates of bullying and victimization than non-OOH youth.  Second, it was 

hypothesized that LGBT youth would report higher rates of victimization but similar rates of bullying as compared 

to non-LGBT youth.  Third, it was hypothesized that youth who experience both OOH placement and LGBT 

identification would report higher rates of victimization than youth who experienced only OOH placement or who 

only endorse LGBT status.  These hypotheses emerged from a review of the existing literature and the work 

experience of the researcher.  As a second goal, this research examined how support from adults at school, negative 

parenting, positive peer support, and deviant peer involvement affected risk for peer bullying and victimization.  It 

was hypothesized that the quality of these social relationships would mitigate or exacerbate rates of youth bullying 

or victimization. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

Data for this study were collected in the 2009 Dane County Youth Assessment in Dane County, Wisconsin.  

Participants were students enrolled in Dane County schools during the 2008-2009 school year.  Fourteen of the 

sixteen school districts in Dane County agreed to participate in the study and all of these schools attempted to survey 

every student in grades 7 through 12.  Response rates between 85% and 92%.  District survey results were 

aggregated to create the data set.  The sample consisted of 24,394 youth and was representative to Dane County 

youth with regard to age, gender, and race.  Questionnaires were administered electronically and consisted of 117 

questions about a variety of topics including demographic information, home life, school life, community life, risky 

behaviors, and emotional health.   
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Data used for this research only included youth in grades 9 through 12.  Survey questions used for this 

research included sexual orientation, past and current out of home living situations (i.e. foster home, group home, 

residential facility), relationships with parents, peers, and adults at school, and bullying and victimization in school.  

Parenting questions inquired about skillful parenting, abusive parenting, and negative parent modeling.  Peer 

questions assessed for deviant peer involvement and the presence of positive peer support.  Adult support at school 

inquired about school belongingness and the presence of positive, trustworthy adults at school.  Bullying and 

victimization questions assessed for physical and relational bullying.  The resulting sample size was 16,766 with 560 

(3%) identifying as having spent time in out of home (OOH) placement, 1539 (9%) identifying as lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender, or questioning their sexual orientation (LGBT), and 113 (1%) identifying as both 

(OOH+LGBT).   

Descriptive statistics, independent samples t-tests, and structural equation modeling were used to assess 

group differences.  Results indicated higher levels of 30 day victimization and 30 day bullying for OOH youth as 

compared to non-OOH youth, LGBT youth as compared to non-LGBT youth, and OOH+LGBT youth as compared 

to OOH only or LGBT only youth.  Furthermore, OOH youth reported more victimization through the internet or 

text messaging than non-OOH youth, more victimization for being perceived as LGBT than non-OOH youth, and 

more victimization for physical appearance than non-OOH in the last 12 months.  This was also true for LGBT 

youth when compared to non-LGBT youth.  OOH+LGBT youth reported more victimization than OOH only or 

LGBT only youth with regard to internet or text messaging and for being perceived as LGBT.  The impact of 

parenting, peer relationships, and school support on bullying and victimization was similar for all youth; however 

OOH, LGBT, and OOH+LGBT youth reported significantly lower mean levels of positive support from each of 

these sources compared to their non-OOH and non-LGBT counterparts.   

 

3. Conclusions 

 

 Results from this study suggest the risk and protective social-relationship factors associated with bullying 

and victimization are the same for all groups of youth, and may serve as potential targets for universal anti-bullying 

programs.  From a prevention perspective, programs focused on creating healthy family and parenting environments 

may be a particularly powerful strategy in that patterned, high rate bullying and victimization may reflect a failure in 

socialization that begins early in the home and continues into adolescence.  If abusive parenting and negative 

modeling by parents can be reduced and replaced with healthy, positive parenting practices, the child is more likely 

to develop the social and self-regulatory skills to relate to peers in more constructive ways.  This is true for all youth, 

but perhaps even more so for OOH youth, LGBT youth and OOH+LGBT youth who on average experience less 

supportive home environments and whose risk for bullying and victimization is greater than the more general 

population of youth. 
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Abstract. Reefs within the Kinderhookian Compton and basal Osagean Pierson formations are interpreted to have formed on 

aggradational to progradational distally-steepened ramps, respectively.  Pierson reefs are mainly layered bafflestones, containing 

abundant fenestrate bryozoans and crinoids, capped by crinoid grainstones. They are interpreted to have been deposited in a 

relatively shallow, high-energy environment.  Compton reefs are hybrid mud-dominated lithoherms/fenestrate bryozoan-crinoid 

muddy bafflestones.  Interpreted to have been deposited in low-energy, deeper-water environments than the Pierson reefs.  The 

lithoherm/bafflestone reefs were uplifted and subaerially exposed in mid-Compton time. Meteoric-dissolution vugs formed and 

were floored by crystal silt and occluded by coarse calcite cement.  Then the reefs were dislodged and redeposited to the north 

within thick sections of upper Compton that downlapped an intraformational exposure surface. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Reefs are components of many carbonate depositional systems.  The origins, biotic composition, site of 

formation, and diagenesis of modern and ancient reefs have been described by many workers (e.g., [2]; [4]; [5]).  

Such modern and ancient reefs are of significant disciplinary value owing to the facts that carbonate production is 

basically organic [5], and reefs record vast amounts of sedimentologic, paleontologic, and geochemical data [4].  

Furthermore, reefs of various ages (including Mississippian) with the appropriate architecture buried within the 

subsurface contain a disproportionately large amount of oil and gas reserves compared to other sedimentary deposits 

[4].  Hence, interpreting sedimentologic and diagenetic attributes of reefs is important in evaluating whether they 

may be viable petroleum exploration objectives. 

Study Area 

 Reefs of Kinderhookian and lower Osagean age are present within a broad outcrop belt of Mississippian 

age strata in my tri-state study area of southwest Missouri, northwest Arkansas, and northeast Oklahoma.   The reefs 

cropout along highway road-cuts, presenting a two-dimensional view for study, and primarily in an east-west (E-W) 

trending belt throughout the study area.    

 

METHODS OF STUDY 

 In my tri-state study area a total of fifteen reefs have been analyzed and described in detail.  This was 

accomplished by measuring reef thickness, and sampling beds directly underlying, overlying, and adjoining the 

reefs.  Reefs were then further described based upon their lithology, biota, and any vertical or lateral changes evident 

on the outcrop.  Representative samples of the reefs and associated facies were collected for detailed 

characterization of texture and particle type and for thin-section petrographic study.      

 In the carbonate lab at Wichita State University samples were cut and polished for assistance in further 

description, fabric analysis, and interpretation.  As such, thin-sections were made from appropriate samples and 

studied petrographically: (1) for detailed interpretation of biota and microbiota; (2) rock textures; and (3) the 

presence of marine or meteoric cements. 

 

Discussion 

Compton Reefs 

 Reefs present within the Kinderhookian age Compton Formation are interpreted to have formed in low-

energy moderately, deeper-water environment on an aggradational, distally-steepened ramp (DSR).  They are 

inferred to be hybrid mud-dominated lithoherms/fenestrate bryozoan-crinoid muddy bafflestones that are associated 

with nodular-bedded, shaly mudstones.  These reefs were uplifted in association with syndepostional fore-bulge 

tectonism during mid-Compton time in an E-W trending belt within the study area.  Furthermore, the reefs were 

subaerially exposed forming meteoric-dissolution vugs of laminoid and irregular fenestrae shape [3].   The 

formation of these vugs eroded some former high magnesium calcite (HMC) bladed marine cements and biotic 
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particles, generating internal vadose crystal silt [1].  The vugs, some of which are floored with crystal silt that has 

been replaced by dolomite and hematite-rimmed dolomite, were later occluded with coarse pore filling calcite (PFC) 

cements.  Then the reefs were dislodged and redeposited to the North within thick sections of upper Compton that 

downlap an intraformational exposure surface.  One reef within the study area is a stromatactis-type reef, with 

abundant marine cement filled vugs, and shows no evidence of being dislodged.   

Pierson Reefs 

Basal Osagean Pierson Formation reefs are interpreted to have formed on a progradation DSR, in 

shallower-water, higher-energy environments than Compton reefs.  Pierson reefs as well are exposed in an E-W 

trending belt within the study area, and are classified as layered bafflestones, containing abundant fenestrate 

bryozoans and crinoids capped/overlain by crinoidal grainstone crestal deposits that are locally oil saturated.  

According to [5], these reefs developed as sediment accumulated from the baffling of fenestrate bryozoans causing a 

topographic rise to form on the sea floor; crinoids reaching into wave base would have then colonized the 

topographic rise, and as sea level raised the reefs would have been stranded, permitting reef and crinoid growth.  

These reefs show no evidence of being dislodged, however they were subaerially exposed during Pierson time 

forming some meteoric-dissolution vugs.  Ongoing petrographic analysis of these reefs has led to the identification 

of abundant former HMC bladed marine cements, precipitation of pendant shape radiaxial fibrous calcite of vadose 

origin, occlusion of pore space by coarse pore filling calcite cements, and locally diagenetically altered siliceous 

(chert & chalcedony) fabrics.      

 

Conclusion 

 Reefs of Kinderhookian and basal Osagean age exposed in my tri-state study area are interpreted to have 

been deposited on aggradational to progradational DSR.  Compton Formation reefs are classified as hybrid mud-

dominated lithoherms/fenestrate bryozoan-crinoid muddy bafflestones.  They contain laminoid and fenestrae shaped 

meteoric-dissolution vugs in association with being subaerially exposed, some of which, are floored with vadose 

crystal silt that is dolomite replaced, and later occluded with coarse PFC.  These reefs have been dislodged and 

redeposited to the north within thick sections of upper Compton strata (nodular-bedded shaly mudstones) 

downlapping an intraformational exposure surface.  One Compton age reef shows no evidence of being dislodged, 

and is a stromatactis-type reef with abundant marine cement.  Reefs within the Pierson are interpreted to be 

deposited within shallower-water, higher-energy environments than those of Compton age.  They are inferred to be 

layered bafflestones, with abundant fenestrate bryozoans and crinoids, capped by crinoidal grainstone crestal 

deposits that are locally oil saturated.  Likewise, these layered bafflestones have been subaerially exposed, as 

ongoing petrographic study would indicate the presence of meteoric-dissolution vugs, abundant former HMC marine 

cements, radiaxial fibrous calcite cements of vadose origin, and locally silicified fabrics. 

 The sedimentary architecture, depositional and diagenetic history along with temporal analysis of reefs in 

outcrop provides a model for recognizing reefs and potential reef belts within the subsurface of Kansas and northern 

Oklahoma.  Whereas, these belts are mappable by thickness trends, detailed lithologic interpretation, and the use of 

three-dimensional seismic survey these reefs may prove to be a frontier exploration play in Kansas and Oklahoma. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a unique, but replicable, 

opportunity for physician assistant (PA) students to obtain 

exposure to the long-term care (LTC) setting by shadowing 

a consultant pharmacist.  Two students at a time spent four 

hours with the pharmacist, reviewing and co-presenting two 

to three patient charts.  Students completed a questionnaire 

asking them to describe what they learned.  The diseases 

and medication-related issues identified by students were 

consistent with those expected in LTC.  Students indicated 

an increased appreciation of having strong knowledge of 

medication prescribing/monitoring, avoiding 

polypharmacy, disease prevention, the importance of 

multidisciplinary care, and preventing medication errors.  

Conclusion: This report describes a replicable educational 

opportunity providing PA students with exposure to the 

LTC setting through use of a consultant pharmacist. 

 

1. Introduction  

 

Physician assistant (PA) students must be trained to 

practice medicine as part of a multidisciplinary health 

care team in a wide range of settings including 

primary care and specialty practices across the 

lifespan.  The Accreditation Review Commission on 

Education for the Physician Assistants (ARC-PA) 

requires programs to provide instruction that supports 

and develops competency in these six areas: 1) 

medical knowledge, 2) interpersonal and 

communication skills, 3) patient care, 4) 

professionalism, 5) practice-based learning and 

improvement, and 6) systems-based practice.[1]  To 

effectively meet these six competency areas, PA 

programs must provide students with a variety of 

didactic and clinical educational experiences.   

 

Exposure to the long-term care (LTC) setting can 

provide PA students with an excellent opportunity to 

gain skills in several of these key competency areas 

as well as help programs meet ARC-PA standards.  

Providing care to residents of LTC settings such as 

assisted living and nursing homes requires 

knowledge and management of acute, chronic, and 

preventative therapies and management of complex 

medical histories and complex medication regimens 

as well as a working knowledge of reimbursement-

related issues and multidisciplinary health care teams.  

 

An early study found that adding a PA to a nursing 

home resulted in a 38% reduction in annual hospital 

admissions, a 69% reduction in total number of 

hospital days per 1000 patient years, and an increase 

in nursing home visits of 69%.[2]  In 2009, there 

were 18,160 practicing PAs in the U.S. and only 

0.9% (84) reported their primary practice setting as 

LTC.[3]  In order to improve healthcare in the LTC 

setting, increased geriatric-specific training is needed. 

 

Although problematic to arrange and no longer 

specifically required by ARC-PA, LTC exposure is 

considered highly valuable and desirable.  Early 

exposure to the geriatric population has been shown 

to increase interest in serving the geriatric population 

after graduation.[4]  As the geriatric population 

continues to grow, training PAs in the LTC setting 

becomes increasingly critical.   

 

Traditionally, physicians, PAs, and nurse 

practitioners serve as clinical supervisors to PA 

students.  Anecdotally, programs have had a difficult 

time consistently providing clinical experiences in 

the LTC setting through these traditional clinical 

supervisors.  Nursing homes and assisted living 

facilities are required by Federal and state law to 

have a consultant pharmacist regularly review patient 

charts and medication-related documentation, 

monitoring, and usage.[5]  Thus, consultant 

pharmacists could serve as clinical supervisors for 

PA students in the LTC setting.  A thorough review 

of the literature and PA educational websites was 

conducted.  We were unable to find previous 

documentation of similar educational opportunities. 

Study Purpose:  Describe a unique, but replicable, 

clinical educational opportunity for PA students to 

obtain exposure to the LTC setting by shadowing a 

consultant pharmacist. 
 

2. Discussion and Significance 

 

LTC Setting:  The LTC setting utilized was 

Carrington at Cherry Creek, a full-service assisted 

living facility in south Wichita, Kansas.  The clinical 

supervisor was a consultant pharmacist and faculty 

member within the Wichita State University (WSU) 
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PA program.  During the first year of the WSU PA 

program, students spend most of their time in the 

classroom setting.  Once weekly, students spend time 

observing assigned physicians, PAs, and advanced 

registered nurse practitioners throughout the 

community.  The Cherry Creek facility was used as 

one of these observational opportunities.  Two 

students at a time spent four hours on one occasion 

with the consultant pharmacist.  Students reviewed 

each chart together, investigated their clinical 

questions using various medical references, identified 

medication irregularities, and then presented the 

patient orally to the pharmacist with their medication-

related recommendations and discussion.    

 

Descriptive Data Gathered:  In order to describe the 

benefits of this educational opportunity from the 

students‘ perspective and to describe the types of 

patients, disease states, and medication issues seen by 

the students, students completed a questionnaire 

asking them to describe what they learned and to 

document the number of patient charts reviewed, 

patient characteristics, primary diagnosis/medical 

conditions, and types of medication problems 

identified.  Students were also asked to describe:  1) 

the role of the consultant pharmacist in the LTC 

setting, 2) the importance of multidisciplinary 

collaboration in the LTC setting, 3) three medical 

issues common to older adults in the LTC setting, 

and 4) three things learned from the experience. 

 

Questionnaire Responses:  Of the 42 PA students in 

the program, 31 were assigned to attend the LTC 

rotation and 20 returned the questionnaire.  Students 

documented a total of 49 charts reviewed (2 to 3 

charts per student). The mean patient age was 76 + 13 

years; 73% were female; and 94% Caucasian.  

Thirty-eight different diagnoses were documented: 

mental illnesses (n=33), hypertension (n=30), 

gastrointestinal-related conditions (n=23), coronary 

artery disease (n=22), osteoporosis (n=18), 

hyper/hypothyroidism (n=13), heart failure (n=13), 

and diabetes (n=12).  The types of medication 

irregularities identified included: inadequate 

monitoring of labs/vitals (61% of charts), missing 

documentation of medication purpose (47%), 

excessive dosage (26%), potentially serious drug 

interaction (18%), and an indication for therapy 

without adequate treatment (14%).  Only 14% of 

charts had no medication irregularities.  

 

The vast majority of the students described the role of 

the consultant pharmacist as providing medication 

review to enhance patient safety and improving 

medication management (appropriate purpose, 

dosing, avoiding interactions and contraindications, 

etc).  Students described multidisciplinary 

collaboration in the LTC setting as important because 

the complexity of medical conditions requires 

expertise from many fields.   

 

Discussion:  This educational opportunity allowed 

students to observe the consultant pharmacist‘s role 

in the LTC setting.  As expected, students were 

exposed to patients with a variety of disease states 

and medication-related issues.  Students expressed an 

appreciation for the complexity of care and need for 

careful medication review and management.  During 

the patient discussions, there were opportunities to 

assess and correct student deficits in medical 

knowledge, practice-based learning, and overall 

patient care skills; practice verbal patient presentation 

skills and professionalism; and to learn some aspects 

of systems-based practice related to prescribing, 

monitoring, and documentation regulations in the 

LTC setting.  Students also witnessed firsthand 

multidisciplinary collaboration and team skills 

involved in the care of each patient. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

This report describes a replicable educational 

opportunity providing PA students with exposure to 

the LTC setting through a consultant pharmacist.  

Gains in skills were not directly measured; however, 

students reported an increased appreciation for 

aspects of geriatric care that relate to all six 

Competencies for the PA Profession.     

 

Manuscript has been submitted to Journal of 

Physician Assistant Education 
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Abstract. This study investigated the effects of coffee on cognitive and balance performance. Eleven healthy students, aged 

between 22-29 years, participated. Participants attended two sessions, baseline (the cognitive test -Mirror tracing test/ MMSE 

test) and experimental (the balance test -CTSIB). Participants were given one cup of brewed coffee (180 mg caffeine), after 

25 minutes, the cognitive and balance test were taken. The results demonstrated that consuming caffeine significantly reduced 

the number of errors and time spent for tracing the star, and also the MMSE score was significantly higher but no significant 

difference was found for balance test. 

 

1. Introduction 

Average caffeine consumption in the USA is approximately two cups of coffee (200 mg) per day [1]. Coffee is a 

widely consumed beverage which has positive impact in daily life as suppression of fatigue, increasing alertness, 

energy and ability to concentrate. The main dietary sources of caffeine are coffee, chocolate, tea, cola drinks and 

energy drinks which is also consumed as over-the-counter medicine to reduce tiredness and increase mental 

alertness [2]. The study on a moderate dose of caffeine and cognitive performance during a fatiguing motor task 

shows that caffeine improved cognitive task performance in both the single and dual task and decreased reaction 

times. Furthermore, other issue represent in this study is related to balance which plays a crucial role in almost all 

sport events, either in shooting which involve less movements or dynamic sports such as gymnastics and wrestling 

which require agility in combination with maximum balance [3]. The purpose of the study is whether coffee 

consumption has any effect on cognitive and balance performance.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

The principal part of the arguments is to investigate whether coffee consumption has positive effect on cognitive and 

balance performance among college students. Eleven healthy participants (7 male/ 4 female) aged between 22-29 

years, were recruited from Master students of exercise science department at WSU. General questionnaire and 

consent form has been filled out by each participant. Each participant attended two sessions [baseline and 

experimental (caffeine)]. In the first session, cognitive test (Mirror tracing test/MMSE test) and balance test 

(CTSIB) had been taken. On  experimental day participants were asked to consume one cup of brewed coffee ( oz.) 

that contain 180 mg caffeine, and after 25 minutes the cognitive and balance test had been taken. Difference 

between baseline and experimental scores were considered to be significant if p<0.05. All data had been analysis by 

SPSS version 17.0 for Windows. The results of cognitive test demonstrated that caffeine consumption significantly 

affected the result of mirror tracing test which showed experimental group had significantly lower error than 

baseline group (p=0.004), also the amount of time for tracing the star was significantly lower in experimental than 

baseline(p=0.044).

Moreover, after consuming coffee participants showed significantly higher score for MMSE test (p=0.026). The 

results of balance test indicated that, there was no significant difference between baseline and experimental group in 

all categories of CTSIB tests [stability eyes open firm (p=0.511)/ stability eyes close firm (p=0.342)/ stability eyes 

open foam (p= 0.549)/ stability eyes closed foam (p= 0.634)].  Lots of researches show that caffeine consumption 

has positive effect on cognitive and psychomotor performance such as alertness, energy, ability to concentrate [4,5]. 

Athletes are among the groups of people who are interested in the effects of caffeine on endurance and exercise 

capacity. It has been proved that caffeine leads to reducing fatigue and increasing wakefulness and alertness for 

many centuries [6]. Caffeine supplementation on sport performance has positive effect, depends on various factors 

including, but not limited to, the condition of the athlete, exercise (i.e. mode, intensity, duration) and dose of 

caffeine [7,8]. 
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   Figure1. Mean of Mirror tracing test                                                Figure2- MMSE Score  

 

3. Conclusions 

 Results from this study suggest that consuming coffee has positive effect on cognitive performance but it does not 

have any impact on balance performance.  
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Abstract. Maintenance cost constitutes 15-60% of the total production cost. Choosing the right maintenance strategy might 

provide significant savings in lost production, additional power consumption and lifecycle costs. An optimum maintenance 

strategy keeps facilities at the functionally desirable situations and decreases the failure rate. As a result, the downtime and the 

total energy consumption to achieve the same level of production may decrease significantly. Examples of such strategies are 

failure- based and preventive maintenance strategies. The traditional maintenance strategy selection problem (MSP) is a multi-

criteria decision making problem with objectives in cost, resource utilizations, reliability, availability and safety. In this paper, we 

propose a sustainability based maintenance strategy selection model under uncertain conditions to address some nonmonetary 

objectives such as social and environmental goals as well. In the proposed framework, decision makers define the weight of each 

sustainability criteria as well as the ratings of alternatives (maintenance strategies) with respect to the criteria using linguistic 

variables. These linguistic variables are translated into fuzzy triangular numbers. Using a fuzzy VIKOR method, the most 

appropriate maintenance strategy is selected. The proposed framework is illustrated through a case study. Some numerical results 

and sensitivity analysis is presented.  
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Abstract.  The purpose of this study was to obtain 

opinions from practicing PAs concerning their 

knowledge about specialty certification and perceptions 

about its impact on their practice.  This cross-sectional 

study involved a survey sent to a randomized sample of 

3,000 U.S. PAs.  Results were analyzed using 

descriptive and chi-square statistics.  The response rate 

was 11% (n=293). The survey collected respondent 

demographic information, asked two categorical 

questions regarding knowledge of specialty 

certification, and several questions regarding 

perceptions about certification based on a 5-point Likert 

scale. Results suggest that although PAs are 

knowledgeable about the specialty certification issue, 

the majority do not plan to obtain the certification if 

offered and view it as a potential barrier to movement 

between specialties. 

 

1. Introduction  
Although many health care professions have 

implemented a program for specialty certification 

within their field, physician assistants (PAs) have yet 

to do so.  The National Commission on the 

Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA) 

recently proposed a new specialty certification 

available to PAs practicing in a limited number of 

specialties [1].  In response to opposition by the 

organized physician assistant profession, however, 

the NCCPA has now decided to offer ―certificates of 

added qualifications‖ (CAQ) in place of specialty 

certification [2,3]. The CAQ will consist of a process 

by which a PA wishing to switch to a new specialty 

could voluntarily demonstrate additional knowledge 

in a new area [4].  The goal of the CAQ is to 

recognize a specialty PA‘s competence while 

preserving the ability of PAs to move between 

specialties [4].
 
This study was conducted prior to the 

announcement by the NCCPA to offer CAQs rather 

than specialty certification.  Its purpose was to obtain 

opinions from practicing PAs concerning their level 

of knowledge about specialty certification and their 

perceptions about how it might impact their practice 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance  

Experiment: The survey was conducted online using 

email addresses obtained from the American 

Academy of Physician Assistants (AAPA) database; 

2,687 PAs were surveyed to ensure a sample size of 

400.  The survey collected respondent characteristics 

including: sex, age, race, gender, education level, 

practice type, years in practice, and years in specialty.  

Respondents were also asked two categorical 

questions about their knowledge of specialty 

certification and their plans to certify if offered.  The 

remaining survey questions (based on a 5-point 

Likert scale with options ranging from ―strongly 

agree‖ to ―strongly disagree‖) addressed perceptions 

of the PA specialty examination.  These questions 

were based on issues raised in an editorial in 

Clinician Reviews [1].   

Results:  The survey return rate was 11% (n=293).  

Frequency counts were conducted to determine age, 

practice setting, and perceptions about the specialty 

examination.  Chi-square analysis was performed to 

determine possible significant relationships in regard 

to perceptions about the specialty examination.  The 

mean age of respondents was 40.22 years (+/- 11.63).  

Most of the respondents held a PA graduate degree 

(59.7%).  Non-primary care was the most common 

practice setting (48.1%).  When asked about specialty 

certification for PAs, a majority of respondents 

(76.5%) indicated they were aware of the concept of 

PA specialty certification, while a minority (32.8%) 

indicated they planned to obtain specialty 

certification if offered.  According to the questions 

based on a 5-point Likert scale [Table 1], overall 

agreement was noted toward the following statements 

in regards to specialty certification:  I am 

knowledgeable about specialty certification; will 

provide a competitive advantage; physicians will 

support certification; will prevent a PA‘s ability to 

move between specialties; will create a barrier to 

licensing and practice; will create barriers to patient 

care.  Overall disagreement was noted toward the 

remaining statements:  should be required for all 

specialty PAs; will increase PA salaries; is necessary 

to ensure highest standards of care; should be 

expanded to all specialties; should eventually replace 

the national certification exam; will help to increase 

reimbursement; the public expects PAs to be 

specialty certified; may lead to the undoing of the PA 

profession; and I am ready to be specialty certified.  

To further analyze the perceptions of PA specialty 

certification, demographic variables were evaluated 
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for relationships among the specialty certification 

statements (i.e., age, gender, practice type, degree, 

number of years in practice, and number of years in 

specialty).  Race was not evaluated as 90% of the 

respondents were white.  Respondents were also 

given the opportunity to provide feedback in the 

comments section of the survey regarding anything 

they felt was relevant.   

Discussion:  Overall, our study found that PAs were 

knowledgeable about specialty certification as 

originally proposed by the NCCPA, with 76.5% 

being aware of certification.  Although respondents 

were knowledgeable about the topic, the majority 

(67.2%) were not planning to obtain specialty 

certification if offered.  Quantitatively, there was a 

lot of disagreement toward Likert scale statements 

aimed at determining whether or not this would be a 

positive step for the PA profession.  Common 

concerns about specialty certification included 

limited mobility among specialties; additional 

requirements, time, and cost of certification; and loss 

of the original PA/physician model.  In terms of 

gender, males tended to view specialty certification 

less favorably than females.  This may also be 

attributable to the fact that 64% of the respondents 

were female.  Younger PAs were less knowledgeable 

about specialty certification; this may simply be 

because older PAs have more experience in the 

profession and may be more likely to anticipate how 

specialty certification may impact the profession.  

Likewise, in evaluating the number of years the 

respondents spent in their respective area of practice, 

more experienced PAs may be more aware of how 

specialty certification may impact practice.  In terms 

of practice type, non-primary-care PAs did not think 

specialty certification would increase their salary or 

affect the PA profession, but were more likely to be 

ready to become specialty certified.  The latter issue 

is not surprising, as primary care PAs would not be 

eligible to be specialty certified as originally 

proposed by the NCCPA.  It is interesting, however, 

that although primary care PAs tended to believe that 

certification may increase salaries, they also 

perceived that it would lead to the undoing of the PA 

profession.  This may be the case because some 

primary care PAs may have chosen the generalist 

path because they believed it was the foundation of 

the PA profession and should be preserved as such, 

even at the cost of a lesser salary. 

 

 

3. Conclusions 

The study results describe a group of PAs in the 

United States, the majority of whom were aware and 

knowledgeable about specialty certification as 

originally proposed by the NCCPA.  Although most 

were aware of certification, a minority planned to 

obtain the certification if offered, and many viewed it 

as a potential barrier to moving among PA 

specialties. 

 

Table: 1 
Likert Scale Responses Regarding 

Certification(percent)(n=293) 

      Strongly Agree      Strongly 

Disagree 

                     1       2       3       4       5    

1. Know about certification              15.4   35.8    17.7    17.4   13.7  
2. Should be required for PAs            2.7     7.2    16.0     33.4   40.6 

3. Will increase PA salaries                3.1  15.7    37.2     25.9   18.1 

4. Will prevent movement                25.9   33.1    20.1    16.7     4.1 
    between specialties 

5. Gives competitive advantage         5.8   34.1    29.7     17.7   12.6 

6. Necessary for high standards         3.4   13.0    23.9     32.8   27.0 
7. Should expand to all                       7.8   18.1    19.1     24.9   30.0 

    specialties 
8. Should replace PANCE                  2.0     3.4    18.8     29.0   47.4 

9. Should replace PANRE                  5.8     7.5    25.9     23.5   37.2 

10. Will increase reimbursement       2.0   18.4     41.0    20.5   18.1   
11. Create barrier to practice            17.7   33.4    27.0    16.0      5.8 

12. Public expects certification          3.4     9.2     23.9    38.9   24.6 

13. Physicians support                        6.1   34.5    39.2    13.3     6.8      
      certification 

14. Create barriers to                        13.7   23.2    30.0     26.3     6.8 

      patient care 
15. May lead to undoing of              14.0   15.0    25.6     32.4   13.0   

     profession 

16. I am ready to be certifie             10.2   13.3    20.1     25.6   30.7   

*Percent columns may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

and respondent omissions 
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A Preliminary Investigation of Performances on Phonological  

Awareness Tests by Beginning Readers 
  

Mackenzie M. Poirier*, Courtney M. Becker & Christine E. Carney 

Faculty: Barbara W. Hodson 

 

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders 

Abstract. Phonological Awareness (PA) and Letter Knowledge skills in kindergarten are the two best predictors of 

literacy. A growing concern in this country regarding poor literacy skills has led to the publication of a number of PA 

tests in recent years. Data are lacking regarding comparison of these tests. This study was designed to compare 

performances of typically developing 5- and 6-year olds on three commonly used PA tests, Pre-Reading Inventory of 

Phonological Awareness, Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing, and Phonological Awareness Test-2nd ed., to 

determine the merits of each. The results of each test will be compared on this poster. 

 

1. Introduction  
Phonological awareness has been an area of extensive research in the last 40 years. Phonological awareness, defined 

as an individual‘s ability to manipulate sounds of spoken words (e.g. rhyming, syllable segmentation) independent 

of meaning, is the main focus of early literacy education. Through research, it has been determined that a child‘s 

vocabulary development, grammatical abilities, and understanding of phoneme manipulation (i.e., phonological 

awareness) greatly influence a child‘s reading and spelling development [1].  

A search of the electronic database CSA Illumina, using the keywords ―comparison‖ or ―comparing‖ ―phonological 

awareness tests,‖ retrieved no articles pertaining to the area of research. Using the ISI Web of Knowledge yielded 

the same results. Using the keywords, ―phonological awareness test comparisons,‖ to investigate past research using 

the search engine Google, however, brought up a small amount of related information. After reviewing the top 10 

articles, one was found to relate to this area of interest. In this study, the Yopp-Singer Test and the Task of Auditory 

Analysis Skills were used. Individual‘s scores were not comparable across tests [2]. Three more recently published 

tests, the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing ( CTOPP;[3]), the Pre-Reading Inventory of Phonological 

Processing  (PIPA; [4]), and the Phonological Awareness Test, 2
nd

 ed. (PAT-2; [5]), were selected for this 

investigation to provide information that could be helpful to practitioners in determining which test will meet their 

needs best. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

Children between the ages of 5:0 and 6:11 (years:months) participated in this study. They were selected to 

participate if their ages were appropriate and no special services were being received. Testing, which was completed 

on a single day, was conducted at the Evelyn Hendren Cassat Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic. The CTOPP, PIPA, 

and PAT-2 were used to assess the children‘s phonological awareness abilities. The tests were administered in a 

random order in a quiet room. Each child was given subtests in the order specified in the respective manuals. The 

results of each subtest were recorded for each child. Each test yielded raw scores and percentile scores. The CTOPP 

and PAT-2 also provided standard and age equivalent scores. The CTOPP also provided a grade equivalent score 

and a composite score. Scores for each test were obtained according to specifications in the respective manuals. 

There are major differences among the three tests in terms of variables assessed, scoring, methods, interpretations of 

data and outcomes. Findings from this study will be summarized on this poster. 

 

3. Conclusions 

The preliminary results indicate that these three phonological awareness tests are not comparable. Practitioners need 

to understand the strengths and limitations of each test prior to selecting a test to administer.  
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What Are Effective Strategies For Reducing Transition 

Between Activities? 

  

Janci Ramirez 

Faculty: Kay Gibson & Charlene Laramore 
 

 Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
 

Abstract.  The purpose of the study was to create more time for academic learning. The amount of time 

gained through successful procedures, in two different classrooms, with two different age groups of students 

reflected in this research. The research took place over a two week time period. The difference between 

kindergarten and 5
th

 grade students were compared. The kindergarten class room was very diverse in gender, 

ethnicity, socioeconomically, and academically. The 5
th

 grade class consisted of only 5 students with less 

diversity. There are pre and post intervention findings in each grade level. An increase of twenty five 

minutes a day towards instruction time was the result of this action research. 

 

 

1. Introduction (Describe your idea) 

In a classroom setting the amount of time that is unnecessarily taken away from student learning due to improper 

transitioning produces a lack of teaching fluidity. As I started this project the main focus was finding new strategies 

that would cut down transition time. What I discovered was a flawed academic approach. I needed procedures not 

new strategies. ―A smooth-running classroom is the responsibility of the teacher and the result of the teacher‘s 

ability to teach procedures.‖ [1]. It is important to establish rules based on the age of the student‘s and where they 

are developmentally [2]. ―There is no doubt that more learning occurs in a well- managed classroom than in an 

unruly one‖. [3]  Thus, a well-managed classroom promotes efficiency, continuity, and enhanced student learning.  

Furthermore, developing and instilling a consistent and timely routine for students strengthens classroom procedures 

with clarity.  ―A routine is what the student does automatically, without prompting or supervision. Thus a routine 

becomes a habit, practice, or custom for the student.‖ [1] Therefore, transition is not only a powerful occurrence but 

it also dictates the entire learning environment for the students. The idea came from the lack of order in two 

classrooms, my colleague and I thought it would be interesting to compare my kindergarten class and her fifth grade 

class.  It was difficult arriving at class each day knowing the realization of lost instructional time due to the lack of 

procedures in place. After collaborating we both agreed that we lost time in between activities as well, whether it 

was going to a special or just transitioning to a new subject in the classroom.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance (Describe how you developed your idea) 

 

Three procedures were implemented in the classroom to promote and establish smooth transitioning. These include: 

arrival and organization (come in choose milk stick, put folder in cubby, put away backpacks, sign in, and do 

activity that is out on desks.), group activities (whole group encourages all members of the table to quiet down and 

earn a slice of pizza to put the whole puzzle together), and line-up and walking to new activities (line up in ABC 

order, put hands on hips, voices off, and eyes on the person in front of them). All of the charts indicate the results 

found pre-assessment and post-assessment. The student‘s performance was observed daily at various times 

throughout, but was recorded on two different dates for data. The new procedures were ongoing through the entire 

action research project time period. They are also being implemented currently in the classroom. Both classes had 

significant amount of time gained.  It was found that we could not compare the classes due to the difference in age 

appropriate expectations, but we were able to both have positive results, cooperative learning was taught to the 

student‘s through one of the procedures and it proved to be successful. The student‘s understood working 

individually as well as with others. 
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Lining up and transitioning to new activities 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Individual students lining up and do all three tasks pre-procedures and post-procedures. 

Figure 2. Individual students entering and exiting room pre and post procedures. 
 

3. Conclusions 

 

Once the new procedures were implemented and established the classroom as a whole had more learning time, less 

disturbances, and better classroom management. Fifteen minutes were gained with  the arrival and organization 

procedure, 5 minutes were gained with the collaborative procedure, and 5 minutes were gained with the lining up 

and transitioning procedure. An increase of twenty five minutes a day towards instruction time was the result of this 

action research. That is a significant gain in time saved. Procedures are essential in any classroom setting to instill 

structure, and allow the proper amount of time dedicated towards learning.  An efficient and timely learning 

environment is a critical role in the development and guidance of each student‘s education.  

 
[1] Harry Wong, R. W. (1998). The First Days of School. Mountain View, California: Harry K. Wong Publications Inc. 
[2] Marzano, R., Gaddy, B., Foseid, M., Foseid, M., & Marzano, J. (2005). A handbook for classroom management that works 

[3] Paterson, K. (2005). 55 teaching dilemmas: Ten powerful solutions to almost any classroom challenge. Ontario: Stenhouse. 
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Woody Plant Expansion in the Chautauqua Hills, KS: A Regional 

Assessment of Historical Change 
  

Thomas R. Rogers 

Faculty: Leland F. Russell 
  

Department of Biology 

 

Abstract. Woody plant expansion into grasslands and savannas is a globally occurring phenomenon that has 

considerable economic and socio-cultural impacts.  I use a multi-site historical study to quantify age structures of 

Quercus marilandica (Blackjack Oak) and Quercus stellata (Post Oak) from four discrete Cross Timbers stands in the 

Chautauqua Hills Region of southeast Kansas.  My objectives are to determine when expansion occurred and from 

which landscape position oaks have expanded. Finally, I examine how timing and spatial patterns of expansion differ 

between species in the White and Red Oak subgenera.  Preliminary data from the first site indicates an even-aged stand 

structure, represented by a normal distribution among age classes. Mean age for Post and Blackjack oak are 34 and 42 

respectively and, maximum ages are 70 and 82 respectively. The relationship between tree age and landscape position 

was assessed by using slope position categories (mid-slope, ridge, and drainage) and slope steepness (degrees).  There 

was no significant relationship between these two categories and tree age.  However, sampling three more sites will 

provide further insight into the effect of landscape position on the two oak species in the Chautauqua Hills, KS. and 

should reveal any regional patterns that exist. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

Woody plant expansion (WPE) is a globally occurring phenomenon, found in a diverse array of grassland 

and savanna ecosystems [2].  WPE has increased substantially within the last 50-300 years [1] and can have 

profound economic and ecological impacts including reduced forage production for livestock, declines in 

biodiversity and changes in hydrological and biogeochemical processes [1]. Virtually every region in the United 

States has been affected by WPE, but particularly montane grasslands, savannas of the desert Southwest, and the 

Great Plains [3].    

Land managers in southeast Kansas have become increasingly aware of WPE and many are contemplating 

or have already begun savanna ―restoration‖ projects [5] These projects usually include reintroducing fire, and  

mechanical tree thinning. Attempts to restore historical tree communities should use dendrochronological data to 

define the restoration goals. Stahle et al. [4] found that some Post oaks in the Chautauqua Hills are older than 250 

years.  However, this data was collected for the purpose of climate reconstruction, and sampling was focused on 

older larger trees.  In my study, I quantify age structures of Blackjack Oak and Post Oak to determine when oak 

populations expanded, to identify possible causes of oak expansion and to determine landscape position of old trees 

and, hence, from where oak populations expanded. 

 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

The criteria used to select study sites were 1) presence of both Q. marilandica and Q. stellata and 2) lack of 

dense tree cover in GLO records from the 1800‘s.  Four sites were selected: Cross Timbers State Park, Fall River 

State Lake, Woodson State Fishing Lake and Stotts‘ Ranch.  The point-quarter method of sampling will be used to 

sample trees in one woodland at each site.  My sample size at each site will be 80 trees per species.   

 For each tree sampled, I measured the diameter of each tree at its base and at breast height (dbh); extracted 

an increment core from the base of trees ≥10cm dbh; recorded GPS coordinates, and slope position category (ridge-

top, mid-slope, or drainage); measured slope steepness at the base of each tree using a clinometer, and recorded the 

compass direction (aspect) that each slope is facing. All of these steps enable me to create age and size structures of 

for each oak species in individual woodland patches, and to examine correlations between tree age or size and  

topographic variables (e.g., slope steepness, aspect and slope position). 

 Increment cores were allowed to dry for >96 hrs whereupon they were mounted and sanded.  Cores were 

analyzed using visual cross-dating techniques and checked using the computer programs CDendro and COFECHA.  

These programs are used to eliminate age specific growth rates and to detect missing or false rings.  Cross-dated 

cores will be used to create age structures at the four respective sites, which will translate into a master chronology 

providing useful reference information for future conservation and restoration efforts in the region.  
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To this point, one site (Stotts‘ Ranch)   has been completely sampled and analyzed.  Age structures (Fig. 1) 

for both species appear to be even-aged, represented by a normal distribution.  Mean ages for Blackjack and Post 

Oak are 45 (SE 2.1) and 40 (SE 2.1), respectively; the oldest individual of each species was 82 and 74, respectively.  

The majority of recruitment of both species occurred 40- 50 years ago.  This recruitment episode coincides with the 

drought of 1962-1972 which was followed by unusually high precipitation in 1973.   McPherson (1997) suggested 

that periods of drought followed by large precipitation events, leads to the increased recruitment of woody plants. 

This is particularly true of Blackjack and Post Oak, the two most drought tolerant species of all the oaks. Further, the 

Stotts family heavily grazed their ranch until approximately 1970. Years of heavy grazing, coupled with a regional 

fire suppression strategy, and large fluxes in precipitation are believed to be the primary causes of WPE at this site.  

Two-way ANOVA will be used to determine the effects of landscape position on tree species and tree age, and it 

will provide further insight into the conditions that are historically correlated with WPE.    

 
 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

  

 

 

 

The Stotts‘ ranch is one of four sites to be sampled in the Chautauqua Hills in southeast Kansas.  Although this stand 

appears to be even-aged for both Post Oak and Blackjack Oak species, I believe that stands at other sites will be 

uneven, indicated by an over representation of older age classes as compared to a normal distribution.  Stahle [6] 

found Post oaks ≥250 yrs. within the region.  I believe these older trees are savanna remnants which, through 

autogenic succession, served as the points of WPE following European settlement in the mid- 1800‘s.   
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Traumatic Hypopharyngeal Perforation from Football Helmet 

Chinstrap: A Case Report 
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Faculty: Sue Nyberg 
Department of Physician Assistant 

 

 

Abstract.  Hypopharyngeal perforations are a rare 

but potentially serious injury.  These injuries 

typically present with significant superficial trauma 

or are often seen in very violent injuries such as 

motor vehicle accidents.  Due to the serious nature of 

these injuries and the complications that can arise, 

such as infection, sepsis, and death, prompt and 

proper diagnosis is key for a good prognosis.  This 

case report describes a very unusual case of a 

hypopharyngeal perforation that was caused by a 

dislodged chinstrap from a football helmet 

 

1. Case Report 
 

An 18-year-old male presented to a local ED 

following a high school football game.  He 

complained of hoarseness and difficult, painful 

swallowing. He stated that during the game he was 

hit in the facemask of his helmet twice during the 

same play.  After the first hit the chinstrap of his 

helmet became dislodged posteriorly under his chin, 

with the second hit to his facemask he felt his 

chinstrap tighten under his chin and experienced pain 

in his anterior neck.  He continued to play the 

majority of the game but began to notice increased 

shortness of breath, odynophagia, and hoarseness.  

He was transferred to a Level I trauma center for 

further evaluation.  Initial examination revealed a 1 

cm midline laceration on the patient‘s chin, mild soft 

tissue swelling of the neck, stable vital signs, and 

clear breath sounds bilaterally.  The cervical spine 

was non-tender to palpation with full range of 

motion.  Cervical radiographs revealed air in the 

prevertebral soft tissues posterior to the hypopharynx.  

CT of the neck was then performed which showed an 

irregularity of the posterior hypopharyngeal wall and 

extensive air in the soft tissues of the neck.  A 

subsequent fluoroscopic swallow study confirmed the 

diagnosis of a posterior hypopharyngeal perforation.  

The patient was kept NPO and treated conservatively 

with antibiotic therapy.  Subsequent fluoroscopic 

swallow studies showed no contrast extravasation 

into the retropharyngeal tissues confirming a healed 

lesion approximately 10 days later.  One year after 

the injury the patient continues to do well. 

 

2. Discussion 

 

Hypopharyngeal perforations are a rare occurrence 

with most cases resulting from penetrating trauma or 

iatrogenic causes, rarer etiologies include penetration 

from ingested foreign bodies and postemetic 

perforation [1]. Blunt trauma is responsible for less 

than 2% of hypopharyngeal perforations with most 

resulting from acceleration-deceleration injuries or 

from blunt trauma directly to the neck [2,3]. 

Perforations are likely to occur at the 

hypopharyngeal-esophageal junction in a region of 

anatomic weakness known as Killian‘s dehiscence 

which consists solely of mucosa and serosa.  This 

area‘s weakness is attributable to the absence of the 

longitudinal muscle fibers of the inferior pharyngeal 

constrictor [4].  The most commonly postulated 

mechanism of perforation from blunt trauma is 

cervical hyperextension with compression of the 

larynx against the vertebral bodies [6]. Various other 

mechanisms have been thought to contribute to these 

injuries, such as, barometric perforation 

(hyperextension of the neck with a closed airway 

combined with forced exhalation), hypertrophic 

anterior cervical osteophytes, and fracture of the 

hyoid [4,6,7].
 
Although these injuries are rare, they 

can have significant consequences including 

infection, sepsis, and death with a 92% mortality rate 

in unrecognized injuries [3]. Thevasagayam et al. [8] 

believe that ―morbidity and mortality are directly 

related to delays in diagnosis and treatment.‖  

Therefore, a high index of suspicion along with 

prompt diagnosis and treatment are necessary for 

successful outcomes.  

 According to Smith et al. [9] common 

symptoms that should indicate hypopharyngeal injury 

to providers include:  subcutaneous emphysema, 

chest or neck pain, odynophagia, dysphagia, 

dysphonia, and hemoptysis.  In addition, Goudy et al.
 

[3] suggests that, ―the presence of hoarseness or 

stridor is an important indicator of potential upper 

aerodigestive tract injury when concomitant 

emphysema is present.‖
 

 Symptoms of a 

hypopharyngeal perforation may be obvious and 

present immediately following injury, but can often 

present with an insidious nature.  Thus, a high level 
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of suspicion and the use of diagnostic studies are 

crucial in the diagnosis of a hypopharyngeal 

perforation.
 

[9]. Gill et al. [10]
 

 described the 

difficulty in diagnosing aerodigestive tract injuries 

because many of the clinical signs and symptoms
 
are 

non specific to hypopharyngeal or esophageal 

injuries and may be present with a pneumothorax or 

following the traumatic placement of nasogastric 

tube.
 

Radiographs of the chest and lateral cervical 

spine that demonstrate free air are sufficient to 

diagnose a hypopharyngeal perforation [3]. 

Visualization of the perforation through endoscopy 

can be confirmatory and is recommended for the 

evaluation of the esophagus and pharynx. [11]. 

Contrast radiographs are very sensitive and can also 

confirm a hypopharyngeal perforation [3].  However, 

barium can cause iatrogenic damage if a perforation 

is present, therefore a water-soluble contrast should 

be used.  If this is negative, but the level of suspicion 

remains high, a barium contrast study can then be 

performed [1]. CT can be utilized and provides the 

provider with the precise location of a perforation.  

When all other studies are negative, but a 

hypopharyngeal perforation is still suspected, CT 

should be performed  

The management and treatment of 

hypopharyngeal perforations vary depending on the 

severity of the injury.  While this has been a 

controversial issue, it is now commonly accepted that 

perforations smaller than 2 cm can be successfully 

treated non-operatively with broad-spectrum 

antibiotics, NPO status, and parenteral nutrition with 

follow-up studies; perforations 2 cm and larger are 

typically treated surgically [3,5].
 
 Baum et al. [13] 

suggest that patients respond better to conservative 

treatment when:  the injury was discovered quickly, 

were initially asymptomatic, had not received 

anything orally since the injury, and did not have 

esophageal obstruction distal to the perforation.  

Other factors to consider for conservative 

management are the degree of extravasation of 

contrast media and the presence of systemic 

symptoms.  Research supports an 80% success rate of 

nonoperative treatment when these factors are 

considered [11].
 

 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

Hypopharyngeal perforations secondary to 

blunt trauma are uncommon.  The unique mechanism 

of injury seen in this case demonstrates the need for a 

high level of suspicion when assessing a patient with 

pertinent symptoms.  Hypopharyngeal perforations 

are associated with morbidity and mortality if not 

recognized early and treated properly and promptly. 
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Abstract. To tackle engineering design problems engaging both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, Reliability-Based Design 

Optimization (RBDO) has been integrated with Bayes Theorem, referred to as Bayesian RBDO. However, Bayesian RBDO 

becomes expensive when employing the First- or Second-Order Reliability Methods for reliability predictions. This paper 

proposes an Adaptive Response Surface Method (ARSM) for efficient Bayesian reliability analysis and design optimization. The 

ARSM integrates the iterative design optimization process with the local response surface methodology through an adaptive 

sampling scheme. Through this integration, the information for reliability analysis generated at early design stages can be used 

adaptively to construct local response surfaces for later design iterations. Thus, the computational efficiency of the Bayesian 

RBDO can be improved as substantially fewer experiments are required in the overall design process. The proposed methodology 

is demonstrated with a ground vehicle lower control arm design case study. 

1. Introduction to Bayesian RBDO 
 

Practical engineering analysis and design problems involve both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties for their 

random inputs, such as geometric tolerances, material properties, loads, etc. To tackle the design problems engaging 

both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, Bayesian RBDO has been developed [1] and formulated as 
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where PB(Gi(Xa,Xe;d)≤0) =Ri
B
(Xa,Xe;d) is the Bayesian reliability where Gi(Xa,Xe;d)≤0 is defined as a safety event; 

C (Xa, Xe a and Xe are the aleatory and epistemic 

random vectors, respectively; t is a prescribed target reliability index; and np, nd, na, and ne are the numbers of 

probabilistic constraints, design variables, aleatory random variables, and epistemic random variables, respectively. 

Bayesian reliability analysis engages reliability and its sensitivity analyses repeatedly on every epistemic sample 

points. Thus, Bayesian RBDO could become expensive for iterative design process. The rest of this paper presents 

an adaptive response surface methodology (ARSM) for efficient Bayesian reliability analysis. The following section 

details the ARSM method with a ground vehicle lower control arm design case study.   

2. Adaptive Response Surface Method for Bayesian RBDO  

 

The adaptive response surface method (ARSM) proposed in this paper integrates the iterative design optimization 

process with the local response surface methodology through an adaptive sampling scheme. The ARSM stores the 

performance responses of the probabilistic design constraints obtained through the experiments or simulation study 

into a reference database. This database consists of a set of reference points and at these reference points the 

performance responses of each design constraints. The reference database will facilitate the development of local 

response surfaces, and through the iterative design process it will be updated and gradually expanded as more 

experiments are carried out. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the ARSM for Bayesian reliability analysis. As shown 

in the figure, the process starts when Bayesian reliability analysis at the design point X is required by the Bayesian 

RBDO process. The ARSM will first search the reference database for existing local reference points. The reference  
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point search will be carried out through calculating the 

Euclidean distances between references points and the 

design point, and those reference points that have distances 

less than a critical value, rc, will be included as local 

reference points. If total number of local reference points is 

less than a critical value Nc, necessary design experiments 

or simulations will be carried out to obtain the performance 

response and the reference database will be updated. If the 

total number is greater than Nc, all local reference points 

will be used to construct a local response surface to 

approximate the performance response for X. The response 

surface will be validated through K-Fold cross validation 

with a critical value errc for the approximation accuracy. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the developed ARSM integrates the 

iterative design optimization process with the local 

response surface methodology through an adaptive 

sampling scheme. Through this integration, the information 

for reliability analysis generated at early design iterations 

can be used adaptively to construct local response surfaces for later design iterations and the K-fold cross validation 

can be used to assure desired approximation accuracy. Thus, efficiency of the Bayesian RBDO can be improved as 

substantially fewer experiments are required in the design process.  

The developed ARSM for Bayesian RBDO is applied a 

ground vehicle lower control arm design case study. 

Vehicle suspension systems experience intense loading 

conditions throughout their service lives. Control arms act 

as the back-bone of suspension systems, where the majority 

of the loads are transmitted through. Therefore, it is crucial 

that control arms be highly reliable, while remaining cost 

effective. Bayesian RBDO is applied to the low control arm 

design optimization. As shown in Fig.2, the loading 

variables Fx to Fz are considered to be epistemic whereas 

the thickness variables of 7 constituent pieces of the arm are 

considered as aleatory variables.  The Bayesian RBDO is 

carried out once with the ARSM and once without ARSM for this case study. The results of optimum designs are 

shown in Table 1. The results indicate that the developed ARSM can substantially improve the efficiency of 

Bayesian RBDO by reducing the function evaluations from 4032 times to 2117 times while remaining its high 

accuracy. 

Table1:  Bayesian RBDO results for ground vehicle lower control arm 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

This paper presented an adaptive response surface methodology for efficient Bayesian reliability analysis and design 

optimization. The ARSM integrates the iterative design optimization process with the local response surface 

methodology through an adaptive sampling scheme. Through this integration, the information for reliability analysis 

generated at early design stages can be used adaptively to construct local response surfaces for later design 

iterations. As demonstrated by the vehicle lower control arm design case study, the efficiency of the Bayesian 

RBDO process can be substantially improved by employing ARSM for Bayesian reliability analysis. 
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Fig.1:  Adaptive response surface method 
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Does Productivity Matter? An Investigation of Habitat Use by Insect 

and Small Mammal Herbivores in a Grassland System 
  

Suvidha S. Samant 

Faculty: Gregory R. Houseman 
Department of Biological Sciences  

 

 

Abstract. Although some ecological theory predicts that herbivore density should increase with plant quality or 

biomass, few studies have directly measured the response of grassland herbivores to changes in plant production. In this 

study, we experimentally manipulated plant biomass by fertilizer addition and measured density and diversity of small 

mammals and insects (primarily Rodentia and Orthoptera). A total of 245 small mammals representing 9 species were 

captured during the study but three species (Peromyscus leucopus, Peromyscus maniculatus, and Sigmodon hispidus) 

comprised 82% of all captures.  In general, the density of the rodent community was higher in fertilized than in 

unfertilized plots. Additionally, we detected an effect of increased plant biomass on total rodent mass. The body mass of 

S. hispidus was higher in the fertilized than in unfertilized plots but no effect was observed for the P. leucopus. For 

insect herbivores, grasshopper biomass as well as density was higher in fertilized than unfertilized plots. Because 

fertilization had weak effects on plant biomass, mammal and grasshopper populations may be more sensitive to changes 

in plant quality than quantity. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Insect and mammal herbivores may have important effects on plant biomass and diversity, but it is unclear how the 

density and diversity of these herbivores may vary with plant production. In grasslands, herbivores may prefer high 

production because of increased biomass or nutrient content in plant tissues. However, increased plant production 

can reduce plant diversity, which may reduce the diversity of food resources available to herbivores. In addition, 

predation risk may also change with plant production.  For example, increased production may decrease predation 

by avian predators.  Due to lack of experimental evidence available, I conducted a field experiment testing whether 

herbivore biomass and density varied with manipulated soil fertility (increased plant production). 
 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

The experiment included sampling plant biomass, small mammals and insect populations in plots (30 x 30 m) with 

or without fertilizer addition. We established six pairs of plots which were assigned to either fertilized or unfertilized 

treatments. Urea-based nitrogen fertilizer was applied in late spring from 2005-8 and a slow release 20-10-3 NPK 

(Professional turf fertilizer, Howard Johnson‘s Enterprises, Milwaukee Wisconsin) thereafter both at a target rate of 

12 g m
-2

 yr
-1

. 

 

Small Mammal Sampling 

Monthly trapping was used to quantify the population densities of small mammals. Four Sherman live traps (762 x 

889 x 305 mm) and two pitfall traps (plastic buckets of 60-L volume, 402 mm diameter at the top, 332 mm diameter 

at the bottom, and 540 mm depth) were placed in each plot. Trapping was conducted every 4-6 weeks from 

November 2009 until October 2010. During each sample period, traps were set and checked on 3 consecutive 

mornings (within 3-4 hours of dawn or dusk) and the 2 intervening afternoons (Brady and Slade, 2001).  All 

individuals were marked with a numbered ear tag (Monel #1, National Band and Tag Co., Newport, Kentucky) and 

were released at the location of capture immediately following data collection. At each capture, identification 

number, location, species type and weight was noted. Between trapping sessions, traps were decontaminated with a 

bleach solution (Yunger and Randa, 1999). 

Insect Sampling  

Insects were sampled within each experimental plots using sweep netting and D-vac along three transects per plot.  
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The density of the rodent community was found to be marginally higher in the fertilized rather than unfertilized 

plots, indicating that the mammals used the fertilized more than the unfertilized plots (t = 2.31; P = 0.06; Fig. A). 

Also, when mass of small mammals was combined, there was a significant interaction between fertilization and time 

(F6, 60 = 2.63; P = 0.03; Fig. B). For insect herbivores, grasshopper density was higher in fertilized plots (F1, 5 = 

12.31; P = 0.01; Fig. C) but only in July (F2, 18 = 7.18; P = 0.005). Additionally, the total grasshopper mass was 

higher in fertilized plots (F1, 5 = 8.41; P = 0.03; Fig. D) but only in August (F2, 20 = 3.24; P = 0.06). 

 

3. Conclusions 

This study showed that manipulation of soil fertility may play an important role in the choice of habitats by 

herbivores, which may impact the entire food chain. Because fertilization had weak effects on plant biomass with 

only 24% increase in plant biomass achieved in fertilized plots, mammal and grasshopper populations may be more 

sensitive to changes in plant quality than quantity. 
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Primary vs. Metastatic Mucinous Adenocarcinoma of the Skin: 

a Case Report and Discussion of Immunohistochemical 

Techniques 

  

Lidia S. Schettle 

Faculty: Lucas R. Williams 
 

Department of Physician Assistant 
 

Abstract. Background: Primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin is a rare malignant sweat gland tumor, which is 

difficult to distinguish from metastatic adenocarcinoma. Purpose:  Describe a case of mucinous adenocarcinoma of the 

scalp and discuss the usefulness of immunohistochemical techniques in the diagnosis of primary vs. metastatic 

mucinous adenocarcinoma. Case Report: A 58 year old female presented with a cyst on her scalp, which was initially 

diagnosed as a metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma. After radiological evaluation the malignancy was determined to 

be a primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the scalp. Treatment included wide excision and radiation therapy with no 

recurrence or metastasis on follow up. Conclusion:  This case report describes challenges in the diagnosis of primary 

vs. metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin. 

1. Introduction  
 

Primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin is a rare subtype of malignant sweat gland tumor first described by 

Lennox et al. in 1952 [1]. This tumor has a benign appearing clinical presentation and runs an indolent course. The 

differential diagnoses include: epidermal inclusion cyst, lipoma, hemangioma, cystic basal cell carcinoma, 

melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and most importantly metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma. Mucinous 

adenocarcinomas that most commonly exhibit cutaneous metastasis are breast, gastrointestinal (GI) tract, lung, 

ovary and prostate malignancies [2]. Since primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin has a more favorable 

clinical outcome than metastatic lesions, it is not only important to identify mucinous adenocarcinoma as a possible 

malignancy, but also to determine if this is a primary neoplasm or a cutaneous metastasis from a primary tumor.  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

Case Report: A 58 year old Caucasian female was seen in the dermatology clinic with a complaint of a ―bump‖ on 

her head. The lesion presented as a 2 to 3 cm nodular cyst in the left parietal region of the scalp. The patient denied 

any pain, headaches, fever, chills, night sweats, numbness, weakness, paresthesias or blurred vision. Past medical 

history included squamous cell carcinoma, gastroesophageal reflux, depression, osteoporosis, hyperlipidemia and 

osteoarthritis. Past surgical history included tonsillectomy. The patient‘s medications included esomeprazole 

(Nexium®) 40 mg once daily, paroxetine (Paxil®) 12.5 mg once daily, alendronate (Fosamax®) 70 mg once weekly 

and ezetimibe/simvastatin (Vytorin®)  10/20 mg once daily. She was allergic to sulfa agents, amoxicillin, celecoxib 

(Celebrex®) and rofecoxib (Vioxx®). Patient‘s family history was significant for a maternal aunt having colon 

cancer. Physical examination and review of systems were negative. The lesion was clinically diagnosed as a 

sebaceous cyst and the patient was told to monitor the lesion for any changes. The patient came back for further 

evaluation 15 months later. At that time she was still asymptomatic and no noticeable changes to the lesion 

occurred. At a follow-up appointment 18 months after the initial diagnosis, the patient reported increased swelling 

and redness, as well as tenderness to palpation. Skull radiographs were performed, which were grossly negative. At 

the next evaluation 20 months after the initial diagnosis, a biopsy of the lesion was performed and the pathology 

report identified the tumor as a mucinous adenocarcinoma. Differential diagnosis was that of metastatic mucinous 

adenocarcinoma. As the majority of cases of mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin are noted to be cutaneous 

metastasis from another site, such as breast, GI tract and lung, among other sites, investigations were initiated in 

search of a primary tumor. A computerized tomography (CT) scan of the chest, abdomen and pelvis was performed, 

which showed no evidence of occult mass pathology. Upper and lower GI series, positron emission tomography 

scan, mammogram and pelvic sonogram were all negative for a primary tumor. A wide excision of the lesion with 

sentinel lymph node biopsy was performed, which demonstrated clear excision margins and extensive sentinel 

lymph node, as well as perinodal involvement. Neoplasm closely approached the deep margin of excision, but did 

not appear to cross it. The specimen also tested estrogen and progesterone receptor positive. The patient received 
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regional radiation therapy and was started on tamoxifen. Follow up CT scans of the chest, abdomen and pelvis six 

months, one year and two years later showed no evidence of local or distant malignancy. 

Discussion: Clinical presentation of primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin varies. The most common 

manifestation is an asymptomatic, well circumscribed, cystic nodule with benign appearance [2]. When evaluating a 

patient for a possible primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin, a differential diagnosis of metastatic mucinous 

adenocarcinoma from a distant site cannot be excluded. Because the presence of metastatic lesions carries a less 

favorable prognosis and requires aggressive treatment, a correct diagnosis is crucial in preventing delay in 

implementation of appropriate evidence-based treatment protocols. Most common primary sites of metastasis 

include the breast, GI tract, lung and ovary.
 
Of these, mucinous adenocarcinoma of the breast most commonly 

resembles the tumor histologically [2]. 

Immunohistochemical Techniques: Studies have demonstrated that primary mucinous adenocarcinomas of the skin 

can demonstrate remarkably diverse morphology and can be morphologically indistinguishable from metastatic 

cutaneous neoplasms, especially mucinous adenocarcinomas of the breast [2]. Various immunohistochemical panels 

have been used by several authors in an attempt to accurately distinguish between primary and metastatic mucinous 

adenocarcinoma of the skin. Immunohistochemical markers used in previous studies included cytokeratin (CK) 20, 

myoepithelial cells, transcription factor p63, CK 5/6, CK 7 and human milk fat globulin (HMFG) [3]. To date, only 

positive staining for CK 20 has been a consistent indicator of metastasis from the GI tract. In contrast, the absence of 

CK 20 expression cannot reliably confirm diagnosis of primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin [3]. In 

addition, immunostaining for transcription factor p63, a newly discovered homolog of the p53 gene, is often positive 

in primary neoplasms and negative in metastatic lesions [4]. However, it may also be negative in primary mucinous 

adenocarcinoma, and therefore cannot be reliably used to discriminate between the two [3, 4]. Expression of other 

immunohistochemical markers, including CK 5/6, CK7 and HMFG so far has not been very promising in 

differentiating primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin from metastatic lesions, as these markers are often 

positive in both primary and metastatic lesions [3].
 
Despite some promising recent research, distinguishing primary 

mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin from a cutaneous metastasis remains a challenging task, complicated by the 

rarity of this tumor and unavailability of complete immunohistochemical data. At the same time, 

immunohistochemical profiles using multiple markers can be helpful in establishing a correct diagnosis and should 

be used in conjunction with other clinical information, including patient history, location of the lesion, and a careful 

workup to rule out cutaneous metastasis from another site.  

 

3. Conclusions 
 

Primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the skin is a rare malignant tumor of sweat gland origin. Because it occurs so 

infrequently, many health care providers may be unaware of this malignancy and its classical clinical presentation. 

Delays in diagnosis of this neoplasm can lead to local tissue destruction, regional lymph node invasion, and even 

distant metastasis. This case deserves attention not only for the rarity of the tumor, but also for the challenges in 

diagnosing primary vs. metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma, since both types of neoplasms share similar 

morphological presentation and several immunohistochemical markers. This case report also illustrates that the 

differential diagnosis of metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma can be ruled out only after careful investigation with 

the use of appropriate immunohistochemical panels, and extensive search for other possible primary sites utilizing 

relevant imaging techniques.  
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Abstract. This study focuses on developing a facilitative model of building and sustaining a community of practice (CoP) as 

well as the preservation of its domain knowledge within a complex system of systems. It examines complex organizations 

where problems are realized and solutions develop. As the life span of a project extends beyond that of the experts 

developing it, the traceability of the original systems concepts deteriorates. The approach is to capture the ontology 

dictionary through interviews with subject matter experts (SME) and literature reviews. This integrated information is 

analyzed through a graphical connectivity and centrality analysis. In conclusion, the emergent facilitative model can guide 

solicitation of tacit legacy knowledge and problem identification. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Globalization and data transmission technology has exponentially increased the criticality of systems engineering 

[1]. Agile product development and problem identification are proven sources for organization survival. System of 

systems is a complex ‗meta-system‘ that pools multiple independent functioning systems that have relationships and 

produces emergent functionalities and performances [2]. The methodology that addresses its issues is referred to as 

system engineering. The multi-dimensional and expansive interconnected complex network of entities challenges 

the flow of human cognitive analytical skill [3]. Hence, a mind map – a visual graphical tool, is used to map out the 

relationship of the ‗meta-system‘ as well as the synergy of the CoP. A key capability of CoP is to capture the tacit 

knowledge [4]. This soft tacit knowledge is the channel to close the gap in legacy domain knowledge of the complex 

system. The data from the mind map are exported to a database and will be used to form the system ontology 

dictionary and the structure for the facilitative model. 

 

2. Methods, Discussion, and Significance 

 

The desired outcome of this study is to model a bridge translating legacy knowledge into current state of the art 

problem solving engineering disciplines. This encompasses mining and preserving the reservoir of legacy domain 

information as well as the soft tacit knowledge. There are two stages involved in this study. 

First, the focus is to identify a group structure that strives to create knowledge and collaborate with SMEs. A series 

of team building and performance literature reviews were conducted. The key attributes and structures of effective 

teams or groups were documented in a mind map format as shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. A mind map from literature review of team/group formation 

 

The MESTT* program was used to convert the completed mind map to spreadsheet and then to database. The 

database was rationalized through an iterative review and edit process. It was to check for synonymity and similarity 

of concept in order to ensure the completeness of interconnectivities of entities. The graphic editor was able to 

generate different graphical views such as hierarchy, circularity, clustering and centrality based on the relationship 

of the entities. This was used to analyze the significant characteristics of team/group dynamics. The results 

determine which group or team is best for generating soft tacit knowledge [5] in a dynamic system of systems 

environment. 

Second, the interviews of SMEs were the knowledge elicitation process. Interviews were conducted of four different 

SMEs from different complex organizations where problems are realized and solved within the system of systems 
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[6]. A set of consistent questionnaires was used in this process of knowledge elicitation. Again, all the information 

was collected in mind maps and analyzed with yEd* graphical editor. A hierarchy view of the SMEs‘ characteristics 

and knowledge is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Hierarchical view of entities from the SMEs‘ interview. 

 

From the above studies and analysis, the group study yields the characteristics of common language, intervention, 

motivation, purpose, group processes, self-organization, connection, performance and negative effect. The emergent 

characteristics of all four SMEs are background, problem-solving and communication. The above emergent 

characteristics will form the basis for the facilitative model building. --- HOW? – in progress. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

The facilitative model will center on the development and sustaining of community of practice within the soft 

system of systems. It will be the foundation to move toward the dynamic legacy system to better define problems 

that are solvable. 
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* yEd: a free graph editor by yWorks. 
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Abstract.  The National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) has introduced a Driver 

Fatality Ratio (DFR), based on the Fatality Analysis 

Reporting System (FARS) and General Estimating System 

(GES) crash Involvement statistics, which has produced 

good estimates of the aggressive behavior of vehicles in 

crashes. The DFR proposed by NHTSA is based on the 

statistical data, which makes it difficult to evaluate DFR for 

other vehicle categories (e.g., crossovers, etc.), which are 

relatively new in the market as they do not have sufficient 

crash statistics. This research work proposes a new 

methodology based on computational reconstruction of 

impact crashes and objective measures to predict the DFR 

for any vehicle. The objective measures considered include 

the ratios of maximum intrusion, peak acceleration, and 

weight for the two vehicles in head-on collisions. Factors 

which directly influence fatal injuries to the occupants are 

identified and studied to develop a relation between these 

objective measures to the DFR. The proposed method is 

then validated for a range of Light Trucks and Vans (LTVs) 

against a passenger car, and is then used to predict the DFR 

of cross category vehicles. Factors which influence these 

objective measures in predicting the DFR are discussed. 

Results from this study indicate that the ratio of intrusions 

produces a better estimate of the DFR and can be utilized in 

predicting fatality ratios for head-on collisions. 

1. Introduction  
According to United States crash statistics, one third 

of all passenger cars in U.S. are LTVs and of all the 

vehicle collisions which occur in the US, over 50% 

accidents occur between LTVs and cars, out of which 

81% of fatal injuries are in passenger cars [2]. DFR is 

used to study the incompatibility between vehicles of 

specific category, which is based on FARS and GES.  

But the statistical data is not available for new cars 

and crossovers which motivated to do this research 

work to find out a way to predict the DFR of new 

vehicles. The statistical DFR for range of LTVs 

against passenger cars is 

 
. 

Fig 1. DFR for Frontal LTV to car 

crashes[1] 

The main idea behind this research is to calculate 

DFR in terms of factors which cause fatal injuries to 

the occupants. The approach used in this research for 

calculating DFR for specific vehicle category is to 

measure the ratio of major factors which influence 

the injury potential to the occupants in the collision. 

The incompatibilities between two vehicles directly 

lead to high intrusions and acceleration in smaller 

vehicle. These two factor along with weight factors 

for all the vehicle are assessed in frontal impact 

modes to find a correlation with the statistical Driver 

Fatality Ratio. By using the same target car 

(Passenger car) and varying the bullet car (each bullet 

car representing different class of LTVs) Ratio of 

intrusions, accelerations, Weight are measured. 

Figure 2 shows the FE models of the vehicles used in 

the research. 

 
 

 

Fig 2. Finite Element Models of Neon and S10 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and 

Significance  

Series of virtual crash tests are conducted by having a 

constant bullet car as dodge neon and varying the 

bullet car for range vehicles representing a range of 

LTV‘s, where both vehicles travelling at a speed of 

35mph. Intrusions and accelerations are measured 

and the corresponding ratios in comparison with 

statistical DFR are shown in table 1. 

 

Table1:Comparison of objective measures with 

statistical DFR 
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From the graphs and Tables presented, it can be 

inferred that the weight ratio of the vehicles involved 

in collision are completely different from the 

statistical DFR. With increase in weight of the 

vehicle, the stiffness incompatibility between 

vehicles is increasing in turn. These acceleration 

ratios are completely different from the DFR. The 

intrusion ratios at firewall, foot-well and A-pillar 

show correlation with the DFR. It can be observed 

from the table 1, in case I where the three 

incompatibilities (mass, stiffness and geometric 

incompatibilities) are within the acceptable range, the 

produced intrusion ratios completely coincide with 

the DFR. In case II, the A-pillar and foot-well 

intrusion ratios are in synchronization with DFR, but 

the firewall ratio is different from DFR because the 

frontal geometric structure of Dodge Caravan causes 

it to experience more intrusions on the firewall than 

Dodge Neon. In case III, because of high stiffness 

incompatibility of SUV the foot-well intrusions differ 

with DFR but the A-pillar and firewall intrusion 

ratios are almost the same as DFR. In case IV, the 

three incompatibilities are extremely high causing the 

under ride of the smaller car into bigger vehicle 

producing firewall and A-pillar intrusion ratios 

different from the DFR. The foot-well ratio though is 

similar to the DFR. In case V, the three 

incompatibilities are just enough to produce intrusion 

ratios at firewall, foot-well and A-pillar which 

coincide with the value of DFR. After validating the 

proposed methodology, the preceding vehicles 

representing different vehicle classes are selected and 

the validated methodology is applied on them to 

evaluate their DFR. Three vehicles selected are 

ToyotaRav4,ChevyC1500 and Ford Taurus 

representing a full-size car. Frontal crash simulations 

are conducted for these vehicles against a passenger 

car and the Summary of the objective measures in 

these cases are shown in table 2. 
Table 2:Summary of the objective measures 

 
By observing the above table we can say that the 

DFR of Toyota Rav4, Chevrolet C1500 and Ford 

Taurus are 1: 1.7, 1: 2.7 and 1: 2.2.  

3. Conclusions 

During the comparison of objective measures it was 

found out that, proposed methodology works 

differently for different vehicle combinations. When 

the three Incompatibilities (mass, stiffness and 

geometric) are within the acceptable range the new 

method of approach can directly approximate the 

DFR. During validation, it was observed that ratios of 

intrusions produced consistent results which were 

identical to statistical DFR values. After validation, 

the proposed method is used to evaluate DFR of 

Toyota Rav4 representing Compact SUV, Chevy 

C1500 representing light weight Pick-up and Ford 

Taurus representing Full-size car and predicted as 1: 

1.7, 1: 2.7, 1: 2.2. From the results discussed in this 

study, it can be concluded that ―Ratio of Intrusions‖ 

provides better estimate for the DFR when there is no 

under-ride of smaller car in to bigger vehicle and 

huge difference in stiffness. Ratio of Accelerations 

provides better results when the crash energy 

developed during collision is absorbed equally 

between cars involved in collision. This is possible 

only when two similar vehicles collide against each 

other. With introduction of composites it is unlikely 

that weight ratio can be used to predict DFR. DFR is 

difficult to estimate from the acceleration ratio since 

acceleration depends on the stiffness of the body.  

This method is accurate when there is no geometric 

incompatibility. By observing the intrusion ratio we 

can approximately predict the DFR of a vehicle 

during the design stage and make necessary changes 

to it to decrease the aggressive before it is sent out for 

production. 
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Throughout the last decade, the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (NYDOH) have 

launched numerous Public Service Advertisements (PSA) to curb the use of tobacco and consumption of ‗empty calorie‘ 

beverages. Numerous media outlets have referred to these campaigns and their images as impeding and ill-mannered, 

highlighting their existence as controversial from the onset. Previous literature indicates that controversial styles of 

advertising, specifically those using explicit means of communication, provoke psychological reaction and recall 

regarding the topic of the advertisement. This study uses a triangulated approach to data analysis in answering three 

research questions pertaining to media and consumer reactions through the rhetorical strengths featured in each of the 

campaigns. The results indicate that themes emerge between proponents and opponents of the campaign that justify the 

use of controversial styles in PSA; information recall, questioning of health practices and discourse as a solution. In 

conjunction with Althusser‘s (1971) Subject Positioning theory, each campaign‘s rhetorical strategy is found to be 

effective. Future research may capitalize on identifying scales of reaction and their consequent behavioral changes in the 

consumer.  

 

1. Introduction  
 

The 2009 Anti-Smoking and empty-calorie NYC public service advertisements (PSA) embody numerous 

characteristics of shock advertising; including an appeal to fear and personal identity (Dahl, 2003)[1]. Aside from 

the initial reactions of health scholars and journalists, the campaign has attracted little interest from communication 

specialists or advertising analysts in its short existence. The lack of scholarly inquiry into this campaign presents a 

justification for research on two levels: media influence on public health trends, and the affects of shock advertising 

strategies when employed by government entities. This study includes three tiers of cultural analysis (Kellner, 2001) 

in an attempt to uncover the production intent, image interpretation and consumer reactions surrounding this 

campaign. The first tier provides a background to the political economy or production process, meaning the 

campaign‘s innovation and development contextually (Kellner, 2001)[2]. The second tier analyzes the advertisement 

as an artifact in constant interaction with the public; this is done using an interpretive method of analysis often 

recurring in popular culture theory, Subject Positioning (Davies and Harre, 1990)[3]. The final tier, a content 

analysis of six news media sites, uses an emergent coding system to categorize audience reaction to the campaign 

(Frey, Botan, Friedman and Kreps, 1992)[4].  

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 

In completing the content analysis of the selected media examples, three themes emerged; anti-state, pro-

shock, and pro-health sentiment from consumers. Using Dahl‘s (2003) research as a comparative model, it was 

found that these thematic responses reflect what is a shock frame for advertising.  

Anti-State commentary was categorized by the use of demeaning or harsh language against the NYCDOH, 

United States Federal Government (USFG) and other state actors. After assigning derogatory commentary to this 

category a second wave of pro-state posts were assigned. An example of Anti-State sentiment emerges from Village 

Voice; 

―We thought we'd seen everything in the health-department scare ads department until Fork in the Road told us 

about the Department of Health's "Don't Drink Yourself Fat" poster, showing grisly lipids 'n' veins emanating from a 

thinly-disguised Coke bottle (Edroso, 2009)[5].‖ 

Using the terms ‗scare‘ and ‗grisly,‘ Edroso condemns the intent and aesthetic of the NYCDOH campaign while 

also using the term ‗disguised‘ to reveal the department‘s PSA as an attack on the beverage industry. An example 

from ‗City Room‘ conveys the same topic in a different attitude;  
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 ―I look forward to a day when the NYC public departments will remind me to wipe my own bum and chew with my 

mouth closed, don‘t take out the second mortgage, and look both ways before I cross the street. Life is mostly 

common sense and learning, why do we need the state or the city to tell us what to do (Chan, 2009)[6]?‖  

 The post by ‗Phishaw‘ identifies the campaign as an infringement upon citizen‘s rights, using the phrase 

‗why do we need the state‘ to express rejection of the campaign. Other articles were noted to be in support of the 

city‘s advocacy for health.  

  

Pro-Health commentary was also observed on the ‗City Room‘ forum. The following comment exemplifies 

both pro-shock sentiment and pro-health information.  

  ―Love the ad — and it will work. The gross-out ads from NYS really helped me quit smoking (smoke free 

since Jan. 1, 2006). These ads will help steer people toward better food choices (Chan, 2009).‖ 

 

Note that this commentator, ‗Nikola,‘ not only advocates the NYCDOH ‗fat‘ campaign but was also 

positioned subjectively by the department‘s anti-smoking campaign. This data suggests that the health campaigns 

are proactive and do so using shock strategies. A second comment assesses the health issues of NYC on a state 

policy level;  

―The ads attempt to educate the public – there is a huge cost to all of us in our rampant obesity (in the form of higher 

health insurance premiums and public medical bills) – so it makes sense to me for the state to encourage health in 

this way (Chan, 2009).‖  

The comment above positions the campaign as a form of public information with the purpose of combating 

high health costs. This sub-theme was continuously used by commentators on the ‗City Room‘ blog.  

Pro-Shock sentiment came in the form of rationalizing effectiveness. This means that commentary was 

suggestive of shock being more effective than informative PSAs. On example comes from the Adweek.com blog, 

Adfreak;  

―Who did this campaign? Wow this is absurdly disgusting and very effective, if you know that's what human fat 

looks like. But now that I know, if I see another one of these ads the visual will be branded in my head (Nudd, 

2009)[7].‖  

 This post, by Vanderleun, uses the terms ‗disgusting‘ and ‗effective‘ to describe the impact of the 

campaign. As outlined in the literature review of this study, the element of surprise is essential to shock strategies. 

Using the term ‗disgusting,‘ this commentator conveys an element of surprise while also rating the campaign as 

productive. The Vanderleun post also highlights an emerging sub-theme of the Pro-Shock category, recognition. 

Seven posts on the ‗City Room‘ forum, as well as Vanderleun‘s, remark on the ability of the audience to identify the 

liquid-like substance in the campaign poster as fat. Another commentator from the ‗City Room‘ states;  

―For the life of me, I couldn‘t tell that it was human fat, pouring out of that bottle; my first reaction was that the 

contents were being poured too fast (Chan, 2009)!‖ 

 These reactions suggest that the campaign may be ‗hit or miss‘ to an extent. In the comment above, the 

commentator positions themselves as rationalizing the speed of the pouring and not the content of the PSA. In the 

case that an audience member is not able to interpret the liquid as fat then subject positioning will be misplaced.  

 

3. Conclusions 

 

 The findings of this study suggest that more research is needed before concretely agreeing to the use of 

shock as a method for behavioral change via PSA. It can be suggested that consumers of these campaigns found the 

advertisements to be controversial, while some also indicate the advertisements to be accurate and necessary. It 

cannot be succinctly concluded that such campaigns produce significant decreases in their relative topics.  
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Abstract: Background: Peripheral neuropathy is a condition involving the nerves that carry information to and from the central 

nervous system. It is characterized by numbness, tingling, burning in the limbs, pain, and loss of sensation and muscle control. 

Diabetes mellitus is the most common cause in the United States. Two drugs recommended for treatment include gabapentin and 

pregabalin. Study purpose: To compare the efficacy of pregabalin to gabapentin in the treatment of peripheral neuropathy. 

Methods: An evidence based review was used to evaluate English language literature articles from 2003 to 2010. Expected 

results: Based on initial article reviews we expect to find that treatment of peripheral neuropathy with pregabalin is more 

efficacious than gabapentin in the treatment of peripheral neuropathy. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

Peripheral neuropathy is a condition characterized by the malfunctioning of the peripheral nerves. These nerves 

connect the skin, joints, muscles, and internal organs to the central nervous system. The disorder is characterized by 

numbness, tingling or burning in the hands and feet. It produces pain, loss of both sensation and muscle control. 

Diabetes mellitus is the most common cause of peripheral neuropathy and it is estimated that neuropathy affects 

about 30% of patients with diabetes mellitus [1], and approximately 2% of the population in the United States[2]. 

Treatment options are aimed at pain control or prevention of disease. Gabapentin is an antiepileptic drug that is 

widely used to treat painful neuropathies in patients with diabetic poly-neuropathy, post-herpetic neuralgia, and 

neuropathic pain in general. Pregabalin is a newer antiepileptic drug used for treatment of pain associated with 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) and post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN). Few comparisons have been done to study 

the efficacy of these drugs in the treatment of peripheral neuropathy. The purpose of this study is to conduct an 

evidence based systematic review to compare the efficacy of pregabalin and gabapentin in the treatment of 

peripheral neuropathy. 

 

2.  Study, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

A literature search for articles was performed using MEDLINE, CINAHL and Cochrane Library databases. Articles 

included were English language, randomized control trial articles dating from 2003-2010. The MeSH search terms 

included ‗neuropathic pain‘, ‗peripheral neuropathy‘, ‗gabapentin‘, and ‗pregabalin.‘ The articles were limited to 

randomized, double blind, placebo controlled clinical trials of pregabalin or gabapentin in the treatment of 

neuropathic pain.  Studies by Lesser et al. [3] Tolle et al.[4] Rosenstock et al.[5] Tarride et al.[6] and Rodriguez et 

al.[7] evaluated the efficacy and safety of pregabalin in the treatment of DPN. In each of these studies pregabalin 

was found to significantly reduce patients‘ pain scores when compared to placebo. The most common adverse 

effects were dizziness and somnolence. The efficacy and safety of pregabalin in the treatment of PHN was assessed 

in studies by authors Sabatowski et al.[8] Dworkin et al.[9] VanSeventer et al.[10] Toth et al.[11] Each of these 

studies found that pregabalin provided significant relief of symptoms when compared to placebo or gabapentin 

groups, with minimal adverse side effects. Most commonly occurring side effects were dizziness, somnolence, 

peripheral edema, headache, and dry mouth[8]. 

Tsavaris et al. [12] Sandercocck et al.[13] Ross et al.[14] compared the efficacy of gabapentin to placebo and all 

found that it was effective to treat neuropathic pain but Sandercock et al.[13] found that at doses required to treat 

DPN it had a high incidence of causing somnolence and dizziness. 

 

3. Conclusion 
 

Pregabalin‘s linear pharmacokinetics results in a predictable dose-response relationship which allows it to be 

adjusted to the target dosage more rapidly. Gabapentin‘s nonlinear pharmacokinetics results in decreasing 

absorption at higher doses and requires a long and slow adjustment to the effective dosage. Based on the studies in 

this review we found that pregabalin therapy is better tolerated with fewer adverse drug-related events, it is more 
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cost-effective than gabapentin, and can provide neuropathic pain relief in those patients who do not respond to 

gabapentin treatment. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of gabapentin and pregabalin. 

Structure    Gabapentin   Pregabalin 

Indicated for   PHN in adults   DPN,  PHN, seizures, fibromyalgia 

Bioavailability   27%-60%    90% 

Tmax (hrs)    2-3.2    1 
Potency    +    ++++++ 

t ½ (hrs)    6-8    5.5-6.7 

Plasma protein binding  < 3%    0 
Metabolism   None    None 

Route of administration  Oral    Oral  

Elimination   Renal (100% unchanged)  Renal (92-99%) 
Dosing Schedule   TID    BID/TID 

Controlled Substance   No    Schedule V 

Neuropathic pain dose  1800-3600 mg/day   150-600 mg/day 
Average cost per month  $188-$310    $164-$246 

 

PHN=Post herpetic Neuralgia; DPN= Diabetic peripheral neuropathy; BID = Twice a day; TID = Three times a day. 
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Abstract. Under current legislation, only certified physicians can prescribe buprenorphine for opioid addiction. Due to 

geographic maldistribution and the limited number of certified physicians, patients in rural areas may have to travel large 

distances to receive treatment. Allowing PAs to prescribe buprenorphine may provide treatment to a larger population. This study 

investigated Kansas PAs‘ interest in prescribing buprenophine for opioid addiction treatment and their opinions regarding 

legislative changes allowing PAs to prescribe buprenorphine. Surveys were sent to all practicing PAs in Kansas. Results were 

collected and analyzed in a non-identifiable format. The majority of respondents reported supporting legislative changes allowing 

PAs to prescribe buprenorphine for opioid addiction. Of those practicing in primary care, 29% reported interest in becoming 

certified. 

 
1. Introduction 

Opioid abuse is a major problem in the United States today. The 2006 National Survey on Drug Use and 

Health reported nearly 10% of the population aged 12 and over required treatment for drug or alcohol abuse[1]. 

Buprenorphine (Subutex®) and buprenorphine/naloxone (Suboxone®) are schedule III controlled substances 

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment of opioid addiction [1]. Therefore, they have 

less abuse potential than methadone (Schedule II medication), which is also used for addiction  treatment.  The Drug 

Addiction Treatment Act of 2000 allowed physicians, but not Physician Assistants (PAs) and Nurse Practitioners 

(NPs), to prescribe opioids for treatment of drug addiction[2]. Prior to this act, patients seeking treatment for opioid 

addiction were limited to federally-regulated inpatient treatment programs. Because buprenorphine treatment may be 

managed in an outpatient setting, daily visits to clinics and extended stays at treatment facilities may be eliminated. 

This allows patients more flexibility and  more control over their treatment[3].  

According to the Lexi-Comp Drug Information Handbook, ―Buprenorphine exerts its analgesic effect via 

high affinity binding to µ opiate receptors in the CNS [central nervous system][4].‖ Buprenorphine functions as a 

partial opioid agonist, mimicking natural opioids without exerting their full euphoric effect. Since buprenorphine has 

a higher affinity for µ receptor sites, it displaces full agonist opioids and blocks them from the binding sites[3]. The 

naloxone component in Suboxone® is used as a deterrent to keep addicts from crushing and injecting the tablets for 

an additional euphoric effect. Injection of Suboxone® will cause unpleasant withdrawal symptoms[5]. In an 

outpatient setting, Suboxone® is usually administered sublingually, minimizing withdrawal side effects of naloxone.  

Under current legislation, PAs cannot prescribe buprenorphine[2]. To become eligible to prescribe 

buprenorphine, board-certified physicians must take an eight hour training course. These physicians will obtain a 

special DEA number, allowing them to prescribe buprenorphine to a maximum of 30 patients[6]. After one year, 

physicians may apply for a waiver, permitting them to treat up to 100 patients at one time[1]. 

In Kansas, there are currently 46 physicians certified to prescribe buprenorphine and eight treatment 

facilities[1]. Because of the limited number of certified providers and their locations in primarily densely-populated 

areas, patients in rural areas of Kansas may have to travel long distances to receive treatment. The PA profession 

was initially created due to the shortage of physicians and the maldistribution of their geographic location and 

specialties[7]. Allowing PAs to prescribe buprenorphine would make treatment available to a larger population. 

Kansas legislators will be voting this year on amending the DATA 2000 which would allow PAs to prescribe 

buprenorphine.  

 

2. Study, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

 This study investigates Kansas PAs‘ interest in prescribing buprenophine for opioid addiction treatment and 

their attitudes and beliefs regarding legislative changes to permit PAs to prescribe buprenorphine. . E-mail addresses 

of all PAs practicing in Kansas were obtained from the Board of Healing Arts. Surveys were sent by 

surveymonkey.com to all practicing PAs in Kansas. A cover letter explaining buprenorphine‘s therapeutic uses and 

legal prescribing limitations was sent with the survey. The survey included questions concerning demographic 

information of survey participants as well as questions regarding perception of need for opioid addiction treatment 
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within their community and individual attitudes concerning obtaining certification to prescribe buprenorphine 

should legislation be changed permitting PAs to take on this responsibility. 

 Survey results were collected using surveymonkey.com in a non-identifiable format from December 2010 

to February 2011. Responses to questions regarding PAs‘ opinion were limited to ―yes,‖ ―no,‖ and ―unsure‖.  

Participants were encouraged to add additional comments to explain their choices. The survey proposal was 

submitted to the Wichita State University Review Board and approved prior to distribution.  

 Of the 615 e-mail recipients, 150 responded, a 24.4% response rate. Fifty-three percent of respondents 

believed that legislation should be changed to allow PAs to prescribe buprenorphine and 32% were unsure. Of the 

66 respondents practicing in primary care, 29% were interested in becoming certified if legislation was changed with 

15% being unsure and 50% believed there was a need for more certified buprenophine prescribers in their 

community, while 39% were unsure. Of those in primary care, 65% reported having to turn patients away or 

recommend another location for opioid addiction treatment. The average distance from their practice to the nearest 

certified provider site was 28.87 miles. Of those who practice in rural or frontier communities, the average distance 

was 42.6 miles, with more than one response of 150 miles. 

 Kansas PAs were expected to exhibit a significant interest in prescribing buprenorphine specifically for 

treatment of patients with opioid addiction. Should legislation be changed, they were also expected to be willing to 

take the required training. Survey results showed that PAs support efforts to make legislative changes possible. 

More than a fourth of the respondents in primary care would be willing to become certified, should legislation be 

changed. If PAs are permitted to take on this responsibility, it will provide more access to treatment resulting in 

better patient care. 

 Limitations of this study include a small survey population and a low survey response rate. A survey of 

PAs nationwide would be of greater benefit. We were unable to filter our contact e-mail addresses by specialty. 

Therefore, we surveyed PAs practicing in all specialties, and filtered the results by their self-identified specialty. 

This survey could be improved if only PAs practicing in primary care (excluding pediatrics) could be surveyed. This 

survey also does not take into account which certified providers have met the maximum amount of buprenorphine 

patients. Therefore, the closest distance to a certified buprenophine provider that PAs reported may actually be 

further if the closest provider is not accepting new patients. The survey did not take into account any possible 

negative aspects of potential changed legislation. 
 

3. Conclusions 

 This study showed the majority of Kansas PAs practicing in primary care believe that legislative changes 

should be made to allow PAs to prescribe buprenorphine. More than a fourth of the respondents in primary care 

would be willing to become certified, should legislation be changed. 
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Abstract.  Falls are a leading cause of injury and disability 

among older adults.  A systematic literature review of 

Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, CINAHL, and Internet was 

conducted to evaluate efficacy of rural, community-dwelling 

fall prevention programs.  Four studies focusing on different 

fall prevention programs were evaluated: 1) tai chi, 2) 

medication review, 3) program of education, exercise, home 

safety, and nutritional counseling, and 4) a comparison of 

education, home safety, and exercise. Two studies directly 

measured fall reduction, tai chi (no difference) and 

medication review (mixed results). All four demonstrated 

improvements in some fall risk factors.  These strategies may 

effectively reduce fall risk factors in the rural setting [Grade 

B].  Not enough evidence exists to make a recommendation 

regarding actual fall reduction.    

1.  Introduction  
Falls are the leading cause of injury-related deaths in 

older adults with more than 1/3 of adults ≥ 65 years 

falling annually.  The population of people over age of 

65 years is expected to double by the year 2030.[1]  As 

the percentage of older adults rises, so does the 

percentage of older adults living in rural areas.  The 

―aging‖ of these rural areas is due to aging-in-place, 

immigration of older adults from metropolitan areas, 

and outmigration of younger adults from rural 

communities.[2]  Despite these growing numbers, 

people residing in rural communities have fewer 

options and significantly more limited access to health 

care professionals and services.  
 

Four evidence-based strategies have been identified by 

the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) for the 

prevention of falls in older adults: 1) regular exercise, 

2) medication review, 3) home safety assessment and 

modification, and 4) vision screening.  Although 

effective, CDC recommended programs rely heavily on 

healthcare professionals for implementation.  About 

20% of the US population, more than 50 million 

people, live in rural areas, but only 9% of the nation‘s 

physicians practice in rural communities.[3]  As the 

health professionals shortage grows, fall prevention 

programs will be more difficult to implement in rural 

settings, although their necessicity will be increased.   

Study Purpose:  The purpose of this systematic review 

was to evaluate the efficacy of community-dwelling fall 

prevention programs located specifically in rural areas 

and identify effective strategies in these settings. 

 

2.  Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  

Methods:  A systematic literature review of the 

Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, CINAHL and the World 

Wide Web was conducted.  For inclusion, articles had 

to focus on or describe: 1) a home-based fall prevention 

program in a rural area (≤ 50,000 population); 2) an 

evidence-based element such as education, exercise, 

medication review, home safety, and/or vision 

screening; and 3) measures of effectiveness. Articles 

were excluded if not in English.  

Summary of Study 1 – Lin 2006 (level 3b) 

This was a case control study evaluating tai chi 

exercise.  Selected Taiwan villages received 

information on fall prevention via pamphlets and 

posters about exercise, walking aids, and home safety 

and offered free daily tai chi classes.  Of the 472 adults 

≥ 65 years, 88 participated in the tai chi classes.  The 

control group (n=728) lived in villages that did not 

receive this education or offer free classes.  A non-

significant drop in falls was observed among the tai chi 

group (RR 1.16). Tai chi did improve balance (p<0.04, 

95%CI=0.2 to 3.4).  However, improvements in gait 

and fear of falling were not significant. [4]  

Summary of Study 2 – Weber 2008 (level 1b) 

This multi-center control trial randomized by clinic site 

focused on medication review and adjustment via an 

electronic medical record (EMR).  Study participants 

included 620 rural community-dwelling patients ≥ 70 

years old at risk for falls based on age and medication 

use.  Of the 18 clinic sites included, 15 received the 

intervention and three served as controls.  Either a 

geriatrician or pharmacist reviewed each patient‘s EMR 

focusing on the use of psychoactive drugs, 

polypharmacy, and inappropriate dosages.  Potential 

medication issues were communicated to the patient‘s 

physician.  Patients were contacted to obtain self-

reports of falls at 3-month intervals over the 15-month 

study period.  The intervention did not significantly 

reduce the total number of medications; however there 

was a significant negative relationship between the 

intervention group and total number of medications 

started during the study (p<.01, regression estimate -

0.199) and the number of new psychoactive 

medications (p<.05, regression estimate -0.204).  The 

impact of the intervention of falls was mixed.  The 

intervention group was found to be 0.38 times as likely 

to have ≥ 1 fall as compared to the control group 

(p<.01, OR 0.38) according to EMR.[5] 

Summary of Study 3 – Yates 2001 (level 1b) 

This randomized control trial evaluated a multifactorial 

home-based fall prevention program incorporating 

education, exercise, home safety, and nutrition 

counseling through educational materials and 
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individualized instruction (1 hour, three times weekly 

for a minimum of 12 sessions).  Participants included 

37 adults > 65 years randomly assigned to the 

intervention or control group.  Seventy-two percent of 

the intervention group completed the exercise program 

at least 12 times, with 55% completing it three times a 

week.  The mean change score for the intervention 

group was statistically significant for balance (1.44; 

p<0.000), bicep endurance (3.33; p<0.000), lower 

extremity power (34.2; p<0.001), falls efficacy (15.61; 

p<0.023), reduction of environmental hazards (14.21; 

p<0.002), and nutritious food behavior (14.92; 

p<0.009).  Changes were not statistically significant for 

dorsiflexion of the left foot, dorsiflexion of the right 

foot, scratch test, Get Up and Go test, Locus of control 

for nutrition, and depression.[6] 

Summary of Study 4 – Lin 2007 (level 1b) 

This randomized control trial evaluated the benefits of 

fall prevention programs on quality of life 

measurements.  Study participants included 150 

residents of a rural Taiwan township > 65 years, 

requiring medical attention due to a fall within the 

previous four weeks.  Participants were block 

randomized into one of three fall prevention programs: 

1) education, 2) home safety assessment and 

modification, and 3) exercise training.  Education and 

home safety modifications were assessed by two public 

health workers, while exercise interventions were 

conducted by a physical therapist at the patient‘s home 

every two weeks during the 4-month period.  Education 

had a positive impact on physical domain (3.9; CI=1.6-

6.2) as well as activities of daily living (0.9; CI=0.2-

1.7) and depression (0.5; CI=0.1-1.0).  Exercise had a 

positive impact on psychological (3.8; CI=0.7-7.0), 

social (3.4; CI=0.7-6.1), and environmental domains 

(3.2; CI=0.8-5.7) as well as functional reach (1.5; 

CI=0.3-2.6), balance (1.3; CI=0.2-2.4), and gait (0.4; 

CI=0.1-0.8).  The home safety intervention yielded no 

improvements.  None of the programs was able to 

reduce actual falls.[7] 

Discussion 

All four studies demonstrated improvements in at least 

some fall risk factors (e.g. balance, gait, home hazards, 

number of medications).  Two studies directly 

measured fall reduction: tai chi, which showed no 

statistically significant difference, and medication 

review, which had mixed results.  
 

Although effective during the study duration, these fall 

prevention programs, like many of those studied in 

metropolitan areas, may be unfeasible long-term due to 

lack of sustainable funding and resources.  Authors of 

all four studies were contacted to determine if these 

programs were still in existence.  The programs 

described in Lin (2006), Lin (2007), and Weber have 

since closed due to lack of funding.  Yates did not 

return our correspondence.  
 

Clinically, these results have significant relevance for 

future fall prevention programs in rural communities.  

Although programs may be effective, there is still a 

significant gap that must be filled to sustain long-term 

fall prevention programs.  Lack of funding must be 

addressed, along with the lack of healthcare providers 

to meet program needs.  Without available providers, 

current fall prevention programs are non-functional.  

Future fall prevention programs will need to take into 

account these specific difficulties to be effective.  

Possibilities of home-based fall prevention programs 

incorporating the use of a family member/caregiver 

instead of a healthcare professional to conduct the 

program could be researched in the future to overcome 

these hurdles. 

Currently, there is limited evidence in this area of 

research, making it difficult to implement these 

programs in the general public.  Continued research 

pertaining specifically to rural communities, available 

funding and healthcare professional resources are key 

components to the success of future fall prevention 

programs and their effectiveness. 

3. Conclusions 

Fall prevention programs have been studied specifically 

in rural settings and strategies including physical 

activity, medication review, education, nutritional 

counseling, and home safety may effectively reduce fall 

risk factors [Grade B].  There was not enough evidence 

to make a graded recommendation regarding 

effectiveness of these programs in reducing actual falls.  
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Abstract. Wi-Fi has become a ubiquitous wireless technology 

in a short period of time. Each one of us has wireless gadgets 

competing for the Wi-Fi bandwidth. In contrast to this, studies 

show that the legacy technologies‘ spectrum like the TV 

spectrum was found to be unoccupied 90% of the time. 

Cognitive Radio (CR) Technology is the riposte to this 

paradoxical situation. A CR is an intelligent radio which scans 

the radio spectrum for free channels and uses them to its own 

advantage. CRs coordinate among themselves using 

cooperative spectrum sensing schemes to sense the spectrum 

efficiently. Not much is known about their energy efficiency. 

To study this, we develop an energy model and perform an 

energy efficiency analysis of two basic/generic cooperative 

sensing schemes – distributed and centralized, for the ad hoc 

WLAN scenario. We further propose corresponding modified 

versions for these two schemes where only a fraction of 

secondary nodes scan in each sensing cycle as opposed to all 

the nodes and show the amount of energy savings over their 

generic counterparts. 

 

1. Introduction  
Cognitive Radios (CRs) opportunistically use the 

vacant spectrum that is not being used by the rightful 

owners in time, frequency, space and code dimensions 

of a signal to make their communications efficient. In 

the field of CR technology, the rightful users of the 

licensed spectrum are termed the primary users (PUs) 

where as the other CR users trying to use this spectrum 

opportunistically are the secondary users (SUs). The 

SUs, before dynamically accessing this licensed 

spectrum should make sure that it is not occupied by a 

PU in their vicinity to avoid interference to the PUs. 

The key component to achieve this is the sensing of the 

spectrum with high reliability. As the transmitter based 

techniques like energy detection and matched filtering 

are local and rely solely on the PU signal detection; 

there is a high chance for the CR to be blinded/mislead 

due to fading, shadowing and interference phenomenon 

further causing degradation of the accuracy of these 

local sensing techniques. To overcome these blinding 

phenomena, cooperative sensing has been found to be 

far superior to this local sensing. 

 The goal of our work is to study the amount of 

energy consumed by the SUs to cooperatively sense the 

spectrum. This paper complements the work done in [1] 

where an energy efficiency analysis of CRs was done 

and a local sensing scheme ‗optimal scanning‘ scheme 

was proposed in which each node in the network scans 

all the channels. A comparison against cooperative 

sensing schemes was not made in this work. Hence, we  

study two cooperative sensing schemes suitable for the 

wireless LAN (WLAN) ad hoc scenario-a no frills, 

generic distributed Scheme and a centralized cluster 

based scheme. In addition to showing the energy 

efficiency of these generic cooperative schemes over 

the local sensing schemes using our energy model, we 

further propose  modified versions of these two generic 

schemes, namely the distributed- and cluster based 

centralized- schemes and show additional energy 

savings over the generic schemes. Most of the work 

done to date on CR cooperative sensing mainly focuses 

on increasing the spectrum sensing efficiency/accuracy 

of the schemes but relatively limited analysis has been 

done on their energy efficiency.  

2. Problem Definition 

Sensing Model: 

We consider an ad hoc WLAN scenario where all 

the nodes are in the hearing range of each other. Since 

we consider that each node senses a different channel in 

a given sensing cycle (SC), it is very important that all 

the nodes share this information.  

A SC consists of a scanning period (SP) and a 

reporting period (RP). The total number of channels to 

be scanned is decided prior to the start of the SC based 

on the node density. Once each node scans the channels 

assigned to it, they share this information with their 

neighbors during the RP through sensing reports (SRs) 

which is assumed a broadcast packet. The energy 

consumed by each node in one SC is given by the sum 

of energy to scan the channels, energy to switch 

between channels, energy to transmit the sensing report 

to the remaining nodes and energy to receive the reports 

[2]. The energy calculations done further in this work 

are specific to one SC. 

Energy consumption analysis 

A. Distributed Sensing Scheme 

             
Fig.1. Distributed Scheme-Basic        Fig.2. Distributed Scheme-α 

Distributed Scheme–Basic: Let us consider an ad hoc 

WLAN of ‗N‘ nodes with ‗C‘ channels to be sensed. So 

the energy cost of each node  in this 

distributed scheme is given by, 
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 is the energy consumed to scan, switch 

channels and  is the energy to transmit and 

receive SRs. Total energy consumption of the whole 

scheme is, 
 

Distributed Scheme–α: In this scheme, only a fraction 

 of the  nodes scan in each SC 

i.e.,  nodes scan the channels and  do not 

scan. Then the energy equation for each of the 

 nodes is as follows: 

 

Total energy consumption of the whole scheme is, 

 

B. Cluster based Centralized Sensing Scheme 

      
Fig.3. Centralized Scheme-Basic      Fig.4. Centralized Scheme-α 

Centralized Scheme – Basic: In this Scheme, the 

network of  nodes can be divided into  clusters 

based on some higher layer protocol with each cluster 

having  cluster members (CMs) excluding the 

cluster head (CH) such that . Total energy 

consumption of the whole Scheme is, 

 

Centralized Scheme – α: In this α scheme, CMs 

sense the channels (  do not sense per SC. Total 

energy consumption of the whole Scheme is, 

 

Evaluation 

The energy plot Fig.5 for varying node density ‘ 

 clearly depicts that centralized scheme has 

lower energy costs compared to distributed and also 

that α schemes save more energy than their generic 

counterparts. This trend is more noticeable for higher 

values of ‗N‘.  

 
Fig.5. Energy plots of cooperative sensing schemes 

 
Fig.6. Comparison of cooperative and non-cooperative schemes 

The above plot of Fig.6 gives a comparison of the 

optimal scan non-cooperative scheme and cooperative 

schemes for the log scale of energy. The optimal 

scheme energy increases exponentially with the 

increase of node density while the cooperative schemes 

remain almost flat. 

3. Conclusions 
The cluster based scheme saves up to 13% of energy 

over the distributed scheme for higher ‗N‘. The 

distributed-α (0.5) scheme is 3% energy efficient than 

the basic distributed scheme. The savings can as higher 

as 7% for lower value of α of 0.2. The energy savings 

are higher for lower values of α and this trend is more 

significant in the distributed scheme. However, as α 

increases the per node energy costs would also be 

higher than the per node energy costs of the basic 

schemes. Hence, in our future work we derive optimal 

values of α to maximize the savings.  For a constant 

‗N‘, as the number of clusters ‗K‘ increases the energy 

costs proportionately increase. So ideally having one 

cluster would be the most energy efficient case of 

clustered scheme. The cooperative sensing schemes 

analyzed in this paper save about 49%-96% energy over 

the optimal non-cooperative scheme in [1] for varying 

values of ‗N‘. 
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Abstract. According to statistics gathered in 2008 by the National Highway Traffic safety Administration (NHTSA), over 60,000 

pedestrians were injured in traffic accidents in the USA [2]. When a pedestrian is struck by a car moving at a speed of 35 miles 

per hour, the injuries are likely to be fatal as a result of the impact of the pedestrian‘s head with the windshield or the frame of the 

car. A team, led by crash specialists at Cranfield University, has devised a new design of an external airbag which is fitted under 

the hood [4]. Unlike other airbags that are designed to protect the driver and passengers, this system is purely aimed at improving 

the pedestrian safety. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) is a measure of head injury in an impact. It can be useful in assessing the safety 

related to vehicles and pedestrians. The HIC value has a tolerance or threshold value of 1000 above which the 

injuries is implied to be fatal [1]. In this study, the impact scenario is reconstructed using a validated non-linear 

finite element model of a car (Geo Metro) and a 50% hybrid III Anthropomorphic Test Dummy (ATD) in the LS-

DYNA finite element code [3]. An external airbag is designed and mounted on the outside base of the windshield 

and the design is imported into the Finite Element environment. The HIC value is evaluated for various speeds to 

illustrate any improvement with the deployment of airbag. A graph is plotted for various HIC values, with and 

without the external airbag and compared. The simulation results for various speeds are also examined for any 

change in position of the head with respect to the windshield, and to investigate the speeds where the availability of 

external airbag cannot save the pedestrian either (at high speeds). 

Figure 1 and 2 shows the finite element simulation of pedestrian impact with a small car, with and without airbag. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Impact of car with pedestrian in real-time         Figure 2: Impact with external airbag for safety  

scenario   

 

 

3. Limitations 
1. This method is not suitable for all types of pedestrians, e.g; children, elderly and pedestrians of varying sizes etc. 

2. The concept of external airbags is shown to protect pedestrians only up to a certain speed limit. 

3. For large type of vehicles, such as pick-up trucks and SUV‘s, the external airbag may not be a viable design. 
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Comparison of HIC values with and without External Airbag 

 

 
 

 

2. Results & Analysis 

As observed, for different impact speeds, the external airbag dramatically reduces potential head injuries. From the 

simulations at different speeds, it is observed that the potential head injury also increases at every specified speed 

studied. Also, from the simulation, it may be observed that as the speed of the vehicle decreases, the position of the 

head with respect to the windshield changes. The head moves towards the base of the windshield with decreasing 

speeds. When the speed increases, it moves away from the base of the windshield. This can be extended to assess the 

point where the head is more likely to strike on the car.  

The analysis also includes: 

1. The graphical results illustrate that the external airbag fails to protect the pedestrians from fatal injuries at 

speeds over 33mph. 

2. The results below 15 mph are not considered since sudden deceleration at those speeds will not trigger the 

airbag deployment.  

3. The results might vary for different airbag design. 

 

4. Conclusions 
When the pedestrian is struck by a car, depending on the speed of the car, and position and height of the pedestrian 

with respect to the car, the pedestrian will strike different front parts of the car. So, the external airbag is modeled 

such that when it explodes it covers the possible area where the pedestrian is likely to get struck. The deployment of 

external airbag dramatically reduces the potential head injuries for the pedestrians as it cushions the surface of 

impact. However, with the increase in the speed of the car, the efficiency of the external airbag is studied. It is 

observed that, though the HIC value decreases compared to the scenario of no external airbag, the value exceeds the 

threshold value of 1000 at speeds over 33 mph which means the injuries would be fatal.  
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Abstract. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months. This study 

examined barriers to a new mother‘s decision to breastfeed. TS completed prenatal classes and intended to breastfeed until her 

baby was at least 12-18 months of age. She began breastfeeding her healthy infant shortly after birth. At two weeks, 

breastfeeding was going ―pretty well.‖ At four weeks, the baby experienced ―tummy troubles,‖ was diagnosed with lactose 

intolerance and placed exclusively on formula. This diagnosis may have been un-necessary. An examination of events showed 

the need for health care providers to partner with the mother, listen to her concerns, and consider other diagnostic options to 

support her decision to breastfeed as fully as possible.  

   

1. Introduction 

 

Breastfeeding, when possible, is the optimal way for infants to obtain adequate nutrition in the first year of life [1-2]. 

In infancy, breastfeeding reduces the risk for non-specific gastrointestinal infections, acute otitis media, and 

hospitalizations secondary to lower respiratory tract infections. In older children, early breastfeeding reduces the risk 

for asthma, obesity, and type two diabetes [2-3]. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that 

infants are breastfed for their first year of life [2]. In a recent survey, 75% of women reported they had breastfed 

their infants, but only 33% of these women were breastfeeding exclusively at three months. Six months following 

delivery, only 13.3% of these women were breastfeeding exclusively [4]. None of these percentages reach the 

Healthy People 2020 goals for breastfeeding, specifically that 81.9% of mothers breastfeed, 44.3% breastfeed 

exclusively for three months, and 23.7% breastfeed exclusively for six months [5]. Predominant factors associated 

with successful breastfeeding are participation in prenatal classes, the intent to breastfeed, and sustained skin-to-skin 

contact between mother and infant immediately following birth [6-7]. This paper presents the experiences of a first-

time mother (primigravida) who met these criteria but who decided to discontinue breastfeeding.  

 

2. Case Presentation: TS (not her true initials) 

 

Prior to her delivery, TS, aged 32-years, attended a series of prenatal classes, completed a breastfeeding course, and 

indicated she intended to breastfeed for 12-18 months. Her spouse, family and friends were supportive and 

encouraging. Her healthy, full-term daughter was born vaginally following a spontaneous and uncomplicated labor. 

TS began breastfeeding and sustained skin-to-skin contact with her newborn 17 minutes after birth. During a follow-

up telephone conversation, TS described breastfeeding two weeks later as going ―pretty well.‖ She had experienced 

one complication, a ―split nipple.‖ She rated the pain as six on a scale of 10, but stated the nipple had healed 

quickly. She felt this brief event had no effect on her breastfeeding. When her infant was four weeks old, TS 

reported the infant was ―gassy and uncomfortable,‖ difficult to feed, and ―had a sore bottom with blisters from 

stool.‖ That week, following a visit to her pediatrician, the infant was diagnosed with lactose intolerance and 

immediately placed exclusively on soy formula. TS stated she was ―bummed about not being able to breastfeed‖ but 

relieved that her daughter‘s symptoms improved within a week of her being transferred to formula. 

 

3. Lactose intolerance  
 

This condition is caused by an absence or deficiency of the lactase enzyme or damage to the small intestine. As a 

result, lactose is not hydrolyzed or broken down into monosaccharides and cannot be absorbed by the microvilli in 

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The undigested lactose creates hydrogen gas and fatty acids, with subsequent 

abdominal distention and flatulence. Additional symptoms include diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea and/or 

vomiting. There are four different categories of lactose intolerance. Developmental lactose deficiency is seen in 

neonates born at less than 34 weeks of gestation [8]. Congenital lactose intolerance is rare but seen in newborns as 

soon as a lactose-containing product such as human milk or formula is introduced. Due to the newborns‘ inability to 

digest lactose, severe diarrhea, and feeding problems are recognized at the time of the first feeding [8]. Primary 
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lactose intolerance is an autosomal recessive condition where lactase activity and production decreases as the child 

reaches adulthood. It is uncommon before two or three years of age. Secondary lactose intolerance results from an 

underlying pathologic disease that damages the intestinal wall, such as gastroenteritis, irritable bowel syndrome, 

malnutrition, celiac disease, or Crohn‘s disease. It usually takes weeks to months for the intestinal wall to heal and 

symptoms of lactose intolerance to disappear [8]. Diagnosis of lactose intolerance is made following a thorough 

history and physical examination and tests such as fecal pH and blood glucose levels. A lactose-free diet also can be 

tried.   

 

Lactose intolerance can be confused with an allergy to cow‘s milk protein. A breastfeeding mother can stop 

consuming cow‘s milk or soy, and if the newborn‘s symptoms improve, breastfeeding can continue [9]. A further 

variable to consider occurs when breastfed infants cannot effectively ―drain‖ the breast. This can be caused by an 

oversupply of breastmilk. The resulting low-fat intake causes fast gastric clearance and the infant can be 

misdiagnosed as lactose intolerant. Infants also may have difficulty with a mother‘s overactive-milk ejection reflex. 

The resultant stinging sensation may cause the infant to withdraw, vomit, or have difficulty with GI function [10].   

 

4.  Conclusion 

 

This case reveals how quickly a diagnosis can become a barrier to breastfeeding. Based on the current research in 

lactose intolerance, and the timeline of this infant‘s complications with breastfeeding, it is possible that lactose 

intolerance was not a primary cause of this infant‘s difficulties. TS and her infant had several positive factors that 

are attributed to successful long-term breastfeeding. TS understood the benefits of breastfeeding and was eager to do 

this. Her full-term, healthy infant had breastfed without difficulty for four weeks and gained weight appropriately. 

While it was positive that symptoms resolved when the infant was placed on soy formula, the symptoms could have 

been the result of conditions other than lactose intolerance. These conditions could have been identified and 

breastfeeding may have been able to be continued. This case demonstrates the importance of all health care 

providers to work in partnership with the mother, listen to her detailed narrative and concerns, take time to evaluate 

all possible reasons for any presenting symptoms that may be barriers to breastfeeding, and identify ways in which 

her decision to breastfeed can be supported as fully as possible.  
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Abstract.  Two siliciclastic-filled (sandstone and shale) 

paleocaves in the Mississippian (Osagean) Burlington-

Keokuk Limestone are exposed in roadcuts in Dade County, 

Missouri. These caves formed in pre-Atokan time as 

suggested by their shale and/or sandstone fill, which contains 

Late Atokan spore and pollen fossil assemblages.  These 

flora, and sedimentologic analysis, suggest that the cave-fill 

deposits were derived from Late Atokan terrestrial deposits 

(McLouth Formation) and not Desmoinesian age rocks (Krebs 

Group) that are exposed nearby. The McLouth Fm. similarly 

fills subsurface paleocaves in Leavenworth and Jefferson 

counties in Kansas.    

  

1.  Introduction 

 

Cave-fill deposits record a unique environment which 

can provide researchers with information of past 

climates and fauna.  This is especially true of terrestrial 

cave-fills, which are rivaled only by lacustrine deposits 

in their ability to record on-continent conditions [1].  

Fossils within cave-fill are often uncompressed on 

account of the protection afforded by the surrounding 

limestone and present an exceptional opportunity to 

study the original morphology of past fauna [2].  Karst 

features are also of interest among economic geologists 

for their potential petroleum reservoirs and mineral 

deposits.  Hundreds of filled pre-Pennsylvanian karst 

features in Missouri were mined for hematite, pyrite, 

coal, refractory clays, barite, lead, and zinc prior to the 

1950s [3].  Siliciclastic-filled paleocaverns within 

Mississippian limestones may also influence petroleum 

reservoirs in the subsurface of Kansas and elsewhere.  

Large sand-filled paleocaverns could potentially yield 

commercial quantities of oil themselves. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

Two paleocaves, and several other small karst features, 

have recently been exposed by new roadcuts along a 

half-mile section of highway 39 in Dade County, 

Missouri.  These paleokarst features are filled by Late 

Atokan sandstone and shale, evidenced by their spore 

and pollen fossil assemblages.   Organic-rich shales 

were sent to Dr. Cortland Eble at the Kentucky 

Geological Survey to conduct the palynological 

identifications.  Among the many fauna identified were 
Torispora securis, Triquitrites sculptilis, and Dictyotriletes 

bireticulatus, which are important biostratigraphic 

indicators for the Atokan Series. 

 

The cave-fill outcrops were measured and samples were 

collected for laboratory analyses.  One of the caves is 

filled with relatively thick units of coarse to fine-

grained, large-scale cross-stratified sandstone that also 

have internal erosion surfaces, flaser bedded units, and 

local soft-sediment deformed beds, flame structures, 

and normal-graded layers (Fig. 1). Sandstone beds 

commonly are separated by inferred slack-water black 

shales, and there is evidence of contemporaneous (and 

later) cave-roof collapse during sand deposition. The 

sediments filling this cave likely entered via surface 

sinking streams. The other cave is filled mainly by 

poorly sorted black mudrock, shale, and sandy siltstone, 

with abundant organic matter, pyrite and secondary 

sulfates, associated with abundant roof-collapse 

limestone breccia and ―rauwacke‖ (Fig. 2). This 

paleocave is interpreted to have been filled as 

colluvium entered through sinkhole collapses beneath 

marshes or swamps, and by some in-flowing, low-

energy water currents.   
 

Thin sections were created from selected sandstone 

samples for petrographic study.  The sand grains were 

predominately quartz.  A significant amount of chert 

lithic fragments as well as minor amounts of feldspars 

and accessory minerals were also included.  The grains 

ranged from silt to pebble size and from angular to well 

rounded.  The angular grains reflect euhedral quartz 

overgrowths infilling pore spaces.  The majority of 

cements were quartz in the porous samples and calcite 

in the low permeability samples.  Euhedral quartz 

overgrowths and calcite cements were juxtaposed in a 

few samples suggesting multiple episodes of cement 

dissolution and precipitation.  The samples contained 

both metamorphic and reworked quartz grains, as well 

as metamorphic and dolomite lithic fragments.  This 

suggests that there was at least a dual provenance for 

the allogenic sediments. 

 

Samples of the mudrocks, shales, and sulphates from 

each of the outcrops were analyzed with a Rigaku 

Miniflex II X-ray diffractometer.  The bulk of the clay 

and silt sized cave-fill was determined to be quartz as 

well.  Pyrite and organic material is also common 

within the fine grained rocks.  The pyrite is interpreted 

to be of sedimentary origin, forming in the reducing 
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environment of marshes and swamps.  The sulphates 

were found to be gypsum, in the form of a crust on the 

cave roofs and as clusters of selenite crystals between 

shale layers, jarosite, copiapite, and melanterite.  The 

sulphates are secondary products formed from the 

oxidation of pyrite.  The smell of sulfur near the south 

cave-fill is evidence that Hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) is 

also produced as a result of this process.  Highly 

corroded limestone (rauwacke) on the cave-roofs and 

the floor of the south cave-fill is caused by acidic 

solutions created by this oxidation.    

 

Plugs of the sandstone samples were sent to 

Weatherford Laboratories for porosity and permeability 

analysis.  Porosity and permeability is lowest in 

samples with calcite cement and higher matrix content.  

Samples below the first shale interval were in general 

coarser and contained less calcite cement and as a result 

were more porous and permeable.   

 

A hand-held gamma-ray spectrometer was used to 

measure the natural radioactivity on each cave-fill 

outcrop.  The data was then converted to API units and 

plotted on a graph to resemble gamma-ray electric well 

logs for comparison to suspected electric logs of cave-

fill encountered in oil and gas wells in Kansas.  Electric 

logs and geology reports at the Kansas Geological 

Society Library in Wichita were examined for cave-fill 

within the Mississippian subcrop.  Cave-fills were 

found in Lyons, Sumner, Leavenworth, Jefferson, 

Clark, and Logan counties in a brief survey of these 

electric logs.  One of the cave-fills produces 

commercial quantities of oil but the location cannot be 

revealed on account of a confidentiality agreement.  

Paleotopographic maps of the Mississippian 

unconformity in Clark County were created on 

Geographix mapping software using subsurface well 

data with the methods employed by Sando, W.J. [4].  

The paleotopographic maps depict a karst landscape 

with inferred sinkholes and sinking streams.  The 

influence of karst drainage on oil well spacing can be 

seen. 

 

The caves were filled contemporaneously, evidenced by 

their fossil assemblage and close proximity.  The 

lithotypes and sedimentary structures of these fills 

suggest deposition in a lowland terrestrial environment.  

The age and depositional environment of these cave-

fills are correlative to the McLouth Formation, 

previously only described in the subsurface of the 

Forest City Basin.  The McLouth Fm. similarly fills 

Mississippian caves in Leavenworth and Jefferson 

counties in Kansas [5]. 

 

 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

Sedimentological and petrographic analyses, as well as 

palynological identifications suggest that recently 

exposed cave-fills within the Burlington-Keokuk 

Limestone in Dade County, MO. are Late Atokan 

terrestrial deposits (McLouth Fm.), not belonging to the 

Krebs Group which is exposed in the area.  A survey of 

cave-fills below the Mississippian unconformity in 

Kansas and paleogeographic maps of this ancient land 

surface reveal that these karst features influence oil and 

gas field distribution and in some cases are hydrocarbon 

reservoirs themselves.   

 

 
Fig 1.  East side of the sand-filled paleocave.  The fill exposed is 

approximately 90 ft. wide and 20 ft tall.  The cave floor is not 

exposed.   

 
Fig 2.  The sandy mudrock and shale-filled paleocave exposure is 270 

ft. long and 15 ft tall from cave floor to roof.   
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to assess the reliability of coding mother-neonate interactions. Two coders 

independently examined videos of two mother-neonate dyads and coded five interactions: mother looking at neonate‘s face, 

mother smiling at neonate, mother joggling neonate, mother talking to neonate, and mother touching neonate. High inter-rater 

reliability was predicted for the first three interactions, which were presumed easy to identify and measure. Reliability analysis of 

1,427 interactions revealed that the two coders agreed less than would be expected by chance alone. This suggests that the 

process was highly dependent on the individual coders. Reevaluating current coding methods will be essential to develop 

meaningful standards for reliable coding, which in turn should help us better understand mother-neonate bonding. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

An important area of infant development research is the interaction between a mother and her neonate [1-2]. 

Maternal behaviors toward the neonate ideally should support the latter‘s viability [3] and increase the bonding of 

the mother-neonate pair [1-2, 4]. In addition to talking to her neonate, a mother will often look at, smile at, touch, 

and joggle the newborn. All of these maternal behaviors help develop the bond between the mother and her infant 

[5-8]. 

 

Coding these behaviors during observation of the birthing event is not practical due to their complexity; coding of a 

video recording of the event overcomes that problem. Video coding is a common practice in behavioral research   

[9-10], including that involving infants [11]. An essential component of video coding is reliability between coders to 

ensure that data interpretation is valid, consistent, and accurate. 

 

The purpose of this study was to assess the inter-rater reliability of two coders‘ ability to identify mother-neonate 

interactions. It was predicted that the coding of certain interactions, such as looking at and joggling the neonate, 

would result in high reliability because those behaviors were presumed easier to identify and measure using the 

video recordings. 

 

2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance 

 

The study‘s recording protocols were explained in detail to each mother prior to her infant‘s birth; each mother 

signed consent forms (approved by both WSU and the birthing hospital) that allowed video recording. The signals 

analyzed in this study were digital video recordings of two mother-neonate dyads during the first two hours after 

birth. The digital camera used for the recordings focused primarily on the mothers, thus providing an ideal view of 

the mother‘s behaviors toward the neonate. After an initial meeting to discuss which interactions would be coded, 

two coders independently examined the recordings. Focusing on the mothers, each coder identified the following 

maternal interactive behaviors: (1) looking at the neonate‘s face, (2) smiling at the neonate, (3) joggling the neonate, 

(4) talking to the neonate, and (5) touching the neonate. Using the digital timestamp of each video as a reference, 

each coder recorded the start and end times of each identified behavior. 

 

The two coders identified a combined total of 2,166 unique interactions, of which 1,427 were interactions identified 

by either both coders or a single coder. Table 1 summarizes the frequency of coded behaviors identified by the 

coders. 

 
Table: 1 

Frequencies of coded mother-to-neonate behaviors 

 Mother-to-neonate behavior 

Coder Looking Smiling Joggling Talking Touching Total 

      1   862 27   72 273 44 1278 

      2   489 33 129 196 41   888 

      Total 1351 60 201 469 85 2166 
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Statistical analysis of inter-rater reliability—using Cohen‘s kappa coefficient as the measure of agreement—

revealed no effective agreement between the two coders either across all five interactions (–.196) or within any one 

interaction (looking = –.049, smiling = –.258, joggling = –.208, talking = –.199, and touching = –.265). Negative 

measure of agreement values indicate that the two coders agreed less than would be expected by chance alone. 

 

Despite the prediction that certain interactions would be easy to identify and code, the results suggest that the 

process was highly dependent on the individual coders. The results can be attributed not only to disagreement 

between the coders, but also shortcomings in the coding methods. Whereas the coders had initially agreed upon the 

maternal behaviors of interest, there was low consensus as to how the behaviors would manifest themselves in the 

video recordings. For example, one coder identified the mother as looking at her neonate for a period of ten seconds, 

yet the other coder identified three separate instances of the looking behavior within the same time period. In other 

situations, only one coder identified a behavior as occurring. It is also possible that during certain portions of the 

video coding process, the coders responded differently due to fatigue and attention level. A reevaluation of the 

coding methods will be essential to develop meaningful standards for reliable coding. These findings represent an 

important first step in the development of reliable measures of the early interactions that will help us better 

understand how mothers and their neonates bond soon after birth [1-3]. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 

This study examined the inter-rater reliability of coding of mother-neonate interactions. It was predicted that 

reliability would be high between the study‘s two coders, given that some interactions—such as looking and 

smiling—would presumably be easier to identify. The results were contrary to prediction: the coders agreed less 

than would be expected by chance alone. These findings will help further the development of coding procedures that 

not only are reliable but also inform future research. 
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Abstract.  The esophagus functions to transport food and liquid from the pharynx to the stomach. It is comprised of striated and 

smooth muscle and has specialized sphincters at its proximal (upper) and distal (lower) ends. Its muscle action produces the 

sequential, coordinated peristalsis that propels food and liquid distally. This peristaltic movement needs to have coordinated 

primary and secondary contractions. When these do not occur, tertiary contractions result. These contractions are dysfunctional 

and create a motility disorder of the esophagus. One such motility disorder is Diffuse Esophageal Spasm (DES). Symptoms of 

DES include atypical chest pain that can mimic angina, and dysphagia (swallowing difficulty), particularly a feeling of food or 

liquid being caught in the throat. DES is best confirmed through manometry, a procedure that assesses pressure, timing, and 

intensity of esophageal muscle movement, and radiography, or imaging, of the esophagus. The etiology of DES remains elusive. 

Treatment varies. This case study focuses on the diagnosis and successful treatment of an older adult with DES through speech-

language pathology. 

1. Introduction  
 

Adequate hydration and nutrition is essential for brain and body function. An integral component in maintaining 

hydration and nutrition is a safe and effective swallow. This entails placement of an appropriate amount of food or 

liquid in the mouth, its coordinated management within the mouth, and its transfer through the pharynx into the 

esophagus. The esophagus is comprised of striated and smooth muscle and has specialized sphincters at its proximal 

(upper) and distal (lower) ends. Its muscle action produces the sequential, coordinated peristalsis that propels each 

bolus of food and liquid distally to the stomach for digestion. This peristaltic movement needs to have coordinated 

primary and secondary contractions. When these do not occur, tertiary contractions result. These contractions are 

dysfunctional and create a motility disorder of the esophagus. One such motility disorder is Diffuse Esophageal 

Spasm (DES).
1,2,

 DES is best diagnosed using manometry, a procedure that assesses the pressure, timing, and 

intensity of esophageal muscle movement, in combination with radiography to image the esophagus. Unlike other 

esophageal motility disorders, DES is characterized by high amplitude (hyperkinetic) nonperistaltic or simultaneous, 

contractions. These contractions occur in more than 30% of wet swallows during manometry and can give the 

esophagus a characteristic corkscrew appearance when it is imaged.
3,4

 The etiology of the disorder is unknown but 

postviral, infectious, environmental, anxiety-related, and genetic factors have been considered.
5,6

 Some esophageal 

motility disorders have been associated with diabetes mellitus and Parkinson‘s Disease.
2,7

 Increasing age also may 

be a factor.
5
 Treatment approaches for persons with DES include surgical myotomy, muscle dilation, and the 

injection of botulinum toxin. Pharmalogical protocols also are used, such as sildenafil to relax smooth muscle, and
 

antidepressants and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors to manage pain.
2
 Behavioral techniques to alleviate an 

accompanying dysphagia also are warranted.
2
 This case study describes the successful treatment of DES in an older 

woman through speech-language pathology intervention. 

  

2. Case Presentation: AS 

 

History. AS, an 85-year-old female residing in a continuing care community, was referred for assessment of her 

swallowing after she choked on pieces of banana and complained of throat pain at approximately the level of the 

thoracic inlet. Prior to this event, she stated she had been eating well and drinking without difficulty. Past medical 

history included: non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus; dyslipidemia; cerebrovascular accident (CVA); bipolar 

affective disorder; chronic anemia; gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD); osteoporosis; Parkinson‘s Disease; and 

arthritis. There was no history of tobacco, alcohol, or illicit drug use. Medications on admission to the hospital were: 

carbidopa/levodopa; glyburide; omeprazole; lithium; ropinirole; tramadol; and risperidone. She was alert, able to 

converse, and oriented to person, place, and time.  

 

Chest x-ray documented no acute cardiopulmonary abnormalities but did show an apparent mass in the upper 

mediastinum near the aortic arch. CT scans (without contrast) of the chest and cervical spine confirmed that the 
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mass was due to food and fluid debris in a dilated (almost 3.5 cm) esophagus. An upper gastrointestinal (GI) 

swallow study and esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) confirmed normal esophageal and gastric mucosa but with 

an abnormally dilated esophagus. The lumen of the distal esophagus was narrowed and patulous with a corkscrew 

appearance. The narrowing distended over time. Irregular tertiary contractions and peristaltic movements were 

evident from the level of the aortic arch inferiorly to the gastroesophageal (GE) junction. The lower esophageal 

sphincter was wide open and easily relaxed, indicating achalasia was not an underlying issue at this time. The 

duodenal bulb and first, second, and third portions of the duodenum were normal. Multiple cysts were noted in the 

right and left lobes of the thyroid gland with further evaluation recommended to rule out neoplasms. 

 

Diagnosis. Patulous esophagus with corkscrew appearance; associated acute dysphagia. Endoscopic findings of the 

esophageal mucosa were considered normal and typical for age which is characteristic of DES.
5
  

 

Treatment in hospital. Instructions to maintain slow rate of eating with small bites using mechanical soft diet and 

thin liquids under the guidance of the speech-language pathologist (SLP); no surgical or drug intervention. 

 

Outcome of 4-day hospital stay. Documented safe swallow with no signs of aspiration or reflux. Home 

medications for bipolar disorder were continued. Blood sugars were monitored and AS did well without any oral 

hypoglycemics. Discharged in good condition. 

 

Outcome of return to residence. Continued intervention with SLP for 2 weeks to assist AS with her confusion over 

what food consistencies were safe for her to eat; for verbal cueing to use compensatory muscle relaxant strategies 

effectively; and for the education of new staff regarding her care. Three months after hospitalization, AS remains 

symptom free. 

 

3. Conclusions. AS, an 85-year-old female, was diagnosed with Diffuse Esophageal Spasm of the corkscrew type 

and acute dysphagia. Potential etiological factors that apply to AS include: age, diabetes mellitus, Parkinson‘s 

Disease, and bipolar disorder. The successful outcome in this case documents the positive and direct role speech-

language pathologists can play in the treatment of adults with esophageal dysfunction.  
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Abstract.  This qualitative study explored 14 community 

college CC board members‘ understanding about (1) their 

institutions utilizing organizational identity theory and (2) 

critical elements of the match between their understanding of 

the CC and the desired characteristics of the selected 

presidential candidate. Documents including mission and 

vision statements and presidential position descriptions from 

48 rural and urban CCs across the nation were compared with 

board members‘ interview data. CC documents emphasized 

presidential experience. Board members also discussed 

experiences; however communication skills and the ability to 

develop relationships were critical elements in the presidents‘ 

selection. Rural interviewees spoke about using their CCs as 

an institution to preserve the community and culture. Urban 

interviewees desired their CCs to be an institution of 

relevance. 

 

Introduction 
 

There was a generally accepted belief that potential 

applicants who seek the presidency of a community 

college (CC) should be selected based on qualifications 

such as experience [1]. Fiedler stated that institution 

decision makers preferred leaders who were intelligent 

and experienced [2]. However, the selected presidential 

candidate may not be the effective leader as was once 

believed by the members of the governing board [3]. 

 

As an illustration, suppose a CC board did not have a 

clear understanding of the organization‘s culture and 

hired a presidential candidate with fund raising 

experience. Such a president might prove ineffective 

and have difficulty adjusting to the local CC culture [4]. 

This simple disconnect was an illustration of broader 

educational implications as the governing board should 

enable the new president to effectively implement 

board policies [5].  
 

Since the governing board expected the president to 

work with them and keep them informed, the president 

became the connection between them and the CC. This 

interaction required a board‘s understanding of the CC 

and a presidential candidate who possessed desired 

characteristics to effectively work together in the 

administration of the CC. Since the board was 

responsible for hiring a president, this study explored 

critical elements board members used to select a new 

president. Based upon organizational identity [6] and its 

depiction within the CC mission [7], what was the 

governing boards‘ understanding of the CC and was 

there a relationship between final board decisions 

regarding the selection of the presidential candidate and 

the organizational identity? 

 

Methodology 

 

This qualitative study included board members who 

were recently involved in a CC presidential selection 

process.  

Methods 

 

There were 48 mission statements, 23 vision 

statements, and 48 position descriptions collected 

throughout the nation and divided according to urban 

and rural classifications established by the United 

States Census Bureau‘s [8] publication of urban 

communities. Semi-structured interviews included 14 

board member participants who represented both urban 

and rural CCs in the Midwest. Follow-up questions 

were emailed to participants for further clarification. 

 

Discussion 
 

Mission and vision statements reflected student support 

through a learning culture conducive to student 

preparation for job entry, transferal to universities, 

developmental education, and workforce development. 

The documents also suggested CC collaboration with 

local community and businesses. Presidential position 

description responsibilities placed the president as head 

of the institution who reported to the governing board 

or in some cases, the state chancellor. The president 

oversaw all aspects of the CC encompassing operations, 

finance, public relations, political advocacy, and 

workforce development. 
 

Position descriptions also included presidential 

candidate qualifications, which entailed experience, 

personal characteristics, and a preferred level of 

education. Position descriptions seemed to suggest a 

greater emphasis on experiences rather than personal 

characteristics. Some experiences were administrative, 

teaching, fundraising, program, public relations, and 

planning. Some included personal characteristics were 
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communication skills, ability to develop relationships, 

cultural sensitivity, and personal integrity. Although a 

master‘s degree was required, a doctorate‘s degree was 

preferred. 
 

Both urban and rural interviewees described their 

understanding of the CC as institutions supporting both 

students and the local community. Rural CC 

interviewees seemed to suggest that their CCs should be 

utilized for the self-preservation of the local community 

or culture. This was done by providing programs that 

would enable students to stay home and support local 

businesses. Their urban counterparts seemed more 

concerned about their CCs maintaining relevance 

within the community. CC programs were designed to 

support the needs of the local corporations and provide 

a ready workforce. Corporations would provide funding 

and capital to support the CC programs. 

 

When asked about their reasons for presidential 

selection, experience and personal characteristics were 

mentioned. Experience was stated in terms of financial 

experience or administrative experience. Personal 

characteristics were described as intelligence, 

interpersonal skills such as communication skills and 

the ability to develop relationships with members of the 

community or political relationships. The ability for the 

president to communicate and develop personal 

relationships seemed critical as they were threaded 

throughout the interviews. Interviewees appeared more 

interested in hiring a presidential candidate based on 

personal characteristics rather than experiences listed in 

position descriptions which now seemed disconnected. 

 

In an attempt to clarify if personal characteristics were 

preferred to experience, a follow-up question was 

emailed to interviewees. Responses were compared to 

their CCs‘ position description qualifications. The 

majority of the seven interviewees who responded 

indicated a preference for personal characteristics.  

Conclusions 

 

This study looked at CCs‘ Boards of Trustees to try to 

comprehend their understanding of their own 

institutions and the critical elements of the match 

between their understanding of the CC and the desired 

characteristics of the selected presidential candidate. 

Mission and vision statements illustrated CC support 

for students and the community. Position descriptions 

emphasized the need for experience and certain 

personal characteristics such as the ability to 

communicate and develop relationships. Interviewed 

participants stated a desire for CC experiences; 

however personal characteristics seemed to be used as 

the final basis for selecting a presidential candidate. 

 

If I were to offer advice to someone interested in 

applying for a CC president position, I would suggest 

the need for financial and fundraising experience and to 

develop the ability to develop communication and 

relationship building skills as a way to make a 

connection to others. 

 

Future research could include the inclusion of CC 

instructors, administrators, or members of the 

community. Additional research could include the 

relationship between regional culture and the CC. 
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Abstract:   The ecological impact of invasive species has continued to rise in recent decades despite increased 

awareness and mitigation efforts.  One approach to controlling the impact of invaders may be to target vulnerable life-

stages.  In this study, Lespedeza cuneata seeds were sown into intact prairie plots that were assigned to different 

burning times to ascertain the effects of burning on different plant life stages.  Preliminary data suggest that late season 

burns (September) resulted in the lowest survivorship (x̄ = 29%) at the end of the first growing season versus an early 

season burn (April, x̄ = 88%).  Although these data suggest that late-season burning is more effective than early season 

burning, quantification of over-winter survivorship will be necessary to assess the full impact of these treatments on L. 

cuneata establishment. 
 

Introduction: The impact of invasive species on natural ecosystems has continued to rise despite an increase in 

awareness and mitigation efforts over the past several decades [1].  Any invader has the potential to disrupt an 

ecosystem whether by displacing or decreasing the diversity of native species or by altering existing ecological 

processes.  These detrimental effects can alter productivity, as well as the stability of the ecosystem by disrupting 

nutrient cycles, hydrological cycles, or specific organisms responsible for critical processes [2, 3].   Management of 

invasive plant species is difficult because different species often display unique characteristics that contribute to 

successful invasion.   However, there are certain demographic features that all species have in common— survival, 

growth rate, and fecundity.  Ramula et al. (2008) [4] found that perturbation to any single demographic has very little 

effect on population growth rate (λ) while simultaneous perturbations in two of the demographics, specifically 

survival and growth rate, would most likely result in a decline in λ.  Consequently, the most effective and cost-

efficient control strategy would likely employ a perturbation that adversely affects two or more demographic stages.  

Because perturbations naturally occur in many systems, such disturbances may have only modest effects on native 

species while greatly reducing invasive success by focusing on specific, vulnerable life stages; however, there are 

relatively few studies that examine how natural disturbance regimes influence key life stages of invasive species. 

Lespedeza cuneata ([Dum.-Cours.] G. Don) is an herbaceous, long-lived perennial legume introduced as a 

forage crop to the United States in 1896 from Eastern Asia [5].  Since then, its spread has been galvanized 

throughout the Eastern United States partly from low palatability in its woody mature form, its usage as an erosion 

deterrent on roadsides and in strip mines, and as a pasture crop [6].  The spread of L. cuneata into the Great Plains 

has had a profound impact on native grasslands by reducing native grassland diversity.   

Over the past decade, land managers have attempted to control the spread of L. cuneata using various 

methods including herbicide treatments, grazing, and fire. Traditional herbicide treatment is largely ineffectual 

against L. cuneata because, although mature plants are eliminated by the herbicides, high propagule production of 

up to 6000 seeds per plant per year creates an extensive seed bank from which new plants will germinate [7].   

Grazing by large herbivores is also ineffective as even an 80% leaf loss has no effect on λ[8].  

Prairie ecosystems are dominated by perennial grasses that are well adapted to prairie fires.  However, 

traditional burning has had a relatively weak effect on existing L. cuneata stands in previous studies.  This is not 

surprising given that mature L. cuneata have extensive root systems and buds below the soil surface that are likely 

protected from fire.  Young plants that have not allocated sufficient resources below-ground may be more vulnerable 

to fire than to herbivory [8].  However, there is very little data available on fire-induced mortality at different life 

stages for L. cuneata.  It is possible that burning L. cuneata at a vulnerable life stage may prevent its invasion. 

 

Methods: The effect of fire on immature L. cuneata seedlings was tested by manipulating the timing of fires in 

order to assess the effect on seedlings at different life stages.  The experiment was conducted at University of 

Kansas‘s NESA field station.  Ninety 1m x 1m plots were established in a grid with 0.5m between plots.  There were 

nine different treatment combinations that were each replicated ten times.  The treatments were as follows: L 

cuneata seed was added to plots that were either unburned or burned once at different times during the growing 

season (April, May, June, July, September of year 1 or April of year 2).  In addition, there were No Seed/No Burn 

control and no Seed/April Burn control treatments.  Seeds were hand collected from a population adjacent to the 
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study site.  For seed addition plots, seeds were sown at a rate of 4000 seeds/ m
2
.  All seeds were sown in March of 

year 1.  The burns were made with a propane torch within each 1 m
2
 plot to simulate the effects of a natural prairie 

fire.  Based on the literature, a typical prairie fire reaches 240-411° C.  The burns were monitored by temperature 

strips responsive to 27° temperature intervals between 93 and 426°C. 

 The plots were surveyed until an initial germination time was ascertained.  Every 20 days, 4 plants per plot 

were randomly selected and marked to quantify survivorship while all other L. cuneata plants in the plot were 

removed.  Shoot mass and length of the removed plants were measured to determine plant size at each interval.  

Midway between the 20 day intervals, any additional L. cuneata seedlings were removed to maintain discrete 

temporal differences among cohorts.  At the end of the first growing season after the September burn, all plots were 

surveyed to determine the survivorship of marked L. cuneata seedlings under different burning regimes.   

 

Results/Discussion: A census was taken at the end of the first growing season to determine survivorship 

through the first growing season.  The mean survivorship was calculated for each burn treatment.  The April burn 

treatment had the highest survivorship (88%) while the September burn treatment had the lowest (29%; Figure 1).  

There was a negative trend in survivorship as the season progressed, however this may be an artifact due to a 

reduction in the time available to assess re-sprouting.  Although unlikely, it is possible that some individuals may re-

sprout in the following spring.  These results suggest that early season burns do not lead to decreased recruitment 

compared to unburned plots presumably because fire-induced seedling mortality is offset by increased germination 

rates.  Differences in recruitment and survivorship cannot be assessed until over-winter survivorship is quantified. 

 

     
 

 
Fig 1.  Survivorship of L. cuneata seedings at the end of first growing season. 
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